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Mission Statement

Published annually by the University of New Mexico, Chamisa: A Journal of Literary,
Performance, and Visual Arts of the Greater Southwest is an online, peer-reviewed, open access
journal that showcases cultural production in the Southwest. The journal foregrounds
multidisciplinary creative works of, both, well-known and lesser-known artists and writers with
connections to historical and contemporary communities in this region of the country. The
journal’s main objective is to enrich our understanding of the value of the creative arts in the region
by featuring the diverse views and experiences that shape the full range of esthetic expression.
Chamisa also highlights creative community partnerships to promote a greater awareness
of the cultural and intellectual richness that characterizes life in the Southwestern states and
provides a space where academics, creatives, community members, and others with ties to and/or
interest in this region of the country can showcase their ideas, originality, and artistry. The arts of
the southwest region are abundant, diverse, and often blur the boundaries between categories
normally accepted as corresponding to the structural hierarchies of the art world. As these forms
change, they enrich and redefine the cultural landscape. The journal seeks to capture the dynamic
ways that the creative arts in this region have developed and continue to advance over time and in
relation to its historically diverse communities.
Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance, and Visual Arts of the Greater Southwest is
sponsored by the Southwest Hispanic Research Institute (SHRI) at the University of New Mexico.
Established in 1980, SHRI promotes multi-disciplinary research related to Latinx/Hispanic
populations of New Mexico, the Southwest, and the United States, and offers an intellectual home
for its faculty associates. It publishes a series of working papers and monographs, and supports

and promotes public lectures and research seminars on Latinx issues. SHRI has over 60 UNM
affiliated faculty members from the colleges of Arts and Sciences, Education and Human Sciences,
Architecture and Planning, Medicine/Health Sciences, Fine Arts, Law, the Anderson School of
Management, and University Libraries and Learning Sciences. The Institute is a member of the
Inter-University Program for Latinx Research, a national consortium of Latino studies programs
throughout the country, and is supported by the UNM Office of the Vice President for Research
and Economic Development. The Institute also acknowledges and welcomes support from, both,
public and private entities and foundations.

Second Issue Theme:
Women in the Southwest

When we consider the diverse communities located in what is, collectively, understood as the U.S.
Southwest, the prominence of women is unmistakable throughout the region’s history and across
all populations. Women have long assumed or served in a variety of roles, as mothers, healers,
community organizers, workers, artists, writers, politicians, scholars, and teachers, among many
other things. Beginning with the diverse Indigenous communities that have long inhabited the area,
then moving into the Spanish colonial and Mexican periods through the U.S. intervention,
statehood, and up to the present, women have actively shaped life, cultural production, and thought
in this part of the country. For the second issue of Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance,
and Visual Arts of the Greater Southwest, the submissions examine, document, celebrate, and/or
exemplify the creative expressions, labor, activities, and/or contributions, historical to the present,
made by women of all backgrounds and identities to the cultural landscape of the Southwest, here,
understood as comprised of the states of Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Nevada,
and California. For our purposes, we understand the category of “woman” to be open and inclusive
of all racial, ethnic, religious, and socioeconomic backgrounds, all sexual orientations, and all
woman or female gender identifications and gender expressions.

Acknowledgments

For the second issue of Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance, and Visual Arts of the
Greater Southwest, the chief co-editors, Leila Flores Dueñas, Ray Hernández-Durán, and Irene
Vásquez chose to take the opportunity presented by the second issue’s focus on women in the
Southwest to commemorate their mothers. All three editors call the Southwest home; Leila and
Ray were born and raised in Texas and spent time in Mexico, and Irene was born in Texas but
raised in California. Below, you will find images and short statements shared in honor of three
remarkable women, the editors’ mothers, whose lives, centered on family, community, and
tradition, left an indelible mark on their children and the work they do.

Sara Dueñas González de Flores (March 4, 1936–Present)

Fig. 1. Unidentified Photographer, “My Mother and I at Castillo Fortaleza de Santa Pola, Santa
Pola, España,” 2019, Digital Photo
During most of my childhood, I remember watching my mother care for her students’ needs and
organize civic events while always trying to keep up with her six children. At times, my
father would have to leave the family to travel abroad for months at a time with the U.S. Army.
Notably, when he was stationed in Vietnam, my mother took a leave-of-absence from teaching and
arranged for us to move to Ciudad Victoria in Tamaulipas, México to study Spanish in escuelas
públicas, where we also spent time with extended family and on the family ranch. She also
made sure that we took art classes at La Casa del Arte, where we studied danza folklórica,
costuming, and engaged in cultural performances. That was one way of fostering healthy
cultural identities in each of us. My mother also had us writing letters, telling stories, and singing
to our father via reel-to-reel tapes to help us form important bonds with my dad. To this day,
those activities laid the foundation that encouraged us to maintain strong family ties and to
always bring música y baile into the mix!

~Leila Flores Dueñas, Ph.D.

Paula Durán Esquivel de Hernández (April 28, 1940–September 13, 2017)

Fig. 2. Unidentified Photographer, “My Mother Holding Me at the Photographer’s Studio, San
Antonio, Texas,” 1968, Gelatin Silver Print
The day before she died, my mother lay motionless in bed and appeared to be sleeping. I held her
hand and whispered into her ear, “Don’t be afraid. It’s okay to let go. I’m here with you.” Under
her breath, she muttered, “Are you trying to get rid of me already?!?” My mother was a force of
nature. She was opinionated, hot tempered, and extremely frank. She was a bit of a diva and
rarely suffered fools. If angered or betrayed, she’d burn bridges and never look back. When it
came to me, her only child, she was protective and could be ruthless with anyone who
maligned or mistreated me. I don’t ever remember my mother exhibiting fear or weakness, even
at her lowest points. At the hospital, as I watched her broken body slowly deteriorate, her doctors
instructed me to ask her if she knew who I was and she responded, “mi tesoro chiquito.” She

died the next day. My mother and I had a troubled relationship (“tenemos un carácter fuerte,”
she would say) but I think of her daily and thank her for imparting her strength, resilience, and
drive, traits that have served me well as I navigate life and make my way in the world.

~Ray Hernández-Durán, Ph.D.

Agripina Vásquez de Morris (July 23, 1935–Present)

Fig. 3. Paolina Vásquez-Gómez, "Companionship in Albuquerque, New Mexico” 2019, Digital
Photograph
My mother, Agripina Vásquez de Morris, a short-statured, beautifully dark-skinned woman
with wavy black hair and dark eyes, stoically traversed the U.S. Southwest during the first third
of her lifetime. As a child, she picked cotton and tomatoes on an ejido called, Seis de
Octubre, near Gómez Palacio, a city in Durango, Mexico, the place of her birth. She also
picked watermelon, cantaloupe, and sweet corn, foods that later became staples in our family. As
a woman in her 20s, she performed domestic work in El Paso, Texas, and later worked in
the service industry in Deming, New Mexico, where she met and married my father. She

endured far more in the first third of her life than I have as a woman in my 50s. Most people
who see her believe she is fifteen years older than her actual age because of hard manual labor;
when she walks, she appears frail and bows over like a top-heavy sunflower bending its weight
forward toward the ground. My mom and I are living together as widows in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Despite her fragility, she can do almost everything on her own and she prefers it that
way. Our wellbeing is inextricably tied together and I am perfectly happy with that since I hope
to embody the strength that she carries in her mighty body.

~Irene Vásquez
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Meeting Sunny
by Kris R. Davidson
To stand at the outer rim of the Grand Canyon is to know the brevity and ephemerality of the
human experience. Nearly two billion years of earth's geological history lay there in full view, time
frozen as if it were a photograph. At its edge, tourists gaze into the canyon’s incomprehensible
expanse, and, after a moment, invariably begin to take pictures, staving off the existential pangs.
When faced with such beauty — and devastating temporal truths — it’s easier to take a picture,
creating a screen to buffer between yourself and the unbearable beauty. These are requisite
postcards from America, with the vastness of this place dutifully reduced into a neat, portable
square. This accidental time travel disguised as tourism.
The only movement in the otherwise still vista is a helicopter whirring faintly in the distance —
an inconsequential gnat caught in a time warp — and the sun’s languid sparkles on the Colorado
River, dancing along as the waters wrap around a towering mesa. Although geologists still debate
the timing, the general consensus is that the ancient river began carving the canyon some 60-70
million years ago (although in a different direction), patiently sluicing through layer after layer of
rock, at the same time as the land around it was being uplifted. Traces of earlier humans, going
back some 10,000 years, can still be found throughout the Colorado Plateau. This is a place where
ancient waters have shaped canyons, where the words of ancient people have shaped cultures. Here
one is reminded: America is a very old land, and she has been known by many names. I have come
here in search of the oldest story in America.
Native peoples around the world have long known that stories are medicine; listening to ancient
stories is a form of meditation. The characters in the stories are often elemental, older than anything
in remembered human history — Father Sun, Mother Earth, animals, rivers, rainbows, and stars
— and like the warmth of a campfire at dusk, which can feel like an ancient ancestral memory,
these stories are imbued with a cadence that is deep and unwavering in its wisdom. They are stories
that are free of frills, complicated literary devices, and ownership.
A dominant theme that arises repeatedly in my ongoing work of excavating American stories can
be distilled down to one word: belonging. Does this story belong to you? To me? To all of us who
would call ourselves American, but perhaps conditionally, depending on the make-up of heritage,
the specific percentages of one’s hyphenated identity? The idea of belonging — the threat of it,
the desire for it — wends its way into and through every truly American story ever told. In her
brief history under the name America, our country has wrestled with every form and manifestation
of belonging : how to belong to a new land (often, while still longing for distant ones left behind);
how to stake a claim of ownership of said land; how to belong to a stolen land; how to belong to
oneself; how to belong to others; either by brute force, subtle coercion, or open-hearted, willing
choice.
On the first trip, at the end of February in 2019, I inadvertently made my way to Monument Valley
ahead of a snowstorm. After several hours of driving through Navajo Nation I arrived at the hotel
right after dusk, the swirling snow and fading light obscuring the land. The next morning, I pulled
back the shades in my hotel room and saw an otherworldly scene: majestic mesas and all of the
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valley floor covered in a blanket of snow, a surreal landscape rendered in shades of blue at that
precipice of a new day. My rental car didn’t have four-wheel drive or snow tires, so I was blissfully
trapped, spending the next three days wandering this tableau, embarking on forays in different
directions. I was mostly alone with nature, enveloped in a profound wintery stillness. The oldest
story did not reveal itself, but the stage did. I recognize it now as a gentle reconditioning of my
hurried pace, my overly specific questions for this ancient land, this ancient culture.
“Would you say that you hold history? That you hold stories?” I asked.
The morning sun had just peeked past the horizon, rays of gold shimmering across the red land,
cutting through the trees, and in bursts into the car window, enveloping Sunny in an appropriate
halo of light. She is showing me parts of this beautiful native land. Sunny drives fast, but always
speaks with steady consideration. After a moment, she says, “No. I take care of them. I oil them. I
think of it as taking care of a horse, taking care of your livestock, or taking care of your house.
You know? You take care of the stories.”
Sunny Dooley, a Navajo storyteller, instinctively peppers her speech with Navajo words. “Diné,”
she reminds me. “We’re the Diné People. Navajo is what the Spaniards called us.” It is a lilting
language to my ear, gliding smoothly with crisp peaks and swooping curves, and I find myself
aching to know the language in my bones as she speaks, wondering how the act of translation
might surrender or transform nuance, or maybe even forge new meanings. When the Diné code
talkers did their work in WWII, they drafted entities from the natural world on top of the flinty
concepts of war — a tank arriving in 2 minutes would involve a ‘turtle’ and a couple of ‘little
hours.’ Submarines arriving in October would use “iron fish” and a “small wind.”
“We don't have swear words. We don't have words that are bad, words that condemn,” Sunny tells
me later, as we stand at the base of the White House ruins in Canyon de Chelly. Her words ricochet
faintly off the steep canyon walls, “In Diné culture we have a word which means holistic. And
then we have a word which means ruined. These concepts live together at the same time, in every
single instance.”
After several days of discussing the art of storytelling across a timeless landscape of the Navajo
reservation, Sunny invited me to her hogan where she would formally tell me a story in the Diné
tradition, a story for America. She walked me through the earthen structure, made by hand, leaving
the door open, facing to the east, with a view of her brother’s horses grazing in the distance. She
begins, prefacing her story, “We really do value one another. The name that we give to each other
is Earth Surface Divine People. We pray that we remember our stories and our chants and our
songs. I was blessed with elders, grandparents, parents, family that loved to tell stories to me. In
our way, we say, if you are really loved, you're nurtured in story.”
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Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl
shared by Sunny Dooley
From the vast infinite domain of supernovas, filled with planets, stars, and stardust, a kindness
imbued tenderness of masculine spiral came to partner with a strong, change sustaining wisdom
of enduring light of Earth Dawn.
In between sacred exhales of early morning light and edged darkness – life breath was bestowed
upon Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl. Laid upon blankets of white Spring cloud vapors,
wrapped in blue Summer lushness and abalone Fall essence, bundled in black jet Winter vapors
of the milky way;
This Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl was nursed on dewdrops and nurtured on the pollen
of every growth found between Father Sky and Mother Earth.
She was cradled on top of the silver-green spruce ringed sacred mountain of Chol’ii; where Divine
Universe ordered an alignment of her a’weetsal/cradle board;
On that left pine plank carved from the tallest, most up right and strongest living pine tree was the
mirrored image of that vast infinite domain of the eternal Universe.
On that right pine plank carved from the tallest, most up right and strongest living pine tree was
the mirrored image of that strong sustaining Earth wisdom.
This Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl with every single stand of her hair attached to a star,
could make stars shimmer in unison with her coos and sighs; she could make the rivers sing in
chorus with her laughter;
She was enriched with fragrant soils filled with micro and macro seeds of growth and every part
of Earth, of Water, of Air and of Fire;
Her voice carried the evolution of what was, what is and what will be
Strapped onto the sides of her cradle-board/awee’tsall was masculine vertical lightning
striking and on the right-side, feminine horizontal rumbling lightning;
fastening the lightning together was zigzagged sun-rays of intelligence, a sense of knowing and
grace;
With a pine tree foot board of protective turquoise to stand on;
Resting and dreaming on a shorten pine tree plank pillow of white shell, she exuded intelligence;
With the sweet songs taken from the birds atop each of the sacred mountains, She was soothed by
the sweet lullabies of the thirteen New Moons.
Rainbow arched and fastened itself to both sides of this baby carrier, bringing ke’e – kindness,
generosity, hospitality, care, and love.
This Rainbow anchored this Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl to all of the Universe and to
all of the Earth Planet and they called her Shi Yazi/My child!
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The two nurturers atop that sacred mountain, Talking All Back into Order and Dwelling In All
That is Divine, veiled her with all the iridescent crystals and blessed her with the divine skill to
Create! This Yoolthgai Awee/Beadwhite Baby Girl
Now, Look At the tips of your toes and the tips of your hands, your navel and the swirl crown of your head,
you embody all of this!
You are created in this most divine image and you carry every potential to change the Universe.
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Photographs
by Kris R. Davidson

Fig. 1. Kris R. Davidson, “Diné Make-Up Artist, Shiprock, Arizona,” 2022, Archival Pigment Print.
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Fig. 2. Kris R. Davidson, “Diné Stories 04,” 2019, Archival Pigment Print.
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Fig. 3. Kris R. Davidson, “Diné Stories 06,” 2019, Archival Pigment Print.
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Fig. 4. Kris R. Davidson, “Diné Stories 08,” 2019, Archival Pigment Print.
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Fig. 5. Kris R. Davidson, “Navajo Myth, September,” 2019, Archival Pigment Print.
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Breve Historia del Sufragio y Sufragistas Hispanas en Nuevo Méjico
by Sylvia Ramos Cruz
Until 1910, four states—Colorado, Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming—were the only places in the
Unites States women could vote on a par with men. By then, suffragists had been crisscrossing
the country for sixty-two years. They traveled in steam locomotives, carts, wagons, cars, horses
and on foot, facing difficulties and personal dangers to put their cause directly to the people.
They had an unwavering faith the democratic process would win in the end. They believed their
cause was just and worked hard and steadily against all odds to achieve their goal.
The woman suffrage movement in New Mexico dates to 1874 when a bill proposing the vote for
women was introduced in the territorial legislature, which turned it down. It took forty-six years
for women to convince most of the population and, more importantly, legislators (all of whom
were male) that women were entitled to the vote. Hundreds of women took part in activities that
led to that victory. Sadly, most of their names and stories are unknown. They did not write,
perhaps did not even talk about, their work. What information we have comes from scarce
women’s club documents, newspapers, and a few oft-quoted scholarly works.
The desire for the vote grew out of the same sentiments that compelled Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony to launch the effort. It grew from women’s need to have
their right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness acknowledged. It grew from knowing that
their fathers, husbands, and male relatives did not see the world exactly as they did and,
therefore, could not and should not speak for them at the ballot box. It grew from a realization
that, no matter how carefully they had studied the issues and how thoughtfully they had proposed
an agenda for change, politicians were unwilling to listen to a disenfranchised group. In the end,
women had to cast the ballot themselves. And they set out to do so.
As McConnaughy notes, Spanish-American women were not absent from politics but absent
from organizations pushing for the vote. The work for suffrage in New Mexico was carried out
by members of women’s clubs, which had proliferated in New Mexico as in the rest of the
country since the late 1800s. Initially, they engaged women in social and literary pursuits and
temperance activities. Eventually many became politically active organizations that pushed for
the vote. The members were predominantly Euro American, middle-class, well-educated, wellconnected influential women married to influential men. In smaller communities there may have
been more working class and Hispanic women involved. African American women, excluded
from those clubs, formed their own organizations. The Home Circle Club founded in 1914 by
Mrs. Lula Black and other matrons was one of those in Albuquerque. It was affiliated with the
national Federated Colored Women’s Clubs, which came out for suffrage in 1912.
It is unclear in my research if Black women in New Mexico worked actively for the vote. There
is indirect evidence that they did. Native Americans did not become US citizens until 1924. I
have no evidence Native women worked for the vote in New Mexico prior to that date. Though
Asian American women got the vote in 1920, their first-generation relatives did not. They were
excluded from voting until the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 allowed them to become
citizens. It is important to note that, though the 19th amendment conferred the right to vote on all
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female citizens of the United States, universal franchise has never been fully realized. Many
states had and still have laws and local rules in place that keep people from casting their votes
freely.
Because they worked for reform through these de facto segregated organizations, club women
did not get to know about or collaborate with Hispanic and other New Mexico women who
worked in their own communities for civic reforms, through their own clubs, churches, tribal
groups, and family associations. Therefore, for many years, women’s club members lost out on
the political influence that Hispanas and other women of color may have had on their male
relatives and friends, who did have the vote.
A difficulty in identifying women suffragists is that usually they are identified in the records
under their husbands’ names. Sometimes, further research finds their given names. A specific
difficulty encountered in looking for Hispana suffragists is that they may not, for whatever
reason, have Spanish surnames or information on their ethnicity in the records reviewed. Among
the hundreds of women who worked for suffrage in NM (including the more than one hundred
women whose names I have found) are twenty-five Spanish-surnamed women who are found in
articles on women suffrage or on lists of members of organizations that worked for el sufragio
femenino.
These women are: Mrs. Eloise Armijo, Mrs. Felix Baca, Mrs. R. L. Baca, Miss Anita Bergere,
Miss Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, Mrs. Trinidad Cabeza de Baca, Mrs. E. V. Chávez, Mrs. James
Chávez, Miss Kathryn Chávez, Doña Dolores “Lola” Chávez de Armijo, Mrs. Soledad Chávez
de Chacόn, Mrs. Ezequiel Gallegos, Mrs. Benigno Cárdenas Hernandez, Mrs. Octaviano
Larrazolo (María), Mrs. Aurora Lucero White Lea, Mrs. Estella Bergere Leopold, Mrs. Solomόn
Luna (Adelaida), Mrs. Frank Mora, Mrs. Melitόn Otero, Mrs. Jesusita Acosta Perrault, Mrs.
Cleofas Romero (Arabella), Miss Marie Romero, Mrs. Secundino Romero (Anita), Mrs. Adelina
Otero Warren, and Mrs. Jacobo Yrisarri.
Of those, Adelina Otero Warren and Aurora Lucero are the two whose contributions to the
campaign to ratify the 19thamendment in New Mexico have been recognized the most. Their
labor added the final push to the over 4-decades-long work of suffragists in the state. Without
their skill, endurance, and significant effort to bring the Hispanic population into the campaign, it
is not clear NM would have ratified the amendment, becoming the 32nd of thirty-six states
needed for it to become the law of the land. The razor-thin margin of victory—75% yes votes in
the senate and 77% yes votes in the House—when 75% was required in each chamber for
passage, attests to the fact that in that election every vote counted.
~~~~~~~~~~
María Adelina "Nina" Isabel Emilia Otero Warren (1881—1965)
Nuevomejicana at Ease in the House of Politics
Nina Otero Warren was born into landed, well-connected, politically influential New Mexico
families who sparked her interest in politics and community service. She was educated in private
schools in St. Louis and moved among socialite members of women’s clubs in Santa Fe. She was
married briefly and subsequently identified as a widow, most likely to evade social opprobrium.
Divorce, especially for women, was still a scandal and frowned upon in those days.
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Her work for women’s suffrage began in 1910 at the New Mexico Constitutional Convention
where her uncle Solomόn Luna, a powerful Republican leader in state politics, encouraged her to
work to get support from male legislators for women’s franchise in school board elections. As
did all the women lobbying members of the Convention, she wanted full voting rights for
women. However, they all realized they would be more likely to succeed in this more limited
endeavor. They put their energies behind it and school suffrage rights for women was included in
the new state’s constitution. Though disappointed, they saw this win as a major step toward full
suffrage. And they vowed to continue the campaign.
In 1912, while her brother attended Columbia University, Otero Warren moved to New York to
keep house for him. She volunteered at a settlement house where she provided direct services
and worked to reshape public policy toward poor and working families. (Jane Addams, founder
of the first settlement house in the U.S., advocated for suffrage for women, as did many of her
followers.) She returned to New Mexico in 1914 after the death of her mother to manage
household responsibilities for the large family.
When the Congressional Union (founded by Alice Paul and later called the National Woman’s
Party) came to New Mexico in 1914, their organizers realized that almost 50% of the population
were non-English speakers and over 50% of the women were Hispanic. Without their
participation the campaign would not be successful. Therefore, they set out to recruit bilingual
Hispanas. Nina Otero Warren joined and along with Aurora Lucero worked successfully to bring
the Hispanic population into the struggle for woman suffrage. Through her leadership in both the
Spanish American and Euro American communities, Otero Warren rose to be state chair in 1917.
In that capacity she joined forces with the coalition of activist women in the state who belonged
to temperance, equal suffrage, and women’s club organizations to move the suffrage agenda
forward. For years, she deftly collaborated with Congressional members in Washington, D.C.,
and with members of the New Mexico legislature to rally and steady their support for women’s
vote. On February 18, 1920, during the final day of the New Mexico legislature’s special session,
she stayed with the Republican caucus for hours, the first time a woman had been allowed in the
chamber. Her tenacity and the political savvy she had acquired watching and working with her
political relatives helped overcome the forces of resistance from patriarchal clergy and legislators
who were not ready to accept women as equals in the voting booth. The amendment passed. The
women won!
In 1917, she was appointed superintendent of the Santa Fe Schools, a position she won in her
own right the very next year in a race against a male candidate. She maintained this post until
1929, ably administering and bringing financial stability to the district. As throughout her life, as
Superintendent she advocated for preserving the language, arts, crafts, customs, and traditions of
the Spanish west while giving children the skills in the English language and scholastic studies
needed to be able to succeed in a state whose populace was shifting toward Euro-American
settlers.
Otero Warren ran on the Republican Party ticket for federal office as U.S. Representative in
Congress in 1922 but lost. She had also been nominated for the same office by the Women’s
Party of New Mexico on a bipartisan, all-woman ticket, along with Julia Asplund for Governor,
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Soledad Chávez Chacόn for Secretary of State, and Isabel Eckles for New Mexico
Superintendent of Schools. Chávez Chacόn and Eckles won their races. In later life she founded
and ran a realty and insurance agency with her partner, Mamie Meadors. Her 1936 book, Old
Spain in the Southwest, a glimpse into her childhood in the family’s Los Lunas hacienda, has
been republished several times. She served the nation and the state in various capacities and
remained active in political, community, and social endeavors the rest of her life.
Adelina Otero Warren was a feminist, suffragist, educator, writer, politician, businesswoman,
homesteader, leader, and champion for the Spanish cultural heritage of New Mexicans. She is
one of two women honored for her work on woman suffrage by the Historic New Mexico
Women road markers project. The other one is Ada McPherson Morley of Datil. In 2022, the
U.S. Mint recognized Otero Warren by featuring her image on one of the first five quarters
designed to honor the accomplishments and contributions of trailblazing American women.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Aurora Lucero White Lea (1894—1963)
She brought the Voices of Spanish American Women to the Table of Suffrage
Aurora Lucero was born into an educated, well-to-do, and socially prominent family in Las
Vegas, NM. In school, she excelled in her studies and at an early age was praised for her skills as
an orator. Her erudite and impassioned oration, Shall the Spanish Language continue to be
taught in the public schools of NM?,” was widely praised. In 1911, the Santa Fe New Mexican
noted it “has become a classic and has been widely quoted throughout the southwest, as a
brilliant plea for teaching Spanish in the schools.” In 1912, the Las Vegas Optic noted, “Miss
Lucero’s oratorial ability and her beautiful command of the English language have always made
her in much demand” as a speaker.
She was nineteen years old, a celebrated bilingual orator, and a high school teacher in Tucumcari
when the Congressional Union for Woman Suffrage (CU) came to New Mexico. Like Nina
Otero-Warren, she was politically well-connected. Her father, Antonio Lucero, was New
Mexico’s first Secretary of State. She joined the CU and worked with Otero Warren to reach the
Spanish-speaking population. They designed and distributed Spanish language promotional
fliers. Her speech at the Old Palace in Santa Fe, “El Porvenir de los Niños,” stressed the health
and well-being of children as reasons for women to have the ballot. The large Spanish-American
audience responded favorably, and many joined the campaign.
The rally was followed by a car parade and a deputation of 150 suffragists, among whom were
eight Hispanas— Mrs. Trinidad Cabeza de Baca, Mrs. James Chavez, Doña Dolores "Lola"
Chávez de Armijo, Aurora Lucero, Mrs. Frank Mora, Mrs. Cleofas Romero (Arabella) and her
daughter, Marie, and Mrs. Secundino Romero (Anita). They went to ask U.S. Senator Thomas
Catron to support woman suffrage. Aurora Lucero was the first of four speakers and the
youngest. As the Santa Fe New Mexican stated, she said, “I speak for the Spanish-American
women who want the best possible laws when their home life is the question at issue. I represent
the daughters of the conquistadores who first reclaimed this country from the wilderness, and all
the other women of the state.” The Senator was not moved. He said women were the weaker sex
and belonged in the home. Additionally, he thought getting the ballot would lower women and
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bring them in contact with much that is disagreeable. The very next year he was defeated in his
primary run for the U.S. Senate. Women had had enough of the patriarchy and were able to move
their male relatives and friends who cast the vote that cast the Senator out. Despite the key role
she played in helping Nuevomejicanas win the vote in New Mexico, an article published in 1960
about her life said nothing about her skills as an orator nor her work as a suffragist.
Aurora Lucero served as Superintendent of Schools in San Miguel County from 1925 to 1927.
Her interest in local folklore deepened as she traveled to visit schools in remote towns and villages
and listened to the local folk. During her lengthy career as an educator and folklorist she
preserved Hispano culture in the increasingly diverse world of the Southwest. Among her works
are: “Folk-dances of the Spanish-colonials of New Mexico,” “Los Hispanos - five essays on the
folkways of the Hispanos,” and “Juan Bobo: Adapted from the Spanish Folktale, Bertoldo.” Her
1948 Literary Folklore of the Hispanic Southwest, received national praise as a “book full
of America”—religious folk poems, nursery rhymes, medieval plays, ballads, customs,
“folkways and folksays.”
Aurora Lucero was an orator, suffragist, teacher, writer, translator, folklorist, and champion
for Spanish language education. She brought the rimas, leyendas y narraciones of Spain to the
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Adelina Otero Warren and Aurora Lucero were well-educated, articulate, politically and socially
active women who worked to get women’s right to vote into the Constitution. They walked in
the steps of Hispanas who believed, as they did, that woman’s role is in the home, the
community, and the political sphere. Among these women were Mrs. E. V. Chávez and Doña
Dolores “Lola” Elizabeth Chávez de Armijo. Mrs. Chavez presided as chair when the
Albuquerque Woman’s Club was founded in 1903. She was president of the club and host when
Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, came to
town in 1919 to ask Governor Larrazolo to call a special session of the legislature to act on the
19th amendment. Lola Chávez de Armijo was the first woman New Mexico State Librarian. She
won a landmark case for women's right to hold public office in a sex-discrimination battle with
Governor McDonald in 1912. In turn, Otero Warren and Lucero opened a path for Hispanas who
came after them, among whom were Soledad Chávez de Chacόn and Jesusita Acosta Perrault.
Chávez de Chacόn was elected New Mexico’s first woman Secretary of State in 1922. She
became New Mexico’s first woman Governor when she presided ably as Chief Executive while
Governor Hinkle was out of the state in 1924. Acosta Perrault became Secretary of State in 1928
and later ran the first United States Employment Service in the state.
Through my research, I have learned that suffragists were women of their times. They were
shaped by the world and events around them yet pushing against the limits which society
imposed on them. They had strongly held beliefs and, just as strongly held biases. They were
pragmatic women with a hunger for the vote. To that end, they sometimes compromised their
principles. Most were college educated and many were employed. They kept up with world
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events, scientific discoveries, and the latest ideas. In their fervor to improve communities, they
were sometimes drawn to movements later discredited or repudiated, such as the eugenics
movement, and alcohol prohibition.
I admire about these women that they believed in themselves. Believed in their ability to bring
change that would benefit them, their children, families, and communities. And I admire that
they banded together for decades to make real the dream they shared despite religious political,
economic, and social differences.
The woman suffrage movement in Nuevo Méjico is rich and deep. However, as with women’s
history in general, most of the protagonists’ stories have not been told. The world’s history books
have focused primarily on the exploits of men. Even when the history of women is addressed, the
story may be incomplete. That is the case for the 6-volume History of Woman Suffrage written
contemporaneously by suffragists to record events between 1876 and 1920. Although it covers
salient points in New Mexico’s suffrage struggle and mentions forty-two suffragists by name, not
one is Hispana.
There is much left to uncover about the role all New Mexican women played in this endeavor. It
is arduous work to tease even a few facts out of old books, newspapers, photos, and documents,
whether held in the hand or scrolled through online. Nevertheless, it is an important task, as
history is the scaffold on which we build the future. And, for the sake of humanity, we need that
edifice to include everyone and to be solid, sound, and true.
__________________________________________________________________
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Volumes 4 (Chapter 55) and 6 (Chapter 30) include the suffrage movement in New
Mexico
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reservoir of life and death: a collection of poetry
by cielo rodríguez
death to a cathedral, without exception.
there’s a lingering question / one that will never receive an answer, no doubt / i still think of the
moment you decided / to place the barrel of the gun / against my already eroded temples / i was
working on fixing the cathedral alone / that we built / my heart would race excitedly / at the
thought of its repair / and at first / the chamber felt as empty as i did / after all / i was used to
that feeling for months / you knew that and yet / the ghost in my room kept me company / and i
slowly took the memories off the walls / as your friends laughed when i cried / the cathedral
never got rebuilt / instead it had changed in its solitude / in its abandonment / into something /
cold and unfamiliar / the rose stained glass that haunts me forever / i never lied / i made my
mistakes / i felt the tension build / and build / yet i never knew what i did wrong / i would ask
myself / why do i feel so empty / except / you had already decided / when to pull the trigger /
with the barrel now aimed at my heart.
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my sanity on your lips.

.

it is autumn and it is summer
when i find that the taste on my lips the helpless linger of those gingersnaps with a hint of sweet
and a bit of bitterness too
when the mornings are warm and sunny like your smile
and the nights when i’m utterly alone are cool once more in the desert
so i find myself telling the moon about you and it dances around my good side
onto my bad one
so i remind the crescent and the waning and the waxing that i’ll be seeing you soon.
going past the lake and into the parking lot i think of you
it’s funny to think about how
i never used to like the color orange before until after i met you
but i do know i’ve always loved
the color of the willow we walk by together on (almost) every wednesday and adore the hazel
hue your eyes had the last time i saw you.
i’m struggling to remember the words
for the poem i had in my head that was halfway written and titled “especially for you”
something’s different this time around
i’m still afraid i’m not using my head when i want to use my heart.
i show you my poems too
even though when i write and sometimes when i speak i never say what i really mean
since i can’t get the courage to tell you my sanity isn’t on my lips
it’s on yours—
dripping like honey, vibrant as a tangerine.
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loneliness as a god in a cemetery.
staring at the blurry daffodil sky
i realize how i’m stuck
in the same place i was in the spring only now it’s the end of autumn—i’m the summer child
who
finds solace in the harvest moon
and the crackle of the wick that she lights with the shitty lighter she stole sometime around last
litha;
when i listen to the breeze i hear the hum of violins that make my heart yearn
for something more than this right now the stillness is good for the hunter
yet fatal for the doe.
the light of the full moon is more potent than before
my emotions are just as fragile
as my mother’s porcelain china
according to the upcoming season, the theme on the dining room table is prose and cinnamon
but “i’m not a poet i’m just a woman,”
so why have you feasted at her words
like you’ve been starving for days?
and you’ll find that i still hide behind my teeth
my pretty pathetic little smile and now that her hair is longer,
she hides behind that too. i want to ask myself,
“how did you get to be like this again?”
endless cycles waiting to be broken so now i move onto the next one—yet the mirror never
shatters.
she is waiting on herself
and the next ego death to happen the question is now:
am i going to transform again
or will i be as still and just as blue as the sky? here is her warning written,
truth laid barren
like a soul’s abandoned grave,
like loneliness as a god in a cemetery.
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Las Muchachas:
Xicana Punk Feminism Deployed in Muchacha Fanzine
by Mía I. Uribe Kozlovsky

Many of us have likely had the experience of seeing a visual work that for whatever reason
transcended the present. For some, that may have occurred in a museum, for others, it was
spurred by a trip to the mailbox. Imagine it’s June 6, 2020, and you have just retrieved the mail.
A manilla envelope sits among the bills and a proselytizing Christian booklet. Emerging from the
orange paper, the issues of the South-Texas based Muchacha Fanzine you ordered a week ago
spill forth. You immediately grin and feel your heart race upon opening this package. The zines
stand as surrogate company, a point in which you can now connect to a larger network of people
like you, with feelings and vulnerabilities that resemble or resonate with your own.
Muchacha Fanzine uses punk tradition to visualize a feminist Chicana strategy of
community making. The zine, first published in 2012, emblematizes the visual, material, and
social strategies of DIY Chicana/o punk culture in the 1990s. Each Muchacha Fanzine issue
features work submitted by contributors and/or readers. By curating words and images from the
zine’s contributors, Salinas produces an alternate reality that functions as a space to experiment
with and foreground personal and collective narratives. These narratives arise out of the literary
genre of confessional narratives, or testimonio. Chicanas have used autobiographical narratives
to disrupt canons and normative genealogies by connecting individual lived experience to a
wider collective history.1 The frenzied composition of the Muchacha Fanzine’s collaged images
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does not serve solely as decoration or illustration for the zine’s text. Rather, the images work
with the text to immerse readers in the contributors’ testimonios.
By analyzing Salinas’ strategic employment of a DIY punk process and rasquache
sensibility to create a picture story in her publication, this article argues that the collage style of
Muchacha foregrounds an international network of autobiographical narrative, as a way to
create alternative public sites of identity production. For this argument, I examine the history of
Chicana punk sensibility as visualized Chicana autobiography; one that situates history from a
new perspective, making personal memory into a political intervention.2 A formal analysis of
Muchacha Fanzine develops the relationship between Chicana/o punk and the rasquache
sensibility as defined by Tomás Ybarra-Frausto through Nicolas Bourriaud postproduction
framework. Through the interweaving testimonios, Salinas provokes viewers’ engagement with
text-image relations. Finally, I develop this relationship between punk and rasquache to argue
that Muchacha Fanzine and Latina/o zines exist as examples of how Chicana/o art constitutes a
form of art-based community-making not just community-based art making.3

The “Xicana” Punk Voice of Dissent
Without knowing anything about its creator, without reading any of its text, anyone who holds
the zine can look at the collages spanning each page and apprehend its punk sensibility.4
Muchacha presents the viewer with a bursting variety of images and text on almost every page,
visual contemporary references to Latina/o culture to illustrate and expand on autobiographic
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contributed text. Editor and founder Daisy Salinas curates and composes these elements for each
issue of the zine. The frenetic composition spreads from edge to edge, leaving less than a
centimeter of a white margin. Salinas layers the cut-out text upon the cut-out images, eliminating
the initial white layer of the page in favor of the all over collage. The abundance of visual
elements—historic, fantastic, promotional, documentary, and decorative—surrounding and
embedded in the zine’s texts conveys the cultural, intellectual, and ideological richness of the
contributors’ lived experiences.5
Salinas credits all visual work that she does not create; any uncredited visual component,
the reader assumes reflects the editor’s creative composition. Published in the Spring of 2013,
Issue #5 “Brown Queen: Latina Voices of the 21st Century,” has a cover that seems relatively
simple compared to the pages the work contains (Fig. 1). Narrow strips of white border the text,
indicating how Salinas cut out individual letters and manually arranged them onto the page.
Rarely does the viewer encounter text without this visible manual arrangement onto a page with
collaged images. The issue’s cover image directly references 1990s Mexican women.
Photojournalist Miguel Gandert’s photograph of Teresa Gutiérrez in Cd. Juárez, México in 1992
sits at the center of the page, the photo’s cut edges made evident by the gray line at the photo’s
right edge. Technological editing processes have distorted the image through edits, making it
appear slightly wider and more compressed than Gandert’s initial photograph. Salinas’ visual
interventions announce this issue’s predominant theme: the Brown Queen, highlighting the
elevated status the zine grants, “Latina voices.” Salinas emphasizes the correlating divinity
between the photographed figure and the tattoo on her back, by giving the smiling Gutiérrez a
crown that floats above her head on the cover.
5
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The DIY handmade design of the “Brown Queen,” cover descends from punk fanzines of
the 1980s and 1990s. By placing this cover in conversation with the first Riot Grrrl zine created
by Molly Neuman and Allison Wolfe. Published 24 years after its predecessors, Muchacha
Fanzine uses the same methods of collage, xerox, and printing as did Riot Grrrl. In a 2018
interview, Salinas cited these zines as the work that informed her feminism.6 Salinas’
introduction to feminism through feminist punk zines demonstrates the role of feminist zines in
the 1990s. The “Riot Grrrl” movement of the late 1980s and 1990s responded to the blatant
misogyny in commercial media and the hard-core punk music scene. Previously side-lined, many
women continued to follow the punk credo that dictated any willing soul could pick up a guitar
and perform, and formed their own all-girl bands, gigs, and publications.7
Though the 1990s, all-girl groups that inspired Daisy Salinas confronted misogyny in
the punk community, the most visible and talked about all-girl groups of “Riot Grrrl” consisted
of white non-Latina women. As other punks of color have criticized, many punk scenes at best
ignored the roles of race and ethnicity and at worst perpetuated racist dogma. Growing up as a
“Xicana punk” in a white suburb in Nashville, other punks in the scene bullied Salinas, making
her feel not punk enough for the scene because of her racialized cultural identity.8 The irony of a
group, one that defines itself as anti-establishment because of a corrupt and non-inclusive
“system,” using the various white supremacist and misogynistic frameworks of the institutions
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that it criticizes, is not lost on punks of color, but is nonetheless unsurprising given what
conditions the voices often privileged by the punk scene.9
Nonetheless, the punk credo resonated with many frustrated women of color, many of
whom felt constricted by the fixed notions of identity in both their community and in mainstream
popular culture. While the punk scene made her feel not “punk enough,” fixed notions of roles
for Mexican-American woman led her to feel that punk was not “brown enough” for her identity
as a Latina.10 For Chicana punks of the 1970-80s and for Salinas, punk offered a potential
strategy out of machista culture that judged Chicana sexuality.11 Chicana punk musical artists
Alicia Armendáriz Velásquez (stage name Alice Bag) and Teresa Covarrubias both embraced
punk culture in East Los Angeles as they struggled to establish social networks outside
traditional Mexican-American family structures around 1980.

Punk Place from East L.A. to Southtown S.A.
A work that bridges the intermediate years between these 1970s and 1980s Chicana punks and
2010s Chicana punk zines, is the 1996 film Pretty Vacant, written and directed by Jim Mendiola,
which shifts the punk perspective geographically from East LA to South Texas for the purposes
of this article. Produced on a small, crowdsourced-by-mail budget, Pretty Vacant stars Chicana
punk Molly Vásquez as she avoids her father’s attachment to a nostalgia-driven version of
Mexico, by producing her zine Ex-Voto in her hometown San Antonio (Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6). 12 The
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issue she plans to publish features her discovery of a secret that will allow her to rewrite herself
and Tejano culture into rock ‘n’ roll history.13 The film takes place on the west side of San
Antonio, Texas in the early 1990s, far from the home of Vásquez’s favorite band, the Sex Pistols.
Yet Vásquez’s research has led her to discover that San Antonio Chicano-fied the Sex Pistols’
music through local conjunto sound. This rewriting of rock ‘n’ roll history plays out in the
publication of her zine, where she will reveal her discovery. Through the publication of this
discovery (both in the zine and in the film), Vásquez lays the foundation of an alternative public
memory that results in a present-day alternative public sphere where she can be a woman, brown,
and punk.
As a filmmaker, musician, and zinenera (to use Salinas’ earlier term), Molly Vásquez
imagines a cultural transformation beyond the two movements before her. In line with selfproclaimed punk creator and Sex Pistol’s manager iteration of Sex Pistol’s song “Anarchy in the
UK,” Vásquez publishes a statement of self-rule.14 Using the same learned strategies as Vásquez,
Daisy Salinas materializes a personal and cultural testament against dominant cultural narratives,
providing an alternative and collaborative public sphere through Muchacha Fanzine for the
2010s. Ultimately, these zines presented a platform for Latinas to express themselves, while also
connecting them to a larger network of people with likeminded ideas of resistance.
Materializing Punk Testimonio
For Mexican American women like the fictional Molly Vásquez and the real-life Daisy Salinas,
punk working-class and anti-establishment attitudes took the form of new cultural narratives
through which they and their networks could rework identities, ultimately breaking free from
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restrictive categories. To produce new narratives, they constructed visual and textual languages
appropriated from popular art forms bridging Chicana/o and punk subcultures.15 This section
examines how Muchacha Fanzine uses aspects of a punk DIY aesthetic and related rasquache
sensibility, to format images and text to construct multiple narrative strands.

Reworking Reality through Collage
The chaotic design, typically composed of a collage of images and hand drawn/written elements,
provides the punk aesthetic its foundation. Someone cut and arranged these works, because the
viewer can see the crafted elements of these works (Fig. 7). These works aim to inspire their
readers to create their own narratives of resistance by using these same tools.16 As Triggs
describes, “For punk fanzines, language is communicated through a system of visual
signs and specifically in the conveyance of a message of ‘resistance.’”17 Opening “Brown
Queen,” the verso page acts as Salinas’ editor’s note and artist’s statement. The cutout text reads,
“Muchacha/ is a quarterly fanzine that seeks to:/ promote the “F” word feminism/ encourage
involvement in DIY music/art communities/ & inspire participation/ in grassroots activism.”18
Beneath these sentence fragmentations, Salinas layers cutout images of Latina figures from pop
culture and history, some more recognizable than others, to fill the page. All found media,
Salinas uses photographs, drawn, or graphic arts images.
The first page of Muchacha Fanzine Issue #5 sets the precedent for what the reader
should expect from the zine. The only text in conjunction with this page is the Muchacha
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statement and a dedication written at the bottom of the page. Pasted over the edge of a young
girl’s dress (a young girl presumably Salinas as a child), a handwritten note surrounded by handdrawn hearts dedicates the zine, “Para Las Latinas.”19 The dedication informs how the viewer
should read this assortment of women, of Latinas. The artist has cut out each heart and roughly
around the “Para” and the “Las Latinas.” The women range from the snarling punk rocker
Alice Bags, a winking Virgin of Guadalupe, stoic Soldaderas, lordly Cholas (one even wearing
a skirt with the Virgin of Guadalupe printed on the front), the pleased Frida Kahlo, and the
distinguished Gloria Anzaldúa. The collage physically brings Latinas together that would
otherwise never have been viewed in one space such as this page. As the dedication instructs,
this page and this zine is for the Latinas: the Latinas in the past, present, and future.
Salinas’ opening gambit also takes part in Chicana re-imaginings of “the canon”—
jumbling up references to a pantheon of saints, famous figures from Mexican history, rockstars,
activists, and artworks. Molly Vásquez’s fictional zine Ex-Voto similarly represents a punk
convergence of popular Latina figures with non-Latina/o figures. Alongside her revised history
of the Sex Pistols, Vásquez publishes letters responding to her zine articles written about “Emma
[Tenayuca,] the history of retablos, Love and Rockets, María Félix movies, Dolores Huerta, Ester
Hernández, the Ramones, and Sor Juana Inéz de la Cruz.”20 In one shot, the viewer catches
political activist Malcolm X printed out alongside iterations of La Virgen de Guadalupe (Fig. 5).
Echoing Vásquez's litany of idols, the first page of “Brown Queen,” shows a collage of Salinas’
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Latina idols. Both Salinas and Vásquez name each figure and collage them in their zines,
producing a visual conglomeration of their lived realities.21
This montage integrates Salinas—and, by extension, the reader—into the pantheon.
Given that the rhythm of these images keeps the eye bouncing from face to face, the viewer
might skip over the bottom center figure above the dedication. The young child in a white dress
stands out once you see her, since her dress provides the largest swath of uninterrupted white
space. Placed to float above the child’s head, we see the same crown that hovered above Teresa
Gutiérrez’s head on the front cover. They both construct their identities through the visual
language of their daily life—Gutiérrez, La Virgen and Salinas/the child, the collage—and
implement their power through this rearranging of the visual world around them.

“Rasquache Aesthetic to the Max:” the Alliance between Punk and a Chicana/o Sensibility
Cultural theorists have understood this DIY collage sensibility as something that already had
precedents as a Chicano/a cultural technique. Punk’s critique of the status quo appealed to
Chicana/o youth and punk’s DIY sensibility resonated with existing practices of the Chicana/o
cultural practice rasquache.22 Salinas’ collage-zine style and her narratives of resistance in
Muchacha Fanzine and Pretty Vacant (1996) disclose the alliance between punk and a Chicana/o
sensibility. As Molly Vásquez cheekily notes in the film, “Form follows function and all that, the
rasquache aesthetic to the max, esa!”23
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Before the 1980s, Mexicans and Mexican Americans recognized rasquache as a broad,
undefined bawdy, classless sensibility, until art historian Tomás Ybarra-Frausto articulated
Chicano rasquachismo in art historical terms.24 Ybarra-Frausto’s landmark 1988 essay
“Rasquachismo,” expands this notion to include an undefinable Chicano aesthetic that he
describes as an attitude of “survival and inventiveness,” and “a sensibility attuned to mixtures
and confluence, preferring communion over purity.”25 Ybarra-Frausto qualifies that
rasquachismo is a sensibility, not a form nor a style, because rasquachismo understands a
particular aesthetic code born from the community’s shared experiences of making art by using
strategies and materials by which they lived their daily lives.26 Ybarra-Frausto does not claim to
address all Chicana/o art, but instead refers to a specific, highly visible, and often misread
segment of Chicana/o practice that had been largely excluded from arts institutions.27
Latina punk zines rework punk through a feminist Chicana lens using a rasquache
sensibility. Chicana/o artists use rasquachismo as a deliberate, resistant, and defiant strategy
against Western cultural hegemony.28 Salinas’ chaotic collage-composition highlights the
aesthetic overlap between rasquache and a punk aesthetic: both aim to insult and disrupt elite
cultural forms in their crowded and unrefined craftedness. As a scholar, Salinas criticizes the
respectability politics of academic language and the system of knowledge making dominated by
non-Latina/o white scholars.29 Rasquache differs from a punk sensibility in that, as Ybarra-
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Frausto “One is never rasquache, it is always someone else, someone of a lower status, who is
judged to be outside approved taste and decorum.”30 Ybarra-Frausto and artists reappropriated
the word rasquache from its demeaning definition, building resilience in a lack.31 A lack of
resources, a lack of propriety, a lack of decorum, a lack of time in the day. This lack contrasts
with the abundance of the broken, but resilient. An abundance of creativity and humor to make
do with what one has. Rasquache distinguishes Chicana/o art from Mexican art because
emphasizes the American in Mexican American that has demarcated Chicana/os to below
Western European descended residents of the United States.
Punk and rasquache overlap in their cultural conceptions. Ybarra-Frausto analyzes
Chicana/o artwork produced in the 1970s and 80s, which intersected with the rise of the East
L.A. punk scene. As a comprehensive structure of analysis applied to Chicana/o art,
rasquachismo “provides the tools for connecting form, content and context in an interplay that
bounces back and forth between artist, community, work of art and the individual viewer.”32 By
choosing the aesthetic where rasquache and punk overlap, Salinas provokes the reader to define
what is punk and what is Chicana/o about her work, disrupting categories of art and knowledge.
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Shared Testimonio in Muchacha Fanzine
Through its amalgamation of contributed works, Muchacha Fanzine provides an alternate
Chicana memory archive and thus reality for readers to live in that counters the white,
heteronormative, patriarchal mainstream narratives. Creating “Brown Queen,” Salinas includes
her Latina role models, but she also criticizes historical representation of Mexican and MexicanAmerican women in media. In the collage predominantly featuring Salinas’ illustrated images of
Mexicanas in the more stereotypical fashion, as found in vintage tourist advertisements for
Mexico by the Mexican government (Fig. 9, 10). The figures appear very small at the top left, the
two figures grinning exuberantly and flirtatiously with their sombreros and rebozos. This
archetypal figure of the sexy, exotic, traditional, light-skinned-but-still-brown Mexicana appears
again on page 35, accompanying Daphne Busin’s poem “Brazuca soul” (Fig. 11). 33 Busin’s
poem wrestles with her pale complexion compared to her mother’s, compared to the popular
assumption in the United States that Latinas look brown. Busin writes, “My white skin may not
look like the typical morena / but my latina heart beats with sorrow and pride. Pulsing./ Afterall,
I am indígena underneath.”34 The narrative of Busin’s poem problematizes the brown Latina,
recalling the colonizing history of colorism and rape of indigenous women in Latin America.
Presenting the viewer with Busin’s poem that complicates the light-skinned Mexicana alongside
the familiar image of the sexy Mexicana archetype, Salinas links these signs to present a pathway
that criticizes an old narrative for a newly revised (if not unfamiliar) history. 35
While some of Salinas’ collages deliver an obvious connection to the narratives they
accompany, others provoke the reader to make the links themselves in and through the
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composition of the pages.36 The image of Salinas as a child that appears on the verso side of the
front cover foregrounds the zine’s emphasis on autobiographical accounts—a genre that might
seem at odds with the emphasis on the de-authored collaborative projects in punk and rasquache
montage. But by including an image of her younger self, Salinas is using a visual narrative
convention typical among young feminist Latinas, in which one speaks as and for a young
Chicana— a younger self who does not yet know what it means to identify as a Chicana, much
less as a feminist or activist. The child points forward to Salinas’ essay, “Cow Blood Dripping:
Bridging Two Separate Identities,” in the same issue, ten pages away from the first page.37 The
essay describes Salinas’ childhood trips to visit the northeastern Mexican village Treviño.
Coming from the Nashville suburbs, Salinas delighted in this time to “truly experience and
embrace my culture.”38 She reflects on how her first identity tried to fit in with mainstream
culture of the United States, while feeling shame and embarrassment about her Mexican heritage
in predominantly white spaces.
Contributors to “Brown Queen,” fore-fronted their Latina identity, often by discussing
their formative years. Salinas’ child self from that first page leads the reader through the zine,
witnessing the contributors’ shared experiences. Like Salinas, Bauer writes about her younger
self’s engagement with her Latina/o culture. Although she did not speak Spanish fluently like her
cousins or grandparents, she picked up endearments from her mother. The final two stanzas
illustrate this linguistic grey area in the intimacy between Bauer and her mother,
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It is as if there is a gaping hole
within some English words
you could call out to me “My daughter!”
and
I would never know to come
pero
“Mija!”?
I recognize as my own name.39
Bauer constructs a personal language from English and Spanish, filling in the empty spaces the
English language leaves with the warm Spanish phrases and sentiments from her Latina/o family
members. Her confession to existing on the linguistic border between English and a Mexican
Spanish dialect invokes sympathy, but also has larger stakes for bilingual millennials and their
Spanish-speaking parents. Bauer does not provide a baby portrait like Salinas, but Salinas’
collage links Bauer’s conflict to the Latina child pictured on the first page, forming a pathway
between their adolescent struggles between Spanish and English, United States and Mexico. The
shared testimonios bear witness and validate each other’s histories.40
Conclusion
Those who contributed to Muchacha Fanzine do not know in advance what the complete work
will look like, nor do the editors. The zine only becomes a complete work once everyone has
contributed, artists and editors and readers. The zine as a project is not a finished work until it
reaches its reader. If a zine artist has copies of their printed zine, but no one has read the work,
the artist has not completed the zine.41 On the other hand, an artist can have three copies of a
zine, distribute two with one left over, and will have completed the project because the zines
create a network. The collaborative zine requires the contributors and readers to see the
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submitted text and image pieces linked within the work, but the zines facilitate an imagined
community among the readers, contributors, and editors.42 The contributor imagines the
audience that reads and sees their submissions, the audience must imagine the contributors and
the editors, and the editors imagine everyone who receives a zine.
Muchacha Fanzine draws from punk predecessors such as Alice Bags and Molly
Vásquez, as well as Chicana feminists who prioritize testaments to Latina memory. Punk
communities adopt the zine form for their anti-establishment credo, providing a platform for the
individual to express their anger at mass-consumerist culture in the United States and Britain. By
communicating personal memory in print or conversation, Latina/os connect individual lived
experiences to a wider collective history of people who have historically lacked resources or
access to representation in the national fabric. Feminist Chicanas of the 1970s Gloria E.
Anzaldúa and Cherríe Moraga center their lived experiences in building their theoretical
frameworks for alternate worldviews.43 Though the Latina personal narrative seems tethered to
the author, their use as “a space and zone of interaction […] bring out the tension between the
silencing of the Chicana/o experience and the liberatory potential of the cultural voice assigned
to the experience.”44
The ephemeral spirit of zines creates a network based in imagined communion and
shared vulnerability under white-supremacist capitalist infrastructures. Zines’ DIY form allows
them to react and quickly engage with an emanate personal and political issue. The beauty of
Muchacha Fanzine’s ephemerality lies in its ability to allow its editor and contributors to
continually develop their identities. Participants interact with each zine issue as a salient point in
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a shifting cartography, an object to refer to in later remixes and a sign to be further produced in
another site of navigation. Nothing can remain static in this medium or these networks because
the zine requires new boundaries each time a participant engages with it. In analyzing the
trajectory of Muchacha Fanzine, Salinas moves from an emphasis on the reified Brown
experience, to a narrative of communal empowerment. A visual comparison of issue five and the
later issues eleven and fourteen exhibits this evolution. Whereas the earlier “Brown Queen”
depicts a single, light-skinned Latina, issue eleven “POC Solidarity” (Fig. 12) and issue fourteen
“Liberation Youth” (Fig. 13) bring the densely packed image of the inner cover outward,
emphasizing the woven testimonios held within the pages. These later issues, especially “POC
Solidarity,” emphasize the inequity within conceptions of “Latinidad” itself, arguing for a
broader social consciousness to confront anti-blackness.
In a recent issue of Muchacha Fanzine, Salinas concludes her written work with this
reflection,
I look back on earlier zines of mine and sometimes I’m like ‘why did I say that?’ or
‘damn, I should have said this instead’. But I think it’s all about process. To show the
process of growth and change and if I’m not writing and willing to put myself out there
how will I grow and change? How else will I document my growth and change? More
importantly, how will I want to live without writing? Until then, I guess I’ll just declare
myself a Latina feminist activist scholar. And of course, a punk.45
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Figures

Fig. 1. Daisy Salinas, Cover of “Brown Queen: Latina Voices of the 21st Century,” Muchacha
Fanzine Issue #5, Spring 2013.
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Fig. 2. Patssi Valdez, Self Portrait, 1987. Mixed Media Photo Collage, 40 x 32 inches.
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Fig. 3. Jim Mendiola, “Ex-Voto Zine,” still from Pretty Vacant, 1996. Film.
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Fig. 4. Jim Mendiola, “Molly Vásquez Collaging,” still from Pretty Vacant, 1996. Film.
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Fig. 5. Jim Mendiola, “Xeroxing Zine,” still from Pretty Vacant, 1996. Film.
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Fig. 6. Jim Mendiola, “the MEDIUM was Perfect,” still from Pretty Vacant, 1996. Film.
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Fig. 7. Inside Cover, “Brown Queen: Latina Voices of the 21st Century,” Muchacha Fanzine
Issue #5, Spring 2013.
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Fig. 8. “Brown Queen: Latina Voices of the 21st Century,” Muchacha Fanzine Issue #5,
Spring 2013, pages 12 and 13.
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Fig. 9. Tourist Department of the Mexican Government Poster, Visit Mexico, 1940s–1950s.
Color Lithograph.
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Fig. 10. Tourist Department of the Mexican Government Poster, Visit Mexico, 1940s–1950s.
Color Lithograph.
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Fig. 11. “Brown Queen: Latina Voices of the 21st Century,” Muchacha Fanzine Issue #5,
Spring 2013, pages 34 and 35.
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Fig. 12. Daisy Salinas, “POC Solidarity,” Muchacha Fanzine Issue #11, July 2017. 8½” x
5½”.
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Fig. 13. Daisy Salinas, “Liberation Youth,” Muchacha Fanzine Issue #14, June 2018, 8½” x
5½”. Courtesy of Daisy Salinas.
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Corrido de Sara Dueñas
by Leila Flores Dueñas
My mother, Sara Dueñas de Flores, was born in 1936, when South Texas Tejano families
struggled to have access to non-segregated schools, secondary education, adequate housing,
freedom from political controllers, and steady employment. By finding ways to finish high
school and to attend college in the 1950s, she and other Mexican-American women found their
way together and became teachers who influenced their communities one classroom at a time.
Sara and some of her comadres later became school leaders, politicians, and activists who
tirelessly fought to blur the racist redlines that influenced the daily lives of Mexican-Americans
in South Texas. In this corrido, Leila Flores Dueñas and Carol Y. Vigil (Las Flores del Valle)
sing about Sara Dueñas’ journey and the herencia she has left as a role model and mother, and
educator and community activist. Vocals – Las Flores del Valle, accordion and bajo sexto –
Antonio López Jr. of Corpus Christi, TX, recorded at Hacienda Records, 2011.

Fig. 1. Unidentified Photographer, "Texas College of Arts & Industries (known as Texas A & I) Demaro Club
(Social Club/Sorority). Top row (left to right): Sylvia Méndez, Grace Treviño, Estela Hinojosa, Ofelia Treviño,
Hilda Villagómez, Noemí Salinas, Carmela Valenzuela, Mary Armida Dueñas, Frances Herrera, Jackie
Rodríguez, Dolores García; Middle Row: Maria Elena Yzaguirre, Sylvia Martínez, Celia Benavídez, Elsie
Dueñas; Bottom Row: Minnie Jane Rodriguez, Sara Dueñas (president), Noelia Ríos," 1957—1958, Silver
Gelatin Print.
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Cuatro de marzo nació Sara Dueñas
En San Diego, la flor de South Texas
En Duval County, la mera capital
Del contrabando y la política.
Pero su padre jamás le trabajó
Al George B. Parr, el gran controlador.
Y a su familia a todos los llevó
A Texas City, dónde Sara estudió.
Aúnque era niña, ella ya sabía, cómo es la oportunidad
Calladita iba, pero aprendía, cómo ven a ‘los demás.’
La maestra Johnnie le hizo entender
Lo que le faltaba para aprender–
La regañaba por usar su español
Y el inglés al fin lo dominó.
Y ya de grande su madre los mudó
Pa’ terminar en Kingsville High School,
Para ir planeando cómo estudiar
En el colegio de Texas A & I.
Ya en (el) colegio su padre construyó
Una asistencia para alumnas de (la) región.
Mientras su madre fue la jefa de verdad,
La respetaban con sinceridad.
Siempre observando la separación
Entre las razas y el anglosajón,
Y otra vez se puso a estudiar
Al español para su comunidad.
Ella fue pensando cómo cambiaría esta discriminación,
Con sus compañeros, prometían siempre seguir su educación.
Pues las sororities de Texas A & I
No permitían mexicanas - ay caray!
Pero registraron su propio club social,
Con Sara al frente se hizo popular.
Siempre pensando en la igualdad
Determinada en la educación,
Y a los diecinueve se hizo maestra
De inmigrantes migratorios.
Cinco de mayo fue muy especial
Que se casó con su noble militar
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Humberto Flores, educado oficial
Viajaron juntos, hicieron un buen par.
Nacieron Lisa, Laurinda y Angela
Y luego Leila y la Saralynn
Al fin Humberto el único varón
Los crió a todos con buena educación.
Viajaron muy lejos conociendo al mundo y a la humanidad
Cruzando la aduana siempre con sus hijos, para su identidad.
Pasaron años, su carrera ya brotó,
Para escuelas pobres, un líder floreció.
Representando hispanos con su voz
Tal como en Austin y en Washington.
Mil novecientos noventa y seis
La eligieron de política
Para su ciudad la primera hispana
Cambiando el voto con integridad.
Hija, hermana, esposa, madre orgullosa honorada maestra.
Líder elegida y una buena amiga, flor de la comunidad.

To listen to Corrido de Sara Dueñas, please see the following link and QR Code:
https://soundcloud.com/leila-flores-duenas/corrido-de-sara-duenas?
si=501a55835df84f61a727afbea71d1671&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_ca
mpaign=social_sharing
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The Cristo with the Real Hair
by Adelita Michelle Medina
While her grandmother went about dusting and sweeping the chapel, little Micaela stood very
still by the altar, almost as still as the large looming statue of the Christ she was staring at.
"Grandma, is it true that this Jesus has real hair?" asked Micaela when her grandmother came up
beside her to dust the altar with her feathered broom. "El grandpa said it is real," blurted Micaela
before her grandmother had a chance to respond. "He told me that a lady had cut off her hair and
made a gift to the Cristo.”
Micaela climbed carefully up the stairs leading to the altar to get a closer look. "Is it true?" she
asked again, keeping her eyes fixed on the sad face of the life-like statue.
"Yes, mi hijita, the hair is real. And it is true; it was a gift from a lady who had been very sick.
She made a promise, una promesa to the Cristo—Nuestro Padre Jesus—that if he made her
well, she would cut off her long hair and give it to him."
Micaela continued to gaze at the Cristo, entranced by its powerful, almost scary presence. Her
attention became fixed on the crown of thorns that seemed placed there to keep the donated jetblack hair in place on the statue’s head.1 It then moved slowing to the bright crimson drops of
blood painted on the giant statue's sorrowful face. Out of the corner of her eye she could see her
grandmother sprinkling water on the mud packed floor of the little adobe chapel to keep the dust
from kicking up as she swept around the wooden pews.
Next to the Cristo, which towered about six feet above Micaela's head, stood the tiny statue of
the Dolorosa—the Cristo’s anguished looking mother dressed in her little black satin dress and
little black satin mantilla trimmed with white lace. This statue of Nuestra Señora de los Dolores
could not have been more than two feet tall. Her satin dress, as well as the Cristo's gown of
coarse purple cloth, had also been gifts sewn by faithful parishioners, perhaps with their own
promesas to fulfill. In fact, her grandmother later informed her that all the santos in the capilla—
the little chapel of San Miguel Arcángel—were outfitted in clothing sewn by members of the
Cofradia de la Sagrada Familia, a religious sorority that most village women belonged to,
including Micaela's mother and grandmother.2
Each month, one of the members of the Cofradia was assigned to clean the chapel like Micaela's
grandmother, Doña Adela, was doing. They would sweep the floor, dust the altar, and replace the
burned-out candles. Sometimes, they would take the altar cloths and other church linens home to
wash, starch, and iron. Micaela liked to help with the starching and ironing of the linens because
1

Similar statues of Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareño found in many New Mexico capillas are made of wood and
gesso and have hair/wigs made of horsehair. Many dates from the 1800s and have similar expressions of
sorrow. They bear no resemblance to the modern statues of Christ with the warm smiling faces.
2
The chapel, one of scores of capillas built in villages throughout northern New Mexico, was according to one
Hermano Penitente from Ranchitos, dedicated in 1945 soon after WWII ended, perhaps on September 29, the feast
day of San Miguel.
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they smelled so clean and would get so nice and stiff after she ironed them— not a single crease
left.
But the cleaning on this day was special because it was in preparation for Holy Week— Semana
Santa. That's when Micaela's most cherished church rituals were celebrated by the local chapter
of the lay Catholic confraternity known officially as La Fraternidad Piadosa de Nuestro Padre
Jesus Nazareno and more commonly as Los Penitentes or Los Hermanos Penitentes.3 Every year
in her village of Ranchitos de San Juan de los Caballeros, as in many villages in northern New
Mexico and southern Colorado, the Penitentes would reenact—Las Tres Caidas y las Estaciones
(the stations of the cross),4 a tradition that has been practiced for hundreds of years by successive
groups of Hermanos who have been initiated into the Brotherhood.5
After she tired of looking at the santos, Micaela sat down on one of the old wooden pews,
patiently waiting for her grandmother. It was mostly for company that Doña Adela took her
granddaughter with her. She was not expected to help with the cleaning. And Micaela didn't
seem to mind. She loved the smell of sprinkled water on the dirt floor. She took the nice fresh
aroma in with a long, deep breath. It reminded her of the sweet earthy smell that permeated her
grandparents' farm every time it rained. The farm, which her grandfather Juan and his sister
Francisquita had inherited from their adoptive aunt and uncle in the early 1900s, was located a
couple hundred yards from the capilla and about a quarter mile east of the Río Grande. The
presence of this once mighty river was felt strongly on the farm, being that the acequia madre
ran through the property and was used to irrigate the milpa and huertas which were planted every
spring. It also served as a natural swimming pool for the neighborhood children.
The sun was starting to go down, and Micaela felt a little chill. In early spring it is still cool in
the high desert area of northern New Mexico, especially inside adobe buildings which are meant
to keep the heat out in warm weather and retain heat in the winter—like thermos bottles. Micaela
reached for her grandmother's black shawl and threw it around her shoulders.
On an earlier visit, who knows why, Micaela had carved her name on the pew in front of her
when no one was looking with a nail file she had taken from her mother's purse. Later, feeling
guilty for marring the pew, she tried to scrape it off, but stopped when she realized a lot of the
paint was coming off, but she did manage to blur it enough so as not to be recognizable.
But today, she sat there quietly watching her grandmother place the purple shrouds over the
statues, as was the custom—getting them ready for Holy Week services. As she sat there she
thought about the time she had been asked by the Cofradia to help carry the statue of the
3 The origin of the brotherhood of los hermanos penitentes is uncertain, but some believe it was an outgrowth of the
Third Order of St. Francis, introduced by Franciscans in the seventeenth century. While religious in origin, the
hermandad has also assumed an important social, communal, and cultural presence in rural villages and
communities.
4 Some writers have referred to these services or rituals as a religious “pageantry” akin to the Passion plays
performed by confraternities in France, Spain, and Italy during medieval times.
5 Although the Hermanos Penitentes are still active in New Mexico and southern Colorado, their numbers have
greatly diminished in recent years, as the older members have passed on and younger ones have failed to pick up and
carry the standard, both literally and figuratively.
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Dolorosa in the procession that follows the Cristo with the real hair to el Calvario—the site of
the three crosses.
Micaela closed her eyes and recalled affectionately that Viernes Santo (Good Friday) two years
earlier. A faithful group of villagers, including several of her relatives, had congregated inside
the chapel where the atmosphere during church services is always thick with the smell of melting
wax. There they recited a litany of Lenten prayers and listened to the Penitentes as they bellowed
out their alabados, the hauntingly mournful verses and laments that recount the passion and
death of Christ.
Bendita y alabada sea la pasión y muerte de nuestro Señor Jesucristo,
y los dolores de su Santísima Madre ... Señor pecamos, nos pesa.
Micaela could see tears rolling down the faces of some of the women and hear their sollozos, for
who can listen to these mournful alabados and not be moved by the remorse and sorrow they
express. She herself had felt a knot in her throat and the tears well up in her eyes. As soon as the
prayers and chanting were over, people pulled out their tissues or hankies, blew their noses,
regained their composure and shuffled, in procession, out the door, behind the Penitentes who
always go first.
In front of the chapel, the ladies from the Cofradia de La Sagrada Familia began to organize the
procession that was to trek several hundred yards east—from the front of the capilla, across US
highway 85 (commonly referred to as the Taos highway), and out into the dry stretch of desert
valley, culminating at the Calvario, where the three crosses have been erected outside of the
Morada, also named for San Miguel.6 The women accommodated the platforms that hold the
statues of the Dolorosa and the Veronica on the shoulders of the girls who had been selected to
carry them and lined them up in their proper places.
The sun was bright and intense, but the wind howled ominously as it always does during Holy
Week, rousing up the sand around the crowd of people. Sometimes the gritty sand strikes hard
against the faces or gets in the mouths of the congregants, but they don’t seem to notice nor to
mind. After all, Lent is a time of penance, and compared to the sufferings of Christ a little dust in
your eyes or grit in your mouth is nothing.
At the head of the procession, Micaela remembers one of the Hermanos proudly bearing the
estandarte (banner) of the Brotherhood, which bears a portrait of Christ clad in purple. A

Moradas are the holy secret meeting chambers of the Penitentes and although in some places they have been used
for secular meetings, they mostly serve as spaces for prayer, reflection, and penitence. Up until recent years, only
men were allowed inside the moradas. In the late 1990s, the author was among the first group of women allowed to
go inside the Morada de San Miguel to participate in Las Tinieblas, a Good Friday evening ritual that marks the
death of Christ. It is a very intense ritual that begins with the recitation of prayers while 13 lit candles on a large
wooden candelabra are snuffed out, one by one, by bare hand, by two Penitentes who stand on either side. Once the
Morada is in complete darkness, and the door and two tiny windows have been shut, the Hermanos start to moan
loudly and rattle chains, metal sheets, and matracas (wooden noise rattles) to mark the agony and death of Christ
on the cross.

6
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barefoot man carrying the statue of the Cristo with the real hair followed him. 7 And then came
Simon el Cirineo (Simon of Cyrene) the man the Roman soldiers had forced to carry the cross
after Christ had collapsed the third time. Behind him was la Veronica, who carries a lienzo
(cloth) with the face of Jesus which, as story has it, had been emblazoned on it when she wiped
his brow filled with blood, sweat, dust and spit, that the ignorant in the crowd showered on him
as he made his way to Golgotha, the place of the skulls.
Considera, alma, en esta sexta estación, como es el lugar donde la mujer
Verónica, que, viendo a su Majestad fatigado, y su rostro oscurecido por el
sudor, polvo, salivas y bofetadas que le dieron, se quitó un lienzo y con él le
limpio.
And then came the Dolorosa, the mother of the Cristo, clad in a black dress and black veil,
carried atop a platform that rested on Micaela's left shoulder and the shoulders of three other
little girls. Micaela felt such pride, walking in the procession in her new lilac dress and white
patent leather shoes. Holy Week was one of the few times she got to wear new clothes instead of
the hand-me-downs and mended garments she was accustomed to throughout her childhood.
About 20 minutes later, after moving slowly across the highway and llano, the procession
arrived at the Calvario, where the three crosses stood waiting—casting their silent shadows
against the foothills that lie at the base of the majestic Sangre de Cristo Mountains.8
En medio de dos ladrones, en la cruz le enarbolaron Y el cuerpo descoyuntaron,
al clavarle, los sayones.
There, the hermanos recited the closing prayers and sang more alabados before terminating the
service and entering the morada. Those who had accompanied them returned to the capilla
where they had left their cars.
Doña Adela called out to Micaela, "Vamonos ya acabe (let’s go, I’m done).” Roused from her
reverie, Micaela got up slowly, took off the shawl, and returned it to her grandmother. Facing the
altar, they both genuflected and crossed themselves. Doña Adela handed the feathered broom
and a small bag filled with extra candles to Micaela. They walked out the door, locked it, and
headed for home, following the veredita (little path) that winds around the back of the chapel and
across a large stretch of chicos (sage brush)9, coming to an end near the Arroyo de Ranchitos
which runs close to her grandparents' home. In the west, behind the Río Grande and the two
mountain peaks that looked like giant breasts, the blood orange sun was setting.

It is usually a man who carries the statue, always barefoot as a means of penitence, being that the carrier walks
across fields scattered with pebbles, toritos (the thorns strewn widely by puncture vines), and other items that hurt
the feet. It is said that an exception was made one year when the woman who donated her hair to the Cristo, as
part of the promesa she made, was allowed to carry the statue.
7

The mountains were apparently so named in 1719 by a Spanish explorer who, impressed at sunrise by the redtinted snowy speaks, supposedly uttered: Sangre de Cristo (Blood of Christ). Whether or not this anecdote is true,
the name does refer to the bright hues cast by the setting sun on the mountains.

8

9

Most people call these chamisos, but in Ranchitos they are called chicos.
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I Am Sick of Being Told I Am ‘Pretty’ When I Cry
by Rachael M. Buffett

Fig. 1. Rachael M. Buffett, “Untitled #1,” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 2. Rachael M. Buffett, “Untitled #2,” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 3. Rachael M. Buffett, “Untitled #3,” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 4. Rachael M. Buffett, “Untitled #4,” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 5. Rachael M. Buffett, “Untitled #5,” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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The Mama Strike that Birthed La Raza Studies
by Carmen Carrillo
From my perspective as a Latina, the San Francisco State College (SFSC) strike, referred to as
the “Mama Strike,” occurred due to a confluence of factors. These included: 1) the growing and
widespread discontent germinating in the Bay area, 2) the similarity of experiences among ethnic
and racial groups on campus and in the community, and 3) the strength of a coalition of Third
World groups and their communities. Its unique characteristics were the leadership of diverse
racial/ethnic groups in coalition, the community orientation of its fifteen demands, and the one
hundred and twenty days it lasted. It has been referred to as the “Mama Strike” because it
spawned hundreds of student strikes at colleges, universities, and high schools throughout the
country.
Discontent
As teens and young adults in the Bay Area, we had experienced first-hand the arrogance and
consequences of white privilege and sexism. In kindergarten, I was slapped across my face for
regressing to Spanish, my home language, after I was pushed to the ground and hurt my knees
and arm in the school playground at recess. In grammar school, I learned to regurgitate lessons
and obey in order to be considered a good student. I rebelled at Catholic pedagogical methods
which forbade my reading certain books available in the library. In high school, I learned that
raising my hand to offer additional information in history class was a punishable offence.
And the effects of colorism and sexism became more and more obvious to me. I was shocked
when my mother came home teary from her sweat shop job because she was forced to give up a
seat on a bus by a Caucasian man who called her a “dirty Mexican.” I was an “A” student at my
public high school, yet the counselor suggested I take typing instead of creative writing and
chemistry. These abuses were typical, hurt deeply, and had to be swept under the rug.
The times challenged us to know and participate in protests against the political persecutions of
the House Unamerican Activities Committee (HUAC) and the segregationist policies of
Woolworth’s general store and San Francisco’s auto row, where we sat in. We began to look at
our lives with critical approaches, seeking to understand the nature and reasons for our
circumstances. We learned to live with contradictions. As editor of my high school newspaper,
The Poly Parrot, I wrote editorials against racism and xenophobia. My awareness of the
oppressive life conditions of the friends and neighbors who constituted my people, my
community, came into sharp focus.
As an University California Berkeley (UCB) undergraduate I could not afford to live on campus,
so I commuted from my mother’s house in San Francisco’s Mission District to the Berkeley
campus daily. I dutifully attended classes and studied, but also became involved in protest
activities. Each morning I would leave home defensively dressed for participation in a
demonstration against the Vietnam war and greet my neighbor Tony who was also leaving in
uniform. His was National Guard. We were both going to the same demonstration, on different
sides. Our roles were not barriers to our neighborly friendship, and we wished each other well.
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On the weekend I would prepare a “care” package for my best friend, a Nicaraguan born medic
in the Vietnam War. Although my Guatemalan origins predisposed me against American
interventionism in Third World countries, peer experience and information taught me that the
majority of front-line U.S. soldiers were Latino and African-American who had been drafted and
had no animus towards the people of Southeast Asia.
Similarity of Issues
In the decade of the 60’s members of the then minority groups had tasted the fruits of democracy
through our participation. We had begun to enter society and its workforce, its military, or aspire
to the professions. Rejecting the exploitative roles our parents had to assume we searched for like
faces in law, medicine, and education, finding none. The occasional tokens in the professions
were usually divorced or separated from their community and did not provide inspiration. And
we had come face to face with the Civil Rights movement, either as observers, or participants.
As a high school graduate I was the only Latina from my large school to be admitted to UC
Berkeley. Once there as an undergraduate I met the handful of other Latino students on campus. I
soon found affinity with African-American fellow students who were also few in number.
Although we were not included in the leadership of existing student organizations, we were
against a war against SE Asians fought by black and brown soldiers on the ground. We felt
sufficiently marginalized on campus to find each other, assemble in grouplets, and eventually,
founded our own organizations. We participated in the free speech and anti-war movements, and
supported the Oakland-based Black Panther Party. When graduation time arrived the most
important mission was finding a job and deciding what to do next.
Thus, the undergraduate college experience was bittersweet, painful, and revelatory. When as
students we compared notes on our experiences, there were amazing similarities. Those of us
majoring in the social sciences found our textbooks replete with studies conducted with AngloAmerican subjects and which drew conclusions about human behavior which had no relationship
to our life experiences. If we tried to raise relevant questions, we were essentially shut down. We
were taught to NOT question the textbooks or professors. Those in the arts and hard sciences had
similar experiences. It was as though our people were non-existent.
Further, White Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP) America had clearly informed us that we were
not equal, nor should we aspire to equal rights. Personally, I was told to “go back to Cuba”
which I had never visited and I did not at that time know any Cubans, who generally immigrated
to the East Coast until U.S. foreign policy re-settled Castro refugees on the West Coast.
Travelling through Texas as a child I recall great confusion at public restrooms which separated
“whites” from “colored and Mexicans”. The signs amalgamated skin color with country of origin
and implied race as a legitimate divider.
What a shocking discovery to learn that with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology from a
prestigious university the only job I qualified for was sales!! I ended my disappointment and
confusion by deciding that it was time to see the world and test the alluring theories which
painted the grass greener on the other side of the fence. That summer I worked at three jobs:
a 9-5 day job, a night job, and a weekend job. I saved most of my money to fund a few months of
travel abroad.
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My travels were marvels of discovery and immersive learning. How refreshing to discover that
the worlds of my neighborhood, my university, and my city were indeed small. Other countries
offered the wonders of different smells, tastes and customs, which were unfamiliar and not
always pleasant. When I returned I was cognizant that others’ experiments, no matter how
successful, could not be superimposed on different cultural circumstances, and that if I was
committed to improving conditions in my community, society, and country, it had to be from
within.
And so I decided to enroll in a graduate Master’s program in clinical psychology at San
Francisco State College (SFSC). I wanted to be better equipped to work with people to alleviate
their suffering and improve their conditions. Older leaders of community organizations
encouraged me to continue my studies to pursue my goal.
SFSC was at that time known as a commuter college, which specialized in teacher training. It
also offered two-year master’s programs in specialized fields. It was known to be innovative and
accessible to Bay Area students seeking a career path. Thus, the campus found its student body
morphing into a home for older racially diverse women and men as transfer students from
community colleges or graduate students, armed forces veterans supported by the GI Bill, and
members or sympathizers of the Black Panther Party, Brown Berets, or left political groups.
As we sought each other out on campus seeking support in familiarity, we discovered variations
on a theme: the anguish of a family whose parents were unable to marry because one was
Filipino and the other Mexican-American due to miscegenation laws; the confusion of a young
woman raised in a large family in New Mexico in which only the males were allowed to eat
meat; the sadness of a brilliant African American woman from a solidly middle class New Jersey
family who bemoaned her token role in leftist circles. The complex emotions of knowing your
parents were interned in one of many concentration camps during WW II, having lost all
property, real and personal. The irony of having fought in Korea against other Asians and being
treated as “less than” upon return.
These and many other stories resonated and found echoes in our hearts and minds. Over coffees
and at lunch breaks we were all Sisyphus, grappling with the heavy multi-layered rock we were
destined to push up the mountain of racist exclusionary structures.
Thus, when the on-campus similarities concretized in the firing of faculty members of color, and
dissatisfaction with enrollment and retention data, the elements of a coalition with roots in the
diversity of San Francisco and the Bay Area forged a united force named Third World Liberation
Front (TWLF).
Readiness
As we morphed into participation in campus structural life by forming and participating in clubs,
we gave voice to our common concerns and issues. We transformed our personal pain into
shared articulated issues and committed ourselves to finding solutions. We were young adults
whose enthusiasm for life was tempered by the specters of death, prison or exile forced on us by
the war in Vietnam. Neighborhood chatter was all about who was drafted, who fled to Canada,
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who came back with stories of American body bags, and the terror which belies ongoing press
reports.
It was a time of intense pressure. The stakes were high, and the imperative to act compelling.
California was governed by law-and-order Republican Ronald Reagan. The San Francisco police
department was infamous for its tactical squad. Yet the indifference to our concerns by SFSC
administrators was intolerable.
Strength of the Coalition
By definition, coalitions are fragile. Undoubtedly the Black Students Union (BSU) was the
dominant member and driving force of the Coalition proudly referred to as the TWLF. The Black
Students Union (BSU) presented a united ideologically certain group, although its leadership
included both internationalist and nationalist subgroups. Its members were primarily articulate
men with clarity of a past forged in pain and willing to give their all for a future. The Pan-Asian
and Pan-Latino groups were more fragile. Historically, the countries of origin of members of
these groups harbored conflicts, rivalries and antagonisms difficult to overcome.
The participation of Latinos in the strike is an example of the organizational challenges faced in
determining our presence.
Latinos were a small minority in the SFSC Campus. We were further divided by departmental
majors. We were in Psychology, Anthropology, Philosophy, Education, Film, Art, and others.
Most Latino students were not affiliated with any campus organization. Some reasons for this
were economic pressures, national origin chauvinisms, assimilative aspirations, and
identification with the anti-authoritarian flower power culture of the day.
Latino students typically needed to work while studying and did not live in campus housing. We
commuted to school situated a considerable distance from our homes. Our jobs were also off
campus. Some of us had young families, and others had to help our families of origin
economically. This left little time to participate in extra-curricular activities. Also, Latino
students were a diverse group. Some self-identified as Spanish from New Mexico, others as
Mexican-American from Texas, or South American from various countries, and last but not least
Central Americans with strong allegiances to their country of origin. Some examples of the
historical differences among the Central and South American countries follow: Honduras was
involved in a “soccer war” against El Salvador. Panama had been “stolen” from Colombia.
Mexico took advantage of the Chiapas and Tabasco discontent with Guatemala and incorporated
these states. Honduras had allowed the United States to use its territory as a staging ground to
overthrow Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbenz Guzman. It was difficult for these differences to
be overcome without a clear unifying purpose.
Additionally, most second-generation immigrants were pressured to assimilate to “American”
culture by mastering the English language, and adopting American cultural norms. This resulted
in not learning or forgetting Spanish, a unifying language, and was easier for children of mixed
Anglo-Latino marriages. Most Latinos of the Baby Boom generation are therefore monolingual
English speaking. There were also some who had spent time in the Haight-Ashbury attending
love-ins and purposing to expand their minds chemically by using mind altering psychedelic
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drugs. Their mantra was spontaneous good will, their social skills boundary-less, and their
preference for patchouli scents unique.
The two Latino organizations at SFSC, Mexican American Student Confederation (MASC) and
Latin American Student Organization (LASO) therefore, had small and over-lapping
memberships, and sparse attendance at meetings. MASC was de facto geared towards MexicanAmerican students, although by necessity because of its small membership, its definitions were
relaxed. Its off-campus interests were focused on support for United Farm Workers (UFW)
activities, while recruitment and retention of Latinos in campus jobs, and expansion of student
admissions were front and center concerns.
LASO had broader interests by encompassing Latin America and worked actively in coalition
activities with other campus groups. Both organizations were male dominated, and women
provided support and skilled work such as drafting documents and providing analyses, while the
men assumed visible leadership positions. There was also at least one more Latino student group
unaffiliated formally with SFSC which believed in radical social change, sought to alter sexist
organizational patterns, trained in survivalist techniques, and studied Latin American
revolutionary movements. This group did not seek campus funds or recognition. Although its
members were students who met on campus, its activities were for the most part off campus.
These women and men included armed forces veterans and others who had experienced
American intervention in their countries of origin.
Latinas socialized together and discussed issues related to gender-based oppression. A budding
anthropologist related that in her home only boys ate meat, because the family couldn’t afford it
for all its members. Another shared incest as her traumatic experience. Attending meetings and
accepting a car ride home often meant sexual assault before even taking off. Latinas had no need
for additional subordinate roles in student organizations. To participate in extracurricular
activities with men one had to have thick skin, extreme care, and an air of aloofness. There were
no protective laws, policies or movements’ standards to shield us. Thus, Latinas’ participation
was low.
Unity in Identity
Among us there was active struggle regarding nomenclature. Those of Mexican origin mistrusted
South American Latinos who arrived to rapidly charm their way to success. Latinos from the
other twenty-one countries found it difficult to identify with Mexican- American reformist
organizations like G. I. Forum which emphasized assimilation as a goal for veterans of the
United States armed forces which had perpetuated aggression in the Caribbean and Latin
America. We did not label ourselves cultural nationalists versus internationalists, or reformists
versus radicals. Nonetheless, there was consciousness of these differences among us.
Our participation in the TWLF evolved into articulation of our specific demands for respectful
acknowledgment of our historical presence, multi-disciplinary contributions, and links into the to
our community in the curriculum. We would participate in the strike and fight for our own
department, our inclusion in the future of the campus, and the progress of our community.
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The pressure to unify intensified as our goal of a bona fide academic program funded by the
university approached reality. We needed to develop curricula which reflected our values, history
and culture and name our department reflecting all of this. Our country-of-origin differences
could not be accentuated by naming our department after one of the 21 Spanish Speaking
nations; all this despite the fact that Mexican-Americans consisted a majority in California,
which had in the past been part of Mexico.
The term Hispanic, used by the Federal government, was also rejected because it emphasized the
influence of Spain, our primary colonizer. Feminists jokingly asked why not Herpanic. Although
Latino appeared to be more palatable to all, it also carried vestiges of European baggage.
Many discussions and arguments on this topic took place among the mini-group of worker bees,
industrious ants, and resolved lions who constituted our curriculum committee. We decided to
hold a brain storming session. “Let’s look at common, popular usage of terms to describe us!”,
said one. “Well,” said a second, “when someone marries an Anglo-American people say: ‘Va a
mejorar la Raza,’ the race will be improved...” and a third added, “My dad always refers to his
family as ‘Mi Raza’”...and a fourth “...or when in doubt with a Güero (light skinned person) we
ask: ‘Es Raza?’” OK, OK we chorused...
These comments were welcome and inspiring: they indicated an accepting consciousness and
attitude towards race and color in our culture. Our group went on to describe the rainbows within
our families where various shades and hues of skin color were found.
The discussions were now more fruitful and exciting. The next major topic we confronted was
meztizaje. Starting with the indigenous Malinche who consorted with a Spanish occupying
officer to variants of this theme with the Portuguese, German, French and other Europeans who
found themselves in America from North to South, a mixture of races had taken place. Then,
when African slaves were brought to American shores by the English and Portuguese, another
addition to the gene pool occurred.
Suddenly we experienced a paradigm shift. We decided to abandon national origin altogether and
think in a contrarian and poetic way. During the tumultuous and exciting times we lived in, folks
had begun to embrace and adopt names that heretofore were insulting and demeaning. No longer
insulted by being called “black”, African-Americans proclaimed: “Black is beautiful,” and “I’m
Black and I’m Proud!” Chicano was converted from demeaning to meritorious with “Chicano
Power!” a rallying cry for those of Mexican American origin and like-minded sympathizers.
Those of us familiar with Latin American literature and the work of José Vasconcelos presented
the concept of La Raza Cósmica to our mini work group. Juan, Ester, Fernando and I joyously
celebrated the name of our nascent department: La Raza Studies. Our proposal was accepted and
embraced by M.A.S.C. and L.A.S.O.
Basta Ya!
When we drafted our proposal for departmental status, therefore, we rejected labeling our
nascent department Mexican-American or Latin American studies. We arrived at consensus with
La Raza Studies, subscribing to Vasconcelos’ theory which asserted that as descendants of the
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mixture between indigenous peoples and their European colonizers, a dynamic, mestizo people
had emerged.
Involvement in campus politics by working class Latino students was an additional time
commitment, which added to the sacrifice of opting to pursue higher education in lieu of fulltime employment to help our families. As the tensions between the campus administration and
TWLF increased, the stakes were higher.
Soon the possibility of arrest, legal procedures, fines, and criminal record loomed ahead. For
some of us the possibility of hijacking our career goals was subordinated to our belief that we
had to stand up and take the consequences in the face of injustice and repression.
Nonetheless, we participated actively in the TWLF Coalition and picketed, sat in, and debated
and refined our demands. And so, we assembled and marched into the campus with our heads
high, ready to confront the SF tactical squad. I was among the fifteen Latinos arrested, booked,
and tried for active participation and leadership of the strike.
Several other Latinos were arrested at other times. Some of these additional arrestees had
charges dropped. However, in total, twenty-two were Latino, as identified by surname and
personal knowledge. Latinos were at that time 2.8% the student body, yet we comprised
approximately 6% of arrestees. Not only did we put our bodies on the line, but we were
determined to test the inclusiveness of our Constitution. I filed an unsuccessful suit alleging
violations of our rights to lawful assembly and free speech.
The longest student strike in Collegiate history lasted 120 days and clogged the courts with over
700 people arrested. As a member of the Ethnic Studies Planning Group, I advocated for
retaining the term Third World in naming our developing college, arguing that within each
continent there were hundreds of ethnic groups, and wanting to be true to our identification as an
entity not aligned with either the capitalist or the socialist world, per the 1955 Bandung,
Indonesia conference which had inspired our formation. The Planning Group, convened and
dominated by the SFSC administration concluded with the creation of a school of Ethnic Studies
with a department dedicated to La Raza Studies.
The Struggle Continues
Those of us who fought for the creation of La Raza Studies within a Third World College with
conviction and passion sought to create an environment of recognition and validation of the
historical contribution of our peoples so as to nurture and develop vibrant communities of adult
participants in the larger society who would wipe out inequities and injustices, and celebrate
health and peace. Decades later, our vigilance, commitment, and purpose must maintain its
strength.
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Paintings
by Roberta Márquez

Fig. 1. Roberta Márquez, “Altar,” 2018, Oil on Canvas.
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Fig. 2. Roberta Márquez, “Juanita,” 2011, Oil on Canvas.
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Fig. 3. Roberta Márquez, “Acequia,” 2013, Oil on Canvas.
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Fig. 4. Roberta Márquez, “El Entierro,” 2017, Oil on Canvas.
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Fig. 5. Roberta Márquez, “Senaida and Old Blue,” 2016, Oil on Canvas.
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For the Boys Bumping Kendrick
by Jessica Helen López
Loyalty was the word of the day, fat booty bass
oozing from their four door Tacoma machine gun
black truck, spilling into the sunny Autumnal
afternoon all over Central Avenue. Their smiles
were a collection of 5000 Lumen LED light bulbs
bobbing and weaving with a good time, necks
swiveling and every one of them wore their
seatbelts like their mamas taught them.
Their happy was infectious and I caught it, thumping in the middle of my chest as I saddled my
dusty red Jeep Wrangler next to their truck on the corner of
Somewhere and That Place.
The traffic light, a big red halting hand telling
the world to sit still, for at least this moment.
I’m an old lady by their standards, but they waved when they saw how I head nodded and
mouthed the words Kung Fu Kenny.
Today the morning news reported four dead bodies, children shot up by another child while they
sat at their desks pumping out arithmetic and iambic pentameter or maybe merely they just
watched a wistful sun arc across grease smeared school windows, bored chins propped by hands,
eyes that averted the scribble-scrabble of whiteboard, ears that muffled the teacher’s drone,
Or perhaps they thought about college or sex or about how their fathers and mothers can’t afford
the rent, but mostly they probably just thrummed with the energy of their youth, young brains
churning with whatever young thoughts they churned.
And then a deep low bass, or was it a rattle of bullets like a snare drum? I can’t remember what
the reporter reported about what type of gun
the boy used to squeeze a shower of lead from
and into the soft, surprised bodies of his classmates. But he shot them dead. And this afternoon,
they are still dead. And dead forever they will remain, crystallized in their youth, never to
graduate, get a job, lose a job, fall in love, get divorced, raise a dog, lose a dog, go bankrupt, pay
their first mortgage, travel to India, seek therapy for their mid-life crises, ring in another new
year. Sing along to their favorite song.
Kendrick says shimmy-yeah, shimmy-yeah, shimmy-yeah rock and he says
done been down so long, lost hope
done came down so hard I slowed.
The boys were bright and alive and happy to breathe, to shine
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and shout together in unity
Loyalty, loyalty, loyalty.
The light turned green
and off they drove
with a wave and not
a care in the world.
Cool as cool teenagers can be,
seven off to the Golden Shovel.
Prolly’’ playing hooky.
I was so glad for them, so
grateful for their beautiful,
boyish buoyancy that I
almost cried.
My chest felt about to burst,
spilling open all of my joy
out and onto the dashboard.
Right there on the corner
of Somewhere and That Place.
They drove off with a wave.
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En Nuestras Propias Palabras: Pensamientos, Conocimientos y Reflexiones de Afrolatinas
by Doris Careaga Coleman, Natalia Toscano, and Gustavo García
Loida Maritza Pérez es Afrodominicana, escritora y directora de Afromundo
Anelé Careaga Coleman es Afrochicana, cantante, y estudiante de la preparatoria.
Doris Careaga Coleman es activista Afromexicana y profesora de estudios Chicanas y
Chicanos en la Universidad de Nuevo México
¿Cómo llegaron a Nuevo México?
DORIS: Bueno, llegué aquí porque quería estudiar en la Universidad de Nuevo México. Estuve
averiguando en qué lugar podría haber una buena universidad para hacer mi doctorado y
encontramos que Albuquerque estaba en el top 10. Entonces decidimos movernos acá. Creí que
iba a vivir en Albuquerque solamente por un tiempo, que iba a hacer el doctorado y después
íbamos a salir de Albuquerque, pero resulta que la vida te va llevando por diferentes caminos,
¿no? Y entonces después los niños, mis hijos, empezaron a crecer aquí y encontramos que era un
espacio que nos gustaba mucho para que ellos crecieran, entonces nos quedamos por más tiempo.
MARITZA: Yo estaba viviendo en Nueva York, pero estaba haciendo una gira a través de los
Estados Unidos como escritora y, va sonar ridículo, la mayoría de la gente que viene aquí, que se
mudan aquí es porque han oído mucho de Nuevo México, yo no. Yo estuve aquí por menos de un
día, [porque] se atrasaron los vuelos. No vi nada, exclusivamente la universidad y una biblioteca
donde di una lectura. Lo único que me di cuenta de Nuevo México es que era uno de los estados
más pobres del país. Como escritora pobre viviendo en una ciudad tan cara como Nueva York, yo
dije: bueno, tal vez me convenga como escritora vivir en Nuevo México, y aquí vine, pero por eso
no me quedé. Me quedé porque me enamoré de Nuevo México, porque aquí la historia, has a
History with a big H. La historia está viva y se ve. Tienen muchísimo en común con la República
Dominicana, en donde empezó todo con la colonia española y lo indígena y la esclavitud, y todos
estos rastros existen aquí, and they are palpable. Sabes, en la República Dominicana se ha olvidado
mucho de la historia. Aquí se ha olvidado mucho, pero no importa que se haya olvidado, esta
visible. Como escritora me fascinó mucho quedarme aquí, porque me recordaba mucho de cosas
que yo estoy escribiendo, aunque sobre la República Dominicana, aquí la vivía también.
¿Cómo han navegado sus identidades como mujeres Afrolatinas en este contexto, que está
diciendo que está tan vivo?
MARITZA: Buena pregunta, porque no soy solamente dominicana, sino específicamente me
identificó como Afrodominicana y eso es muy importante. Porque la República Dominicana es un
país que es, predominantemente negro, pero por racismo se ha auto identificado como indio. Cada
persona negra es identificada como india porque es como decir indio-negro, negro-indio, blanco.
Cómo que decir indio es un poco de blanqueamiento. Eso es una tristeza, porque la verdad es que
sí, yo tengo sangre indígena y de todo, igual que española, tenemos de todo, pero si me identifico
como india, es aceptando el racismo del país. Y tengo que reconocer lo negro que se niega
demasiado en el país.
ANELÉ: Mi identidad es un poco más, quiero decir, diferente, que estas dos, porque yo vivo en
los Estados Unidos. Esta experiencia ha sido un poco diferente solo porque esto es lo único que
conozco, nunca he vivido en otro país menos que los Estados Unidos. Y sí, he encontrado esta
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mezcla de gente diferente a la diáspora de los negros y también de los latinos, específicamente
aquí en Nuevo México. En Nuevo México hay chicanos que son de una mezcla de indígenas con
españoles y otros que son de México, y aún otros que son una mezcla de indígenas y mexicanos.
Pero también hay gente de la diáspora negra aquí, no nada más de España sino de otras colonias,
y mi identidad es una mezcla de esas dos.
DORIS: Ha sido muy interesante para mí, el caminar y explorar en esta dirección, porque justo
cuando yo me vine de México a vivir a Estados Unidos en el 2000 estaban empezando los
movimientos sobre los derechos civiles de los afroamericanos. Digamos, estaban teniendo como
un despunte, y pese a que yo tenía una conciencia de ser afromexicana, pues no era algo que se
estaba todavía debatiendo en México. Yo tenía mis propias preguntas de cómo encontrar un lugar
en el entretejido social de México, y fue entonces cuando empecé a tener una voz, digamos que
apelará sobre esa parte mía, afrodescendiente. Me vine a los Estados Unidos, llegué a la
comunidad afroamericana aquí y fue interesante porque creo que me acogieron. Es decir, mi
familia en particular me recibió muy bien, pero en la calle era interesante para mí ver cómo la
gente me percibía. Entonces me pasaba que iba caminando, vivía en Texas, en College Station,
iba caminando haciendo ejercicio, y los afroamericanos me saludaban con sus ojos, como diciendo
¡Hola!, pero el asunto se hacía complejo cuando yo hablaba. Porque entonces decían, Wait a
second ella habla español, y el inglés, con mucho acento. Entonces siempre había una pregunta
de ¿si era afrodescendiente, o no? Entonces ahí empezamos a ver cómo se van estableciendo
diferentes niveles de cómo se va a leer esa afrodescendencia. Para la gente en los Estados Unidos
en ocasiones existe un desconocimiento de que en México hay afrodescendientes. Entonces era
interesante, cómo de nuevo me volvía a ver enfrentada a explicar esta afrodescendencia. Luego
llegué a Nuevo México, y en Nuevo México pues sí, hay más reconocimiento de que los
mexicanos van y vienen, porque estamos tan cerca de México, sin embargo cuando yo decía “yo
soy mexicana,” me decían “no, no eres mexicana.” Porque entonces parecía que había un elemento
que yo no estaba representando, entonces volví a tener otra vez ese proceso de auto-identificación
dentro de lo que se cree que debe ser uno. Entonces, cuando encontramos este proceso de ser
afrolatino, pues volvemos a tener esa pregunta otra vez, porque somos el resultado de muchas
cosas, y si en efecto, cada uno de nosotros tenemos la sangre española, la sangre indígena, la
sangre afro, pero a veces, muchas de las veces lo que la gente ve encima de ti eso determina
muchas cosas. Me parece que todo esto, tiene que ver mucho con la desinformación. Que la gente
no sabe, por ejemplo, cuántas migraciónes involuntarias de africanos, hubo en América Latina,
por ejemplo algunos piensan que sólo fue en los Estados Unidos de hecho.
MARITZA: Ese borramiento es intencional, es por eso que muchos en este país no conocen que
existió la esclavitud en Latinoamérica y en el Caribe, y es un borramiento intencional a través de
todos esos países. Porque es negar y aquí vamos a ir a números que dos tercios de los
aproximadamente 12 millones de esclavos que llegaron a las Américas en el Transatlantic Slave
Trade, that people associated with the United State fueron a Latin America, a Spanish America y
que el primer transatlantic slave ship llegó a la República Dominicana en Quisqueya y el último
barco en 1800 really late, llegó a Cuba. Eso quiere decir que la relación con África en todas las
Américas ha sido más grande en Latin America pero eso siempre se ha negado. Y por la
representación, mira que en México el año pasado fue la primera vez que reconocieron que existen
afromexicanos. Sí, esos países, igual como la República Dominicana reducen los números y no
hay reconocimiento del pasado. Un pasado que se lleva three centuries –more than three centuries.
¿Cómo lo van a reconocer nuestros hermanos y hermanas aquí en los Estados Unidos? Y en eso
estamos trabajando yo y Doris, tratando de abrir ese diálogo porque no solamente somos afros,
también más allá de ser americanos, pertenecemos aquí a los Estados Unidos, al Caribe, y a Latin
America. Que pertenecemos y somos ciudadanos. Sí, pero claro que entiendo por qué no se nos
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reconoce aquí, dado que en los otros países nos niegan.
¿Ha sido difícil, que las comunidades latinas y también afroamericanas, no los acepten o
no los reconozcan como parte de sus comunidades?
MARITZA: Las comunidades afros lo aceptan ya cuando they are delighted to find out a shared
history. Por qué se presenta la historia y la esclavitud de los Estados Unidos como si fuera única.
Y la cosa es, como dije, que existió por mucho más tiempo en Spanish America. Y cuando se
informan de esa diáspora recognition, y como tu decías, Doris, caminando por las calles
afroamericanas te reconocen, claro que se confunden por el idioma porque no saben la historia,
pero nos reconocen. Y lo último que voy a decir es en cuanto a la pregunta de los latinos. Hay un
diálogo que se está dando en los Estados Unidos, que es muy importante, pero incómodo. Hablar
de raza aún en los Estados Unidos es incómodo pero por lo menos se está dando la conversación,
pero en el resto de las Américas, no se está dando. Estamos batallando para crear un espacio porque
there is a sense of privilege. ¿Sabes? Yo digo que es un privilegio, cuando los latinos me preguntan
a mí, ¿dónde aprendiste español? Porque es un blindness, a willful blindness. Es como decir gente
como tú no existe en nuestros países. Y gente como yo built those countries through slavery and
our labor. Los negros y los indígenas creamos esa civilización. Que no debería existir sin nosotros
y es willful blindness creer que no debería de existir. Es como si los americanos blancos dijeran
“aquí no existe el racismo.” Y ese privilegio se tiene que borrar porque es una negación del pasado
que bien se debe conocer y si no se conoce, se deben interesar en ese pasado.
ANELÉ: Bueno, obviamente lo que me pasa a mí, es que vengo de dos diferentes culturas que
tienen una historia compartida. A veces la gente no cree que lo que pasó, pasó. O, que no podría
ser posible que esta experiencia de la colonización nada más les pasó a los negros en los Estados
Unidos. Pero también les pasó a los negros en Latinoamérica. De verdad, no me interesa mucho
hablar sobre sí me aceptan o no porque eso no importa. Regardless, yo voy a ser quien soy. Soy
mi identidad pero sí me he sentido incómoda en las dos comunidades, pero como digo, no me
importa. Porque yo ya sé quién soy, quién es mi gente, quienes son mis comunidades, y es la gente
de aquí.
DORIS: Sí, es muy complejo. Cuando hablamos de Latinos, vuelvo a hablar de esa proyección y
esa identidad que se ha querido proyectar. Esa identidad imaginaria que la gente quisiera que
fuera la realidad, pero si estamos hablando del porcentaje de migración involuntaria de africanos
a las Américas, que fue tan alta. Cómo eso se puede diluir de un entretejido social, es imposible.
Entonces sólo se ha intentado hacer a través de un discurso. El problema es cuando los propios
latinos no tenemos conciencia y no podemos cuestionar esa proyección. Ahí es donde está el
problema. A veces ha sido complicado poder estar hablando con gente latina y que tú ves que
obviamente es afrolatina, y que no entienden de qué estás hablando. Eso, eso es lo difícil. Esa
sería la gran diferencia con la experiencia de los afroamericanos, que si te reconocen como
hermana o hermano. Pero que a veces se desconciertan de que hables español. Eso sería una
cuestión, lo opuesto, digamos. En el caso de Nuevo México, es muy complejo, aún más, porque
la definición del Nuevo Mexicano es el encuentro entre el español y el indígena. Especialmente,
en Albuquerque se ha hablado insistentemente de esa conexión directa con lo español. Sin
embargo, cuando a mí me ha tocado estar en charlas, por ejemplo, en cada uno de estos lugares no
ha faltado un nuevo mexicano que me diga, “lo que tú estás diciendo es verdad. Yo me interesé,
investigué y me di cuenta que mi abuela es negra.” Mis estudiantes, todos me han llevado cada
uno, el árbol genealógico y hay una afrodescendiente en su pasado. Entonces, es algo que está ahí.
Que el discurso imaginario no lo he aceptado, es una cosa. Pero que nosotros personalmente no lo
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podamos leer, es el problema. Yo creo que si somos un poquito más abiertos en esa dirección y
podemos a veces decir, “espera un segundo, lo que a mí me han dicho, no me cuadra. Yo quiero
saber quiénes en realidad somos. Lo vamos a encontrar de alguna manera.” Yo creo que esto es
algo que ya empezó y yo creo que tiene una dirección. Cuando en el 2019, se logró la
constitucionalización de los afromexicanos, yo dije “muy bien, pero ahora necesitamos revisar
todo lo que se ha dicho y hecho de este lado.” Porque parte de Nuevo México, y algunos otros
estados como Arizona y Texas eran parte de México, y comparten el pasado histórico de México.
Entonces ¿cómo vamos a hacer una revisión histórica a la luz de este reconocimiento? Digo yo,
sería ya a un nivel muy específico, como en las universidades, el recuento de la historia y demás.
Pero a nivel personal, yo creo que la gente ya lo está haciendo.
MARITZA: Aquí en Nuevo México se usa España como una herramienta de blanqueamiento. Y
la cosa es una falta de reconocimiento de la historia de España. No solamente que España fue uno
de los países, uno de los imperios más traficantes de esclavos, igual que Portugal, y otros países.
Entonces, pensar en los españoles y España como un país europeo blanco es borrar esa historia de
traficantes. No solamente de traficantes, sino de españoles como dueños de esclavos aún en
España. También es negar que España y África lo divida, you know, how long were the Moors in
Spain? Como 500 años, 300 años. ¿Cómo se va a usar a España para sugerir un proceso de
blanqueamiento? Quiere decir, España no es un país blanco, aunque en Nuevo México así se usó.
No somos españoles. Y es como decir “somos españoles y no tenemos negros. Si tenemos un
poquito de indígena, pero mayormente somos españoles y europeos.” Eso es como no conocer los
enlaces de la historia. You know, nothing is as simple or as linear as people want them to be.
¿Han enfrentado estos tipos de conversaciones con sus familiares o con sus parientes?
¿Se reconocen ellos como personas Afro y Afrolatinos, Afrochicanos, Afromexicanos
Afrodominicanos?
MARITZA: Yo me río porque a veces, el chiste es que yo soy la única negra en mi familia de
doce hermanos. Porque yo, sí me nombré negra. No sé. Mis hermanos y hermanas saben que lo
son. Pero, its like there’s not a need to talk about it. De esto no se tiene que hablar.
DORIS: Es interesante porque en la familia nuclear, uno lo vé y si sale un poquito más de eso, es
decir, entre primos es bien común. Interesantemente, por ejemplo, yo me reconozco como
afrodescendiente, pero de todas las primas, yo no lo he visto. Habrán cosas que nos marcan la
diferencia. Porque quizás si tengo el cabello más rizado pero todas somos morenas, por ejemplo.
Entonces hacia dentro de las comunidades, también sucede eso, ¿no? Porque hay gente que se
siente más cómoda enfatizando que tienen un pasado español. Hay algunos que se sienten más
cómodos reconociendo que tienen un pasado indígena pero no quieren reconocer su pasado Afro.
Creo que como Maritza mencionó al principio, somos el resultado del encuentro de estos tres
grupos étnicos. Lo interesante sería poder hablar de estos tres componentes y que a veces se omite
el afrodescendiente. En mi familia, yo escuché cosas de mi abuela que me contaba mi mamá. Mi
hermano mayor, Beto, es más moreno que yo. Mi abuela le decía a mi mamá sobre Beto, “lo tienes
que traer limpio de piés a cabeza porque a la gente negra se le nota más, y la gente lo va a mirar
más.” Entonces, él tiene que andar impecable, limpio. Cosas así, por ejemplo, al final hacían la
diferencia. Yo creo que eso sucedió cuando éramos niños y yo no recuerdo que haya habido
diferencia de cariño. Últimamente, ese hermano mío, por ejemplo, tuvo su último niño, y es muy
clarito.
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Entonces del lado de mi cuñada, es decir, la mamá del niño, le decían, ay cuidan mucho al niño.
Que no se asolea mucho, para que no se vaya a poner prieto. Mi mamá se enojaba y decía “Y qué
tiene si se pone prieto? Si va a estar igual, es el mismo niño, no pasa nada.” Pero entonces ahí te
das cuenta como dentro de las familias, sí existen estas ideas. Sin embargo, estas son cosas que
hieren. Porque imagínate, en el caso de mi hermano, sus hijos son de diferentes tonos de piel.
¿Entonces, qué pensaría el otro hijo que es más morenito, que le están diciendo, que cuiden al
guerito, para que no se ponga prieto? Entonces tú dices, bueno.
MARITZA: Ay sí, eso es un menosprecio.
DORIS: Claro, absolutamente. Entonces, sí, se notan de repente estas diferencias dentro de una
familia.
ANELÉ: Bueno obviamente sí, mi mamá y mi papá si proclaman ser negros. La verdad nunca he
tenido ese problema, específicamente, porque no estoy en contacto con mi familia extendida. No
porque no queremos, pero no hemos tenido esa conversación. Unos si son negros y otros dicen
que son españoles o mestizos, o lo que sea. Pero, no he tenido esa conversación, entonces, con los
que tenemos contacto, pero sí, somos negros.
MARITZA: ¿Cómo se autodefine la gente? It’s a complicated matter. Porque, regresando a la
historia. I’m going to say this in English. Spain was brilliant, in terms of colonization and
colonizing the mind. Uno podía blanquear la familia en siete generaciones. Quiere decir, en siete
generaciones uno podía ser, legally, legalmente ser identificado como blanco. Y que persona, que
sea indígena o negra y ha sufrido la esclavitud, remember, la esclavitud existió por casi 350 años
en la República Dominicana. Uno quiere lo mejor para los hijos. ¿Quién quiere que sus hijos se
críen como esclavos? Entonces, it's a very dangerous terrain. Porque no se le puede culpar. Te
digo que en la República Dominicana a veces me da rabia, porque blanquear la familia, todavía es
una expresión. Pero es porque esa fue una necesidad específica por casi 350 años. A veces
nosotros, en tiempos modernos, queremos juzgar a la gente pero es una tradición que ha existido
tanto tiempo. Por eso se necesita educación, diálogos y todo para entender the history behind that
expression. También vamos a decir que, aún hoy en día, los beneficios para quienes son más
claros, son, concrete. Son beneficios, legítimos. Esa es otra realidad con la cual vivimos. No quiero
que se le juzgue a la gente que no se identifica como negro. ¿Quién soy yo para juzgar,
considerando lo que ha sido la historia? It’s just a miracle we survived.
¿Cuál es el poder de identificarse como persona afro y más, Afrolatina, en el contexto
presente?
DORIS: Esa es una pregunta compleja. Yo siempre he sentido poder en lo personal. Siempre he
sentido mucho orgullo de todo lo que históricamente hemos logrado. Por ejemplo, como en
Tamiahua, la base económica, las artes de pesca, son Africanas. Y que hayan prevalecido hasta
ahora, habla del poder y la resistencia. Yo creo que en eso nos tenemos que concentrar. Que a
pesar de lo que Maritza acaba de mencionar, que es tan complejo y que llegó a que mucha gente
tuviera que tomar la decisión que tomaron. Lo que permanece hasta ahora han sido estas
comunidades. Estas familias. Estos hombres, mujeres y niños. Han tenido la fuerza de resistir. Eso
es lo que yo creo, que a mí me da un orgullo doble. Muy al revés de lo que el discurso quisiera,
que nosotros dijéramos, que no somos grupos periféricos y que estamos en la periferia, y digo no.
Le guste a quien le guste, esos grupos periféricos tenemos una fuerza y aquí estamos. De eso es
de lo que tenemos que estar orgullosos. Precisamente que los afrodescendientes peleamos de la
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mano con los indígenas, esa es la realidad. Eso es lo que podemos ver ahora, y esa es la parte de
la que yo estoy muy orgullosa. Todo lo que yo hago en mi vida, mi papel como mujer, como
madre, como profesora, como activista social, están relacionadas con eso. Ese es el centro de mi
vida. No hay un motor más grande para mí que eso, el estar consciente de eso. Entonces, ¿qué es
lo que queremos? Primero que se conozcan estas historias. Que se nos vea en esa dimensión, con
esa dignidad y con esa fuerza.
MARITZA: Nunca hemos sido periféricos. La verdad es que nuestra existencia siempre ha sido
central a la cultura, a la política, a lo social, y a todo. I'm sorry, we built these countries. Lo africano
ha existido desde antes de la formación de cualquier nación. A veces nos consideran como si no
fuéramos ciudadanos de ese país porque somos negros, aunque hemos estado ahí desde antes que
cualquier país en las Américas haya sido país. En cuanto a tu pregunta, hay un poder en la
autodefinición, en el autonombramiento. No dejar que otro me nombre. After everything we've
been through, hay un poder grandísimo en decir “soy yo porque yo lo he decidido.” Ahora voy a
hablar un poco del colectivo que hemos formado Doris y yo. Se llama AfroMundo por qué
existimos a través de las Américas. AfroMundo.org se encuentra en el Facebook y el objetivo de
la organización es presentarnos a nosotros mismos. Aquí vamos a presentar la cultura, la cuisine,
las culturas a través de todo estos países, y hablar sobre nuestras costumbres. No que otro esté
representándonos y reinterpretando nuestra cultura. Sino nosotros, hablando de nosotros mismos.
La verdad es que la comunidad Latina tuvo dificultades en cómo apoyar a Black Lives Matter. We
support Black Lives Matter aquí, sin reconocer que lo mismo está pasando en nuestros países.
ANELÉ: Sí, de verdad. Creo quer es un milagro tener esta historia tan interesante y llena de poder
sobre cómo sobrevivimos. Como negros, como latinos, como una mezcla de los dos, es una
historia de creación, pero más interesante que eso.
¿Cuáles son otros proyectos que tienen sobre el activismo o sobre su identidad y ser
Afrolatinas?
MARITZA: Eso de activismo puede existir en tantas formas. Lo digo porque es una conversación
que yo tuve con mi misma siendo escritora. A veces uno no tiene tiempo para todo. Y hay valor,
hay activismo en ser una escritora afrolatina que escribe ciertas cosas, sí, pero la conversación para
mí ha aumentado, it has evolved. Sí, escribir puede ser activismo. No es solamente marchar. No
es solamente, you know, creating a television program that represents us or having a radio show.
Like the cultural is also activism. Pero llegó el punto que sólo escribir ya no me bastaba después
de la pandemia. Después de todo lo que ha sucedido en los últimos años, han habido tantas pérdidas
sociales, raciales, y familiares in every sector. Para mí fue también importante formar un grupo
que es activista, pero activista in a particular way where the power of defining ourselves, of naming
ourselves, of presenting ourselves, and finding joy. That is a revolutionary act for oppressed
people, historically. To find a place of joy and of creation and everything is radical. It is a radical
idea. Entonces, el año que viene vamos a tener la primera reunión, the first annual AfroMundo
festival durante una semana que se trata de literatura, de cine, de baile, de canción, de cuisine, de
todo. Queremos formar un espacio donde podamos tener diálogos y hablar de técnicas de activism,
but to find joy, and to celebrate, and to mourn. Podemos hacerlo todo y todo es activismo también.
DORIS: ¿Cuál es tu activismo?
ANELÉ: Nada más existir y ser yo. Eso es suficiente.
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DORIS: A mí me gustó mucho cuando estabas platicando sobre tus proyectos de que quieres
estudiar para escribir música y hablar sobre tu identidad, o mostrar, o plasmar tu identidad ahí.
ANELÉ: Si. Me ha gustado mucho estudiar música clásica porque creo que esta historia también
es muy interesante. Y no he visto mucha gente que son negros que están envolucrados, pero
también eso es parte de mi historia. Y sí, quiero escribir música por eso voy a ir a la universidad
para hacer un degree de composición de música para que pueda hablar sobre estas historias. La
música es mi arte favorito.
DORIS: Me parece que eso es importante porque son espacios donde hay poca representación de
los grupos afroamericanos y afrolatinos. El activismo en mi opinión es algo que tiene que ver con
toda tu vida. Toda tu vida puede simbolizar eso si tú lo orientas de la manera correcta y también
si entiendes. Yo lo veo en la comida que es una de las cosas que a mí me gusta hacer mucho. Me
llena mucho de placer saber que la comida que nosotros hacemos y comemos todos los días es
parte de ese bagaje cultural que tenemos. ¿Y cómo puede ser eso un activismo? Porque lo
mantenemos vivo, y lo estamos heredando, y lo estamos compartiendo. Entonces, desde ahí me
parece que uno es activista en muchas direcciones. La otra parte, por ejemplo, en concreto con el
mundo de lo chicano, yo estoy tratando de sembrar la semilla también con mis estudiantes de que
trabajen ese aspecto dentro de lo chicano. Que se revise cuál es la parte fundamental. Si todavía
podemos apelar a que sigamos pensando que es solamente la bi-identidad, tenemos que hablar
también de lo afro. En este momento, el presente histórico, lo chicano ya tiene mucho entre cruce
con otras etnias e identidades. Entonces vamos a ver mujeres, hombres, jóvenes chicanos que
pueden ser chicanos y asiáticos, que pueden ser chicanos y afrodescendientes, etcétera. Entonces
tendríamos que analizar eso. Solamente hay que estar atentos. Ese es el activismo que a mí más
me gusta porque yo pienso que estás sembrando una semilla que va a ir caminando junto con los
cambios que se generan. Yo creo que a veces de hecho que en la academia estamos bastantes pasos
atrás. Es razonable, pero al mismo tiempo yo creo que algo que sí tenemos que formar en los
estudiantes es que tienen que tratar de ir al ritmo del crecimiento de la comunidad. Es otro
activismo que me parece muy importante vivir como dice Anelé.
MARITZA: Y reconocer la sabiduría de la comunidad. Que no todo es académico. Que, la
sabiduría que nos ha preservado ha sido a través de la comunidad, de la familia, y todo. Hablando
de la comida, eso mismo es activism porque para esclavos, el sobrevivir, el hacer platos
deliciosísimos de los pellejos que les entregaban, ellos aún así lograron crear algo de la mala
comida. Esta es un cuisine espectacular que se reconoce en todos los países. Eso es activism. Eso
es sabiduría. Tenemos que reconocer no sólo lo académico, sino también lo comunitario.
DORIS: Creo que en parte la pregunta era “¿qué estabamos haciendo?” El colectivo del cual
estamos hablando también es importante porque yo creo que hemos hablado de esta intención por
invisibilizar estas contribuciones. Entonces, si no tenemos espacios de diálogo, no podemos saber.
Por eso digo que desde el centro del hogar estamos haciendo activismo. Cuando Maritza vino a
comer a mi casa y se dió cuenta que comíamos machuca de plátano, me dijo, “pero si eso es
mofongo.” Entonces nos dabamos cuenta de cuánta fuerza tenemos, pero necesitamos esos
espacios de diálogo donde podemos hablar de comida, podemos hablar de historia, podemos
hablar de la resistencia, de música, de danza, y eso es nuestro sueño. Eso es en lo que estamos
trabajando.
Cuando logremos hacer eso, vamos a salir mucho más fortalecidos porque vamos a ver que
somos muchos. Que somos todos.
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MARITZA: Ejemplo el otro día cuando me estabas contando de los diablos de México, y yo
riéndome porque le dije a Doris, “Sí, los tenemos en la República Dominicana pero tienen fuetes
para seguir a la gente y castigarlos” y ella respondió, “En México también.”
DORIS: Verdad en Guerrero y Oaxaca!
MARITZA: En sitios completamente separados, pero que la cultura se preservó a pesar de la
opresión.
¿Cuáles han sido sus experiencias de hacer este trabajo activista, pero también siendo
mujeres en el suroeste?
DORIS: Es interesante porque ahora estamos hablando de ganar espacios, pero yo creo que las
mujeres siempre los hemos tenido. No han sido reconocidos, es otra cosa, pero nuestras
aportaciones en precisamente preservar todo lo que hemos estado hablando ha sido en gran parte
por las mujeres. En la memoria colectiva de esas mujeres es dónde queda precisamente toda esa
información. Entonces para mí, nuestro propósito no es más que hacer una extensión de eso que
mis madres y mis abuelas hicieron. Cuando estábamos hablando de los movimientos de los
derechos de la mujer en los Estados Unidos al trabajo, tú dices ¿que? Mis abuelos han trabajado
toda la vida. A la remuneración, quizás no, pero el caso de mi abuela y su cuñada, por ejemplo, a
mí me gusta mucho platicar ese ejemplo porque dirán las personas, ¿pero cómo puede alguien
hablar del feminismo o del activismo en esos términos en lugares tan remotos como de donde
nosotros venimos? Esas dos mujeres se juntaron porque se quedaron solas sin los maridos y entre
las dos tenían diez niños. Una tenía cuatro y la otra tenía seis. Y trabajaron haciendo pan. Y criaron
a esos niños. Y les dieron trabajo a otras mujeres para que pudieran también criar a sus hijos. Eso
es activismo. Eso es género. Eso que ha existido desde siempre.
MARITZA: Y la definición de la mujer en términos feministas, it’s more of a European idea,
porque siendo afro, nosotras nunca hemos tenido el lujo. Bueno siempre hemos tenido que trabajar,
que luchar, que fajarnos en todo. Aunque estemos en la casa y ser el marido que trabaja no importa,
estamos luchando para todo. Entonces en nuestras comunidades a veces las mujeres son feministas
y como que no lo reconocen porque siempre lo han sido.
ANELÉ: En los ultimos años, no he hecho mucho activismo, no porque no me interesa, pero
porque creo que hay cosas para enfocarme más. Más como en, ¿cómo puedo lograr este tipo de
entendimiento de género diferente para que podamos tener una conversación en vez de una
desacuerdo sobre las diferencias? Entonces estoy entendiendo como fuimos para abajo. ¿Qué
podemos hacer para ayudar a esta visión en la comunidad. Porque es una energía importante.
Vamos a estar juntos y creo que eso es donde yo me estoy enfocando ahorita.
¿Y qué es algo, o cuáles son las cosas que les dan alegría de ser ustedes mismas?
DORIS: Obviamente durante el día uno puede tener todo, ir y subir de un humor a otro. Pero creo
que en general lo que me hace sentir una mujer viva y alegre, es saber que estoy aquí, pese a todo
lo que pudo haber estado en mi contra. Poder tener la oportunidad, por ejemplo, de estar con mis
hijos, de criarlos, de compartirles mi experiencia es otra de mis grandes alegrías. Y yo creo que la
otra es el poder generar una conciencia en la comunidad. Por ejemplo, en el caso de Tamiahua, he
sido la persona incómoda muchas veces de decir pues nos falta. Y hay que seguir trabajando. Y
hay que conocer nuestro pasado. Y no podemos olvidar a los abuelos. Hay que hacer el registro
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de esta memoria y lo mismo aquí. En muchos momentos yo he dicho que debemos revisar la
noción de la chicana y no a toda la gente le parece una buena idea. Pero a mí me parece que aún
dentro de eso, de que me he sentido a veces acorralada. Me siento feliz porque sé que lo que estoy
haciendo va a provocar algo importante. Puede ser al nivel personal. Puede ser que alguién diga,
“ah, mira su experiencia es parecida a la mía.” Lo que sea que vaya a se la reacción del otro. Ahí
es donde yo lo encuentro. Quizás yo puedo decir que tengo una comunidad aquí también. Que me
abraza, que tenemos mucho en común. Que nos podemos reír. Que podemos disfrutar de lo
mismo. Yo creo que ahí, ahí está la felicidad.
MARITZA: Hablar de reír para mí es eso. It brings me joy. Sí, tener una comunidad y con esa
comunidad poder reír y compartir. Tener un marido, un compañero que me haga reír. Que
podemos tener conversaciones intensas igual como las que tengo con la comunidad pero reír. Que
tenga una mascota o una mascota nos tiene a nosotros y nos hace reír. Que tengo amistades y
familia and to be silly because life is hard sometimes especially in these times. Hay un placer
grandísimo en no siempre ser intelectual and just be silly. It's fun. Its acceptable.
ANELÉ: Sí, de verdad siento más mi orgullo cuando estoy haciendo las cosas que me gustan. El
arte estoy haciendo. Estoy haciendo música. Estoy cantando voz en opera. Estoy pintando. Estoy
haciendo un portafolio digital de niñas negras en el estilo anime. Me siento un orgullo cuando
estoy haciendo algo que me hace sentir feliz y que pueda compartir con la gente.
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Rhythms Along the Río Grande
by María-Luísa Ornelas June
Laredo 1971
Dressed in a black leotard and a black skirt with ruffles lined with white ribbon, I stand in third
position in black ribbon tie tap shoes. Miss Zúñiga, our teacher, is also dressed in a black leotard
and skirt and she wears a cat’s eye accent on her eyes made with liquid eyeliner. I place my
castanet-clad hands in first position. Twelve five-year olds, in two lines, face a mirror. The
afternoon sun comes in at an angle and illuminates the ever-present dust in the Laredo air. Miss
Zúñiga walks around the class, shaping our left fingers into toritos to tap the castanets and
exercising the fingers of the right hand for the roll. Ta- ria-ta-pi-ta, ta-ria-ta-pi-ta. Left hit, right
roll, left hit, right hit, left hit. Left hit, right roll, left hit, right hit, left hit. Our little hands click
through a basic Sevillanas pattern. Later, we roll our fingers and hands toward and away from our
bodies creating manos floreadas (flower hands) and bend our little bodies as close to the ground
as possible without falling as we do a 360 degree turn in vueltas quebradas. Just as little white
girls of the middle and upper classes in the United States take ballet, las niñas de las familias
buenas in Laredo and other parts of the Río Grande Valley take Spanish classical dance. Later in
the week, we will return for ballet because we are Mexican-American, straddling the mix of
cultures along the Río Grande border. But it’s this Spanish classical dance that sets us apart from
our American counterparts and provides a rhythm that recurs throughout my life and is part of my
history, 216 years after the Spanish settled along the Río Grande.
My family founded Laredo in 1755. A number of these settlers were conversos of Sephardic origin,
descendants of the same conversos who converted to Christianity after Isabella and Ferdinand, the
Catholic Spanish monarchs, enacted the Edict of Expulsion in Spain in 1492.
Having this ancestry comes with baggage. For many Latinos and Latinas in the Americas, the
claim to Spanish ancestry is code for social and racial superiority. The Spanish enforced a caste
system in the Americas that baked a colonial social hierarchy into our DNA. Having Spanish
ancestry gets complicated when it gets parsed out to Sephardic ancestors that came to see
themselves as Mexican. This edict forged the birth of the Tejano, as a sort of post-converso
phenomenon. And one of their progeny is this Tejanita.
Life on a border creates a space where various cultures co-exist, externally and internally, both in
the physical world and in the space inside one’s head. The historical record of my male ancestors
is rich, but provides little information about the women who settled along the Río Grande beyond
their births, their deaths, their marriages and the children that they bore. My ancestor, Catalina
Uribe, bore 13 children, a couple after her husband founded the settlement of Laredo. She and her
husband joined the exodus of nuevoleonses that uprooted residents from Nuevo León to help settle
the new province of Nuevo Santander in 1748. She likely birthed a number of her children in
jacales, a homestead made of mud and sticks. Another ancestor, Macaría Ramos, was born
in Laredo, Tamaulipas, Mexico in 1840, four years after Texas declared its independence
from Mexico but eight years before Mexico ceded the land between the Nueces River and
the Río Grande, including Laredo, to the United States in 1848. She married a man born in
Laredo but on
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the west bank of the Río Grande—an area that would become Nuevo Laredo with the signing of
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. She and her husband raised a family in a nice,
stone home in the middle of a prosperous rancho and worked in the cattle industry
that defined the economy of northeastern Mexico. Macaria’s son, my great-grandfather,
lived and died in Laredo. During these two generations, the family did not move away from
Laredo, but their citizenship changed nonetheless. The family has been on the eastern banks
(for American border purposes, the northern banks) of the Río Grande ever since. By the time I
came around, my family had lost the rancho like so many other Tejanos. Still, at home and on
the streets, we spoke English, Spanish, and Spanglish.
Those of us whose families have lived along the Río Grande for generations don’t talk about the
river as a national border. When we go to Mexico, we say, “Vamos al otro lado.” (Figuratively:
Let’s go across the river.) We don’t say, “Let’s go south of the border.” Ever.
But what goes on our heads and is expressed in our culture is more complex. Unlike our mother,
my sister and I are stay-at-home wives and mothers; however, a common thread runs between our
home lives. Even though my sister and I live in different cities, we celebrate holidays together.
Christmas in Laredo involves Mass on Christmas Eve, followed by tamales and hot chocolate. On
Christmas Day, we make a prime roast dinner, a Hallmark Channel white Christmas celebrated by
Tejanos. At Easter, the family has a carne asada while the kids hunt for confetti-filled
eggshells, cascarones. When I celebrated my first Easter away from the border, I was surprised
to find that it involved eating eggs, asparagus and hot cross buns. More surprising was that
American children participated in Easter egg hunts, where they gathered hard boiled eggs. What,
no cascarones? Who knew there was such a thing as a white Easter?
My sister and I talk daily. Who am I kidding; we gossip, chismeamos. We plan family vacations
together. We solve problems that our kids and our nieces and nephews bring us as well as the
problems that they don’t. We’re meddlesome, metichonas, and don’t wait for an invitation to give
advice, which when disregarded and catastrophe befalls, we will look at you and say one thing
only: Por? It’s a rhetorical question, the answer of which is pendeja/o. (Figuratively, idiot.) My
sister and I got advice from our mom daily, even when I lived overseas and paid dearly for those
calls. This rhythm of household management for Tejanas is nothing new. In 1930, the
Texas folklorist, Jovita González, wrote about the social life of women along the Río Grande,
noting the complete control in home management, yet living a life of “conventual seclusion.”1
We complain about how little time we have for socializing, thus reinforcing the idea that our lives
are conventual. But the price for home management is time and as stay-at-home moms, we
are fortunate to luxuriate in it. The fact that we have the choice to do this must mean that we like
it... or, given that we live the lives of our foremothers, that iron-fisted home management is in
our genes. Latin American history Professor Susan Midgen Socolow explains that the focus on
family, both nuclear and extended, for social organization was a Mediterranean cultural value
that the Spanish and Portuguese imported to America. 2 The rhythms of family life brought
across the Atlantic from Spain to the banks of the Río Grande continue to shape our daily lives
despite the passage of 200 years.
1 Mireles, Jovita Gonzalez, and Cotera, Maria Eugenia. Life along the Border: A Landmark Tejana Thesis, Texas A&M
University Press, 2006, p. 81.
2 Socolow, Susan Migden. The Women of Colonial Latin America, 2nd ed. Cambridge University Press, 2015, p. 66.
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Our culture takes elements from our ancestry and grows them along the banks of the Río Grande.
My maternal grandmother saw herself as American, as did my mom, both of who had Southern
inflections in their speech and exhibited Southern mannerisms, reflecting the old ties with the
French along the Gulf Coast. As a child, I remember them fussing over finger sandwiches, punch
recipes, and desserts involving marshmallows and jello for bridal and baby showers. My paternal
grandmother, Margarita Mamie Hynes, came to the United States during the Mexican Revolution,
ca. 1910. Her father was an Irishman who worked on the railroads during the Mexican Porfiriato
(i.e., the period of rule by Porfirio Díaz, ca. 1876–1910) and married a woman from Nuevo León.
Every Thanksgiving, my Tía Lucy, Margarita’s daughter, prepares a side dish of roast beef and
potatoes that reflects this Irish heritage. Tejano becomes the most inclusive term for this blending
of cultures on the banks of the Río Grande.
Despite being a United States citizen, when asked what I was, I would tell people that I was
Mexican because they wouldn’t be asking what I was if they thought I was American. When I was
in high school and college, people from the interior of the United States treated me more favorably
when they realized I had Spanish heritage because they could put me in the white category.
Because of my contrary nature, I took on my Mexican heritage with more vigor; it helped me weed
out the racists. Thank God for Selena because now some might understand what I mean if I tell
them that I’m Tejana.
Once Mexico declared independence from Spain, the “ideal” Mexican came to encompass a
mythologized mestizaje, a mixture of Indigenous and Spanish heritage. Being mestizo assumes a
claim to the Americas, as well as a flimsy exemption from the liability of colonial
atrocities. Claiming mestizaje is the path of least resistance. As a child, we shopped in
Mexico. At the mercado, my mom bought me cotton dresses embroidered with flowers, along
with leather sandals painted with cacti. The best and most raucous parties she referred to as
mitotes, which is a Náhuatl word. In high school, I wore Mexican floral blouses with my straight
leg jeans and penny loafers. As teenagers, we’d go clubbing in Nuevo Laredo. We’d stop by the
casa de cambio, change our dollars to pesos and head out to the dog races. A lucky night meant
that you could buy drinks when clubbing. The music at the club was Mexican, American, and a
blend of both. Our social lives were lived in two different countries and filled with rhythms
from our shared past. It’s not embarrassment that keeps me from dwelling too much on my
Indigenous ancestry but because doing so seems like cultural appropriation when so much
European colonial culture defines my life. Still, Indigenous influences exist and are part of
being Tejana.
I gave up the Spanish classical dance classes in middle school. When I went to law school in San
Francisco, I joined La Raza Law Students Association. The Californios tested my Chicano
credentials. Did I identify as Mexican? Or Spanish? Maybe, as white? One student belonged to
an Indigenous people’s dance group. I kept quiet about my Spanish classical dance classes. I hid
my Spanish ancestry and silenced part of the rhythms that composed the soundtrack of my
childhood.
But, in 2019, the Spanish ancestors demanded my attention.
As part of Spanish reparations for the Edict of Expulsion, Spain enacted a law in 2015 offering
Spanish citizenship to those who could prove Sephardic ancestry. In March of 2019, my daughters
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found a website from the Jewish Federation of New Mexico that provided information on this
process. The procedure involved taking exams, collecting documentation, providing certifications
of my ancestry, and proving a special connection to Spain. My daughters teased that my childhood
recital dance photos that showed me in various Spanish costumes would suffice. My genealogy
revealed that my ancestors came from the southern coast of Spain, which mirrored the DNA
that tracks my ancestry from Judea to the Spanish southern coast and from the port of Veracruz
to the banks of the Río Grande. My ancestors came from the small town of Lepe in the
province of Huelva, in the autonomous region of Andalusia in Spain. Andalusia is also the
heart of the flamenco tradition. Think of the music and dance of that region... Las Sevillanas,
la Malagueña, el Fandango de Huelva, the Alegrías of Cádiz, all towns in
Andalusia. Moreover, some of my ancestors from Huelva, it turns out, had been burned at the
stake in Las Palmas for Judaizing (i.e. practicing Jewish rituals in secret while professing
Christianity in public).
My children and I traveled to Málaga to sign before a notario in January 2020. As we traveled
on the AVE (the Spanish high-speed train) from Madrid to Málaga, we noted the similarities
between the Spanish landscape and the tropical desert plains of South Texas. I read up on
Sephardic ancestry. I learned about the Spanish expeditions to the northeastern region of
Mexico that established the towns that today still sit on the banks of the Río Grande. I learned
about ganado mayor (cattle), haciendas, ranchos and a way of life that has been culturally
appropriated by the Anglo cowboy of the western United States.
Not surprisingly, an ad for an online flamenco class with the Ballet Hispánico in New York
came across my Facebook feed. I signed up. When I introduced myself to my teacher, JoDe
Romano, a former soloist with the José Greco Dance Company, she told me that she, too, was
originally from Houston, where I currently live. I told JoDe that I was originally from
Laredo. “Oh,” she exclaimed, “my first teacher, María Luisa Marulanda Ballas was from
Laredo.” I informed her that María Luisa was my Tía Lucy’s dance teacher and that a dear
friend of the Marulanda family, Silvia Zúñiga, was my teacher. JoDe added that her second
teacher, Rogelio Rodríguez, was also from Laredo. Rogelio was my sister’s teacher, I told her.
All these interconnections with a tie to different points in my family history. So, in my midfifties, I took up flamenco. I looked at YouTube videos of various bailaoras: La Chispa, La
Condesa, and La Capitana. My interest in flamenco returned when my mind was ready but my
body was now past its prime; these days, my flamenco name is more likely to be La
Albondiga (the meatball) rather than La Coqueta (the coquette). Wearing a black top and a red
skirt, castanets in hand, I stand in front of my computer while JoDe takes us through a Sevillanas
practice, ta-ria-ta-pi-ta, ta-ria- ta-pi-ta. Left hit, right roll, left hit, right hit, left hit. Left hit,
right roll, left hit, right hit, left hit. The same rhythm of the Spanish Sevillanas of my
childhood.
Flamenco traveled with the Rajasthanis to the coast of Andalusia, much like my ancestors traveled
from Judea to Spain. Both took routes through the Levant and across the Mediterranean to Spain.
Dances, instruments, and songs got poached along the way. The Inquisition turned the Jews, the
Moors, and the Roma into outcasts. Together, they brewed the remnants of their itinerant
cultures into the flamenco of southern Spain while hiding from the Inquisition and, later,
Franco’s dictatorship. Perhaps this political strife helped forge a certain persistence and
resilience into flamenco.
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Life on the Río Grande border experienced a similar mix of culture and political strife. Indigenous
peoples and converso Spanish mixed for about 100 years before Anglo settlers came for the land
on which they could keep slaves. Both of us became outcasts of the Anglo settlements. Between a
collapsing Spanish empire and Anglo encroachment, Mexico called for independence from Spain,
sparking the beginning of over a 100 years of revolution along the Río Grande. Soon Texas sought
independence from Mexico. The newly minted Republic of Texas quickly became the 28th state
of the United States, a slave-holding state despite slavery having been outlawed in Mexico in
1829. Later, in 1845, the U.S. would initiate a war with Mexico to capture the land between the
Nueces River and the Río Grande, land that had not been part of the territory the Spanish called
Texas, but part of another state, Nuevo Santander, today known as the Mexican state of
Tamaulipas. After the Civil War ended in 1865, peace did not follow. Instead, life on the
border involved Anglo settlers chasing off any previous settlers, including those with Spanish
land grants. By 1910, the Mexican Revolution saw Mexicans crossing the border to find
sanctuary in the United States.
The revolutionary turbulence brought different outsider cultures together, much like the Edict of
Expulsion brought the Jews, the Moors and the Roma together. With the Anglo settlers came
the Germans—and their accordions that now feature so prominently in Tejano music. In
order to survive, alliances along the border shifted with astonishing speed. Through it all, we
were, in turn, conversos, españoles, republicanos, Mexicanos, constitucionalistas,
federalistas, Texians, Confederates, and United States citizens. Despite close to a hundred years
of revolution, life went on—celebrations were held and music was made and danced to. Corridos
were sung to document the turbulence, using musical influences from both sides of the new
border. The conversos from southern Spain, thrown together with the Indigenous people of the
Americas into over a hundred years of revolutionary fires along the Río Grande, forged today’s
Tejanos and their Tejano music.
Yet, in the 1970s, we still learned Spanish classical dance despite having given up our
Spanish identity over 200 years ago. If you see a video of Selena’s last performance of “Como
La Flor” at the Houston Astrodome, you’ll note that the Queen of Tejano embellished her song
with manos floreadas, a flourish from our Spanish past.
My Tía Lucy still lives in Laredo. Her house sits in a middle-income neighborhood bought with
money from the eminent domain proceedings that the US government brought against the property
for our family home that sat two blocks from the banks of the Río Grande so that the JuárezLincoln Bridge at the southern terminus of I-35 could be built. Tamaulipan scrub consisting
of palm, mesquite, and huisache trees; assorted prairie grasses, prickly pear cacti and the
odd purchased bougainvillea landscape the front and back yards. The houses have custommade wrought iron door and window coverings and the occasional abandoned car or truck sits
in the yard. The smell of leña (firewood; in Laredo, mesquite) and carne (meat, specifically
beef) permeates the air every weekend night as families sit on chairs in the backyard cooking up
a carne asada on oil drums converted to grills where fajitas, costillas (ribs), and polish sausage
are grilled over mesquite. And to add to the puro pinche pari (Spanglish slang for damn
good party) atmosphere, Tejano music can be heard playing from any number of houses. Tía
Lucy is 90 years old and suffering from dementia. Yet, when she heard about my dance
classes, she asked her daughter for her castanets. My cousin brought them to her and asked
Alexa to play some flamenco music. My Tía Lucy immediately started playing the castanets
flawlessly. She, too, recalled a rhythm from her youth, from my youth. Both of us aging
Tejanas using our hands to recreate
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rhythms from a past shared by ancestors along the Río Grande and stretching farther back to the
Mediterranean.
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Collages
by Adelita Medina

Fig. 1. Adelita Medina, “El Pueblo Unido—We the People” 2017, Collage.
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Fig. 2. Adelita Medina, “La Tierra es Nuestra Madre—The Earth is Our Mother” 2017, Collage.
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Don’t Mess with Tejanas: Texan Feminist Artists and Zine Publishing as Resistance
Panel Discussion Moderated by Claudia Zapata, Ph.D.
INTRODUCTION
The panel discussion, held on April 6, 2019 at the Latino Art Now! 2019 conference at the
University of Houston in Houston, Texas, was moderated by Claudia Zapata, who, at the time, was
a Ph.D. Candidate in Art History at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. The panel
featured four Tejana zine creators: Isabel Ann Castro, Maribel Falcón, Suzy González, and Daisy
Salinas. Each panelist discussed their experience as creative entrepreneurs and artists, and their
role as part of radical publishing.
Subject Areas: Art History, Studio Art, Latinx Studies, Chicanx Studies, Feminist Studies,
Mexican American Studies, artist books, independent publishing, Visual Culture
PANEL DISCUSSION TRANSCRIPT
Claudia Zapata: What is Texas’ unique role in zine history?
Isabel Ann Castro: We started organizing and doing our zines, and found out that Suzy González
was doing zines so we started getting together with La Liga Zine, and then we were like, “We
should have a zine fest.” Dr. Tomás Ybarra-Frausto had created the Latino Collection at the San
Antonio Public Library. I go there to look at stuff, explore, and be inspired. I’ve realized that we
are a continuation of papers and publishing that has been happening since the 1960’s. I’m just
pulling stuff off the library shelves, blowing through it, and thinking, “Ah, this is cool, I really like
this.” I make scans, take them home, and read. We’re really a continuation of what has already
been created. In San Antonio, there were lots of independent newspapers for neighborhoods around
the city. I found out about the Alazán-Apache Courts, where low income people lived. They had
their own newspaper. I feel we’re a continuation of that, and luckily, we have that resource
available to the public; I can just go through and get weird with it. The San Anto Zine Fest,
includes, St. Sucia, Yes Ma’am Zine, and La Liga Zine, but we’re kind of curating the space. Emma
Hernández at the San Antonio library has really opened that space to us, making it accessible. We
get that space for free so we could host a zine fest. We have money left over to invite people we’ve
met along the way who make zines, people from, not only our city but the Southwest region, La
Horchata Zine in D.C., and people we met in Oakland. We curate these spaces and then collect
these zines, like with the zine library, and are continuing what Dr. Tomás Ybarra-Frausto has done.
We have access to social media, so it feels like it’s more out there now because we’re Tweeting,
Instagramming, and posting and sharing, but this has been happening for a long time. Texas feels
like a really awesome hub because we’re not on the East coast or the West coast. We’re kind of
like, “Well, we’ll do our own fucking thing,” and ignore what’s going on over there. It’s fun.
Claudia Zapata: How do zines radicalize the concept of the book?
Maribel Falcón: Well, we don’t have to get anybody to approve it to publish it, so I love it because
people stress about getting their book published online. I’m like, you could just do it yourself; you
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could put it into a little booklet. Our zines are archived in the libraries. I know a lot of our zines
are purchased by major institutions, and so, what’s the difference, except that I don’t have to get a
publisher to approve it or accept what I want to say. We can say whatever we want, we can print
whatever we want. I mean it’s not extremist or violence-inducing but I think it’s just as good as a
paperback on the shelf.
Suzy González: That’s the most empowering part is that you don’t need that validation, you only
need your own validation and that’s what I try to tell other folks, to just do it: you know, DIY.
Daisy Salinas: It’s like unlearning what gets to count as knowledge, so I’ve been unlearning that
the whole time I’ve been publishing zines and not needing validation from publishing companies.
Also, not having to censor yourself is really important because even in grad school, I would have
to censor myself all the time. It was just like regurgitating a bunch of academic jargon, whereas in
a zine, I can talk about what really matters to me without feeling like I have to compromise it.
Suzy González: I think whether you’re conscious of it or not, it’s anti-capitalist, right? And it’s
like you’re creating, we’re creating, our own kinds of economies. You buy something and then
someone buys something from you, and you’re like, “Oh, we should just trade.” It’s that kind of
money that’s supporting each other.
Audience: As a bookseller, I have a bookstore in Santa Ana, so I know some of you already. Your
validation comes from all of the youth that comes looking for your zines. You become relevant
role models and inspire other youth to create their own zines. I want to applaud all of you for that
because I have young Chicanitas that are coming in like, “Oh, do you have this person?” And you
have to get their zine. There’s this mass fanbase for y’all and it’s affordable, and that’s the best
part because a lot of folks cannot afford books but they can afford the zines.
Maribel Falcón: Not to dismiss books or writers because they are just as important; zines aren’t
better. We are able to do so with less money and more timing.
Claudia Zapata: Do you identify as a creative entrepreneur?
Isabel Ann Castro: When we were doing the zine we were like, “Oh, shit,” we have a lump of
money from the zine sales; we need to put it somewhere, so we had to get a bank account and put
it there. Then people were like, “Hey, where can I get this,” and we’re like, “Oh, I guess we’ll sell
them online.” We had to create an online store; we are figuring stuff out. As an artist, I already
had an online store for my posters and stuff. Natasha Hernández is a full-time nurse, so I handle
all the store stuff. We just try and make it as accessible as possible, but it’s also having to call a
bookstore in Austin and saying, “Hey, we’ve run out of this. Someone’s looking for this. Do you
have it?” It’s really about learning how to talk to other folks, putting things online, and then
marketing them via Instagram. I mean, just so you can say, “Hey, this is made, it exists, it’s there
if you want it,” just trying to figure that out. I took one marketing class in college for credit and it
helped out, but it’s stuff that you could easily find in Marketing 101 and/or Google. All of what
we do, like book-making, is all googleable now. You just find a YouTube video, watch it, and
you’re like, “Cool, got it.” So, learning how to sell it, that’s been pretty easy.
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Claudia Zapata: What roles do zines play in institutional learning?
Suzy González: Well, there have been more and more schools approaching us, like, St. Sucia.
They approach us and want to do workshops and that kind of thing. Our first thing is asking, “How
much are y’all paying us?” Then, we try to get them to give us credit and to have that confidence.
We’re doing a good thing and this shouldn’t be taken advantage of just because it’s not a fancy
painting in a white-wall gallery.
Daisy Salinas: Yeah, I think artists of color really need to be compensated for our work as creators
of culture. I think it’s long overdue, like recognition and reparations, and everything. I feel like we
deal with so much and we’re not taken seriously a lot of the time. I think it’s really important to
compensate artists of color. I feel like it’s the definition of entitlement to not do so.
Isabel Ann Castro: Also, it was teachers of color that put us on their syllabus and that got us into
an academic realm. We were getting orders from the same place in California, and we were like,
maybe it’s a book club. Then we actually checked our email and it was a professor who had picked
up our zine while she was visiting San Antonio and her friend said, “Hey, you need to read this.”
So, she went back and was going to teach a Chicana Gender Studies class and thought, “I need to
include zines in my syllabus,” so she had us with Third Woman Press. We were the cheapest
reading for that semester for any of the students. It was like seven bucks; I think Third Woman
Press had a PDF download that they were getting. They introduced contemporary women of color
artists and zinemaking into their academic realm. When we did a zine tour through California, we
got to do a guest lecture and they gave us pizza and lemonade, and we hung out and it was really
cool. Now, we’re at the space where we can say, “hey, we need to be compensated.” When we
went to Texas A&M Corpus Christi a couple of weeks ago, they paid for our hotel, we got a
stipend, and we did a whole two-hour workshop. They took us to dinner, and it was like, yes, this
is nice but it started with teachers of color saying, “Hey! Something’s missing. I found something
so now, let’s pay these people to come out here because they’re missing work just to be here.” It’s
been a real journey understanding what our worth is, because it was like, “Oh, I make zines and
we fold paper, and it’s cool.” Now, it’s like, “Okay, there’s an academic breakdown of this and
now they want me to speak on it. Should I charge? How much should I charge?” It’s been a whole
learning process getting into institutions because I know there’s a book institutional fee when you
get a book through the library. We’ve been acquired by some libraries and archives. We’re just
seven bucks, it’s cool, but apparently, there’s so much that we don’t know that we don’t know. So,
it’s been a learning process.
Audience: I just wanted to share that I’m so grateful to be here. Thank you for everyone that
shared. You know, I’m a librarian at a community college in San Antonio. I introduce information
literacy through zines and it’s really taken off. I’m collaborating with faculty members by helping
them design assignments to use with zines because the thing is that a lot of the intro classes and
the instructors will require them to pull five to seven peer-reviewed articles. It’s so overwhelming
that the students don’t see themselves in this work, and so having them create a zine as a reflective
piece or a how-to guide, there’s so many options, you know, and because of people like everyone
on this panel, I’m sharing. I’m sharing it on my campus and it’s only been a short time, so if
anybody in the audience…because just that spark, just do it. Like you were saying, just do it. I’m
doing instructional search strategies, Boolean Operators, stuff like that, like library citations. The
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students are like, “Ok, I see it because I’m doing it. I’m visually explaining it.” I want to prepare
them to be better researchers, to evaluate your sources, to do all that good stuff. But I hope to make
a zine, A Day in the Life of a Librarian of Color.
Claudia Zapata: What are your hopes for the future of zines?
Suzy González: I hope someone can look back at Tejana zinesters in the same way that we look
back at Riot Grrls; that’d be cool, like, “That was a movement and it’s still happening.” I didn’t
think that that was a thing until, Claudia Zapata, you invited us to this and are validating us as an
art form and whoa, art history, that’s a part of it. You know, I didn’t really consider that before.
Isabel Ann Castro: I hope that there’s a very accessible, digitized archive like the Latino
collections. Some of our zines are already barcoded. That was such a big deal to be barcoded in
like San Antonio Public Library because Natasha Hernández and I both went as kids and would
fill milk crates full of books. Knowing we’re barcoded, on a shelf, and physically taking up space,
that there’s rows of books, of the weight of all the zines, that’s something that’s very magical.
We’re hoping to expand on that and that people start to collect zines that pique their interest, even
if they’ve never collected zines before. There’s something for everyone and people individually
building a catalog of their own library. There still will be underrepresented folks in the future. No
matter what, somebody’s going to get lost but hopefully, they will see zines as a powerful source
to tell their own stories. They take up physical space, in archives everywhere, not just specifically
Latino archives, but American archives. We’re in a zine library in Spain. I’ve never seen it but I
know the name of it from an e-mail. I’m just like, “We’re out there with this,” and somebody out
there knows we exist and that’s dope. So, hopefully everybody feels seen and heard. That’s what
I hope.
Daisy Salinas: My hope is that women of color are supported when we are alive because I feel
like we’re romanticized and worshipped when we’re dead. I feel we’re hardly supported or
archived when we are alive, so I want to change that for the next generation of women of color
artists and zinesters.
Audience: It is great, everything that you do. I think I’m in one of those zines. It was just amazing
to submit and then I realized at one point I started seeing, La Horchata zine go all over the different
festivals. I was like, “Man, that’s really cool that everyone gets to see your work in other places,”
and you make it go other places. Right, so what you are doing is pretty great, and for artists giving
that resource to other people, so thank you.
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Fig. 1. Colectiva Cósmica, “Art Girl Dreams,” 2017, Mixed Media.
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Fig. 2. Daisy Salinas, “Muchacha Fanzine #16: Decolonize Punk,” 2021, Zine.
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Fig. 3. Isabel Ann Castro and Natasha Hernández, “St. Sucia Issue X: My Cuerpo, Mi Futuro,”
2017, Zine.
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Fig. 4. Suzy Gonzales, “Xicana Vegan: Issue 1,” 2018, Zine.
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This Woman
by Sunny Dooley
This Spring
When fragrant mud seeps through half frozen crusts of the Eagle
Nesting Moon
You hear her awakening yawn as she stretches
Out to the sunbeams of
This Summer
Dressed from toe to head in delicate streams of rain showers,
Rainbows and dew dusted pollens of evergreens
Now wreathed in the Moon of Big Leaves
She turns, as sunset glints of white in her hair,
Her voice strong like rumbling thunder
She spreads forth the abundance of harvest and lies down To
embrace
This Autumn
Murmuring deep sighs, rolling, caressing, entwined
Licking moisture found in faint winded streaks of traveling clouds
She is the Moon of Back to Back Connecting Winds
Hear her collect the ices of
This Winter
Quietly, very still she whorls frosts across the frozen tracks, sprinkles
Shimmers of wisdom into depths of snow
You see her on that very fine early morning, as the Sun touches the finest layer
Of a Crusted Snow MoonFrost spun into threads of icicles
Holding webs of frozen dreams
To be awaken
This Spring
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Recipe for a Hispasian Kitchen
by Melissa Auh Krukar
The usual suspects:
Potatoes
Onions
Tomatoes
Carrots
A meat of some sort
Eggs, especially if times are a little tight or it’s the morning or it’s Lent
And both your grandmas, Korean and Chicana, who know everything you want to know
Spice:
Chile, red or green, the Official State Question but it’s no question,
the red ristra hung on Gaga’s porch, the smell of green roasting all autumn long, smell of home
Kimchi, the Napa cabbage and gochuchang harder to find here, stinky and foreign,
fermenting faster (too fast?) in your southwest US than it did in Halmoni’s long-ago Korea
Sharpness:
A very small, relatively dull paring knife, the kind with a plastic handle, which your Chicana
grandma uses for everything: peeling the potatoes, halving the tortillas, cutting the carne.
A sharp chef’s knife, which your Korean grandma will accuse you of never sharpening. If you
ask what makes her think you don’t sharpen it, she’ll say, “Because it’s not sharp.” Still, she can
julienne and dice to pieces so tiny she can’t even see them individually. She knows them by feel.
Culturally specific utensils, always in reach:
Chopsticks
A comal
Despite Grandpa’s heart attack back in ‘99, despite Dad’s high cholesterol:
Lots of oil
Lots of salt
Scalding hot water to wash dishes in while whichever grandma does the real cooking. Water so
hot you have to pretend it doesn’t hurt your hands, because you know she wouldn’t flinch.
Know someday you won’t, either.
NO measuring utensils! No need for your teaspoon set or your liquid or dry measuring cups.
What is a tablespoon if not the curve of Gaga’s hand?
What is a fourth cup if not Halmoni saying “Ok ok more, now that’s enough”?
More than love, a sense of duty.
What is a woman if not
the feeder of her always-hungry family,
the transmitter of her ever-receding culture,
through chile rellenos and bulgogi
el corazón de la casa, the 집의 심장
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Sin Nuestra Lengua
by María Dolores Gonzales
no podemos expresar el amor, el coraje, la tristeza, la felicidad,
o gritar de alegría, ¡Ajúa!
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos contarles a nuestros nietos
lo de la conquista, moctezuma, doña marina, el grito de dolores, pancho villa,
las adelitas, emiliano zapata, padre antonio martínez, doña tules
o el gobernador larrazolo
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos rezar el padre nuestro que estás en el cielo,
ni cantar las mañanitas, el día que tú naciste, nacieron todas las flores
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos contarles dichos, “dime con quién andas y te diré quién eres,
o adivinanzas rita, rita en el campo grita, y en su casa calladita
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos pedir un burrito de chicharrón en el parasol,
ni platicar de matanzas, como hacer empanaditas, biscochitos,
chicos o posole
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos contarles a nuestros nietos de doña marina/malintzín
don cacahuate y mana cebolla, doña sebastiana, la perijunda
los duenditos o la llorona
sin nuestra lengua
no podemos compartir con ellos,
el día de los muertos, la historia de las acequias, mis crismes,
el vals, la varsoviana o los versos chiqueados
pero con nuestra lengua
podemos leerles a nuestros nietos
santa teresa de ávila, don quijote, bendíceme ultima, paletitas de guayaba,
los cuentos de ulibarri o la poesía de levi romero.
El español nuevomexicano sigue adelante para siempre,
¡Nuestra Lengua, Nuestra Herencia y Nuestro Tesoro!
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Angels, Demons, and Borders: Cosmic Concern with the Borderlands and Social Injustice in Ana
Castillo’s The Guardians
by Jonathan Wilson
The U.S.-Mexican border es un herida abierta [it’s an open wound] where the
Third World grates against the first and bleeds. And before a scab forms it
hemorrhages again, the lifeblood of two worlds merging to form a third country—
a border culture. Borders are set up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to
distinguish us from them. A border is a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep
edge. A borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional
residue of an unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state of transition. The
prohibited and forbidden are its inhabitants 1.
—Gloria Anzaldúa
While the social and physical construction of borders routinely creates specific and unequal
differentiations between peoples, in Castillo’s The Guardians 2, the suffering of the marginalized
who are categorized and stigmatized by the Mexican-American borderlands is more than a moral
or ethical reason to change the way humanity is viewed within the context of nationalism;
Castillo smartly makes such injustices the concern of the heavens and, thus, the iniquities of the
universe as a whole. However, Castillo’s book is not religious (in a traditional sense of the term)
even though each chapter heading contains a picture of a cross and the text is littered with
biblical references. Instead, the novel is realistic and humanistic. The cosmic powers presented—
Archangels—are not concerned with devotion and servitude to an omnipotent deity; they are
wholly invested in humanity. As Castillo’s protagonist, Regina, states, “According to the Church,
there is only one life and this is it.”3 Thus, Castillo’s angels fight for the lives and socioeconomic improvement of those who are subjected and oppressed by real life demons who
capitalize on social and economic inequality that is derived from arbitrary concepts of borders
and how they assign value and worth to human-beings.
To begin, the exploration of Castillo’s use of angel mythology is required. The novel’s
protagonist Regina is not just a poor, disenfranchised Chicana woman; in lore, she is also
considered the Queen of the Angels or the Queen of Heaven. 4 Therefore, Regina’s location
implies that the borderlands can be viewed as “heavenly” within the narrative. Now, that
contention cannot be made without a caveat: while Regina is quick to claim the land for herself
and her people, she acknowledges that the space is far from that what most Western religions
describe as divine. She states, “it belonged to us first, the Mexicans,” but “These lands, [are also
the…] unmerciful desert.”5 However, this juxtaposition serves as the germinal ground for a
larger argument about the area: in this place, notions of heaven and hell are ambiguous, at best,
and defined by perspective, at worst. For example, the locale is hell for those who pray for
celestial intervention because society, the law, and governments on both sides of the border have
Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands: The New Mestiza – La Frontera (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Book Company, 1987),
25. See esp. chap. 3, “Crossing Borders (Entering into the Serpent).”
2
Ana Castillo, The Guardians: A Novel (Random House Trade Paperbacks, 2008).
3
Castillo, 9.
4
"Title of Our Lady from the Litany of Loreta," Queen of Angels (Accessed November 3rd, 2020).
https://www.salvemariaregina.info/SalveMariaRegina/SMR-174/QueenAngels.htm.
5
Castillo, 5
1
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failed them, but at the same time and for the same people, the location is also a type of heaven
because it is the place of their heritage, growth, and children—it is the “true homeland,” in
Gloria Anzaldúa’s terms.6 Therefore, the novel can be view as a battle over the borderland’s
current state of affairs and potential future: paradise or perdition, and such a spiritually charged
conflict requires the Queen of Heaven and her most accomplished soldiers to defend the region
from the demons that have infiltrated it. Archangels Michael (Miguel), Gabriel (Gabo), and
Raphael (Rafa)7 are all called upon in Castillo’s theater of war, and in their own fashion, each
confronts and fights the demons who first fashioned and now control the border. However, these
virtuous combatants all have one significantly similar objective: Their counsel and protection are
specific to the daily care, protection, and survival of humanity, rather than dedication to a
superficial holy calling.
Early in the novel, Regina makes such points clear on both a personal and social level. In
reference to her and Gabo’s diet, she clarifies that they must take in “…nothing that would be
harmful to our bodies and our souls.” 8 And she specifically addresses how making complex but
daily choices is the key to achievement, despite their overall predicament. In conversation with
her nephew, she poses questions, such as “What are your priorities in life, anyway? Go to jail or
go to college? Get drunk with your friends or get a job and make a little money to get ahead.” 9
While such queries and advice are necessary and emphasize the importance of one’s own choices
and action in regard to navigating and succeeding in the larger world, Castillo’s protagonist does
not convey “self-reliance” in a Benjamin Franklin or Emerson sense of the term. 10 She is wholly
cognizant that positive personal accomplishments are also tied to the social construction of the
world and how one’s worth is subsequently perceived and/or defined on a larger scale. 11 As
Regina is careful to explain, for those in the borderlands, even something that should depend on
fortitude and intelligence (such as the opportunity to obtain an education) is not guaranteed. She
states, “[Gabo]…says he is going to college. That is, if the government lets him. If he can’t get
residency he won’t be going nowhere but back to Mexico. [and] They don’t give scholarships to

Anzaldua, 23. See esp. chap. 1, “The Homeland, Aztlan.”
12:12, United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. Uriel and Metatron are also mentioned in The
Guardians: A Novel, but their roles are minor. Metatron is Regina’s grandfather, and his circumstances with him
mirror banishment from the Garden of Eden. However, in this case, Metatron (God) is viewed as an un-realistic
tyrant, and the outcome of his folly is that Regina becomes a champion of the people. Such a reading can, of course,
be linked to Milton’s version of Satan, but Regina’s “fall from grace” is not based on revolt or individualism. A bull
(the symbol of a Christian idol) gorged Regina’s father and brother to death. In response, Metatron fired his ranch
hands and threw his son’s family out of their homes because Regina’s mother was a poor peasant prior to the
marriage. Thus, the incident seems to further address the idea how arbitrary borders or boundaries can change the
nature and direction of peoples’ lives. As Regina states, “life would have been much different for us if it hadn’t been
for that bull” (29). The bull then seems to also symbolize the notion that wealth equal superiority, and that people
are designated value on the basis of that system. Uriel is Regina’s Apache friend who fittingly gives her good advice
and, as both a Native and protector of humanity, is both a liminal or hybrid character within Castillo’s cast of
Western/Non-Western ideas, thoughts, and solutions to the social injustice of the borderlands.
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migrant kids without papers.” 12 Her comments succinctly point out that the ability to pursue
intellectual prosperity is demarcated by notions of a person’s “legality” or “illegality” within a
specifically constructed social realm, rather than the spiritual, emotional, physical, and biological
elements that produce an actual human-being.
While the definitions of “legal and illegal human-beings” merits further examination
because the labels obviously disenfranchise people from increasing one’s socio-economic fitness,
the “they” in the last sentence also must be excavated within the context of both control and
power in reference to such classifications and status. First, it is clear that “they” is the pronoun to
the antecedent “government” in the second sentence, but grammar rules are only cited here to
make a more significant link to Regina’s perception of government and its uses/misuses. She
claims that she wishes to visit Washington, DC: the physical location and representation of U.S.
government. However, she does not desire to learn about the country or its history; she states that
she wants “to see where the Devil makes his deals.” 13 Thus, “government” becomes the pronoun,
and Devil becomes the antecedent. Castillo then underscores this grammatical chain’s
significance by linking the content back to the notions of a battle between heaven and hell—
good and evil. In this case, those in the government (the Devil) who have defined what it means
to be legal or illegal and the fall-out/result of such subjective and ambiguous language: the
border’s position as place of inequity, violence, and dehumanization, which is accordingly ruled
by demons who capitalize on the commodification of human life. As Regina puts it, “The
problem is the coyotes and narcos own the desert now.” 14 “They’re out there… The drug
traffickers and body traffickers.” 15 Yet, Castillo is still careful to wisely oscillate her message
between notions of both external (inhuman laws that foster discrimination, criminalization, and
the devalue of human life) and internal (the choices one makes) constrains of the borderlands,
while continually using angelic influences to direct the idea that such complex conflicts and
issues are more than specific to a region, country, community, or people; the subjugation and/or
oppression of humans for capitalistic purposes (political or economically) is of universal
concern. To address this problem, Regina seeks the help of the other Archangels, including
heaven’s champion and Chief Prince of Angels, Michael, who immediately agrees to help her
find her brother Rafa (Rafael).16
Michael is firmly grounded in both community involvement and aiding those in need,
instead of being preoccupied with eternity. He advocates and acts in the here and now, where his
assistance is actually required. He is a political activist, educator at a local school, and assists in
confronting the alleged coyote who holds Rafa. His prospective PhD dissertation is titled The
Dirty Wars of Latin America: Building Drug Empires.17 He teaches “American” history, and he
immediately responds to Regina’s request for support by stating, “You can count on me,’ […and]
all but saluted [his] new generala.”18 While the altercation that ensues is gritty, violent, and
creates a chain of reactions that lead to various negative exchanges in the novel, the most
significant element of the initial interaction and location are that they are not significant at all, in
an immediate and overarching sense. Michael and Regina do not locate Rafa, and the
Castillo, 8.
Castillo, 6.
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Castillo, 4.
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Castillo, 4.
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whereabouts of the coyote is just “…a little house like others on the block, nothing special about
it.” 19 It is usual.
However, Castillo’s horrifically normal depiction of the woman and children who exist at
the residence is the most effective expression of reality for those who live within the constraints
of the borderlands and its subsequence circumstances. When their mother is shoved, she falls
into a wall and begins to cry, and Regina exclaims, “I felt sorry for the babies who looked
startled but hadn’t started to cry. It was funny that they didn’t cry when their mother was
crying.” 20 Regina’s use of “funny” is not in relation to humor. Her words imply “strange” and
even “shocking.” It is only Regina’s reaction that is extraordinary within such ordinary
atrocities. Unlike her, the children are desensitized to the actions in front of them because of the
state of the culture they live in and the lives they lead. Fittingly and with sad acknowledgment,
Regina concludes, “They—everything, even their frightened little kids who wouldn’t cry—
looked like they were right out of a bad drug video.” 21 However, Regina comprehends that this
“video” is real for many people who reside in the borderlands, and due to their external and
internal constraints, they have become caricatures of real people. Thus, the actions and behaviors
exhibited not are odd or unexpected; they are all too commonplace and acceptable, and a direct
victim of this type of society is not only Rafa but his son, Gabo, Regina’s nephew.
Gabo is outwardly the most invested in the spiritual world, but he and his prayers are
grounded in the actuality of the world around him. His introduction in the novel is through the
eyes of Regina, but a seemingly more reliable lens into his life is granted in chapter two, where
he assumes the position of narrator. This fact is especially interesting since Gabriel is the
Messenger of God in both the Old and New Testaments, and it is in this capacity that he begins
the narrative of the borderlands.22 However, instead of delivering divine news to humanity, he
reports the travesties of world to El Santo Franciscano, Padre Pío, who resides in heaven. 23
Padre Pío, similar to Castillo’s version of archangels, is firmly positioned within the natural
world, rather than outside of it. Padre Pío was declared a saint by the people before the Pope
made such a declaration and was responsible for initiating “poverty alleviation projects”
throughout his life. Thus, Gabo’s report to Padre Pío is more than a simple review of the state of
his existence; it is an appeal, a petition, for help in the here and now, not in the heavens above. In
fact, for all his reverence for God, Gabo dismisses organized religion because it has failed to help
the people who suffer most. He re-states his father’s careful understanding and application of
Marx’s words: “millions of Mexicanos among the faithful, living in poverty. And the Church—so
rich. ‘Religion is the opium of the masses.’” 24 Gabo’s message is then both one of
disappointment and hope and faith.
Gabo sees and understands the futility of having faith in the intangible, but he also
realizes that, when translated to reality, such ideology can help people break free from the socioeconomic barriers and dangers that are created by the border. Within the sub-chapter, the Virgin
of Guadalupe appears twice, but she is only a depiction on a cheap blanket and a carving in a
headboard. And in both instances, the text emphasizes the ineffectiveness of worshiping such an
Castillo, 14.
Castillo, 15.
21
Castillo, 15.
22 Luke. King James Bible. 1:6, 1:11, 1:31.32. Daniel. King James Bible. 8:16 and 9:0.
23 Michael Di Giovine, “Re-Presenting a Contemporary Saint: Padre Pio of Pietrelciona." In Saints: Faith
Without Borders, edited by Françoise Meltzer and Jas Elsner, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press Journals,
2011).
24 Castillo, 21.
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idol. The blanket was wrapped about Gabo’s uncle when he passed away and “smell[s] of death,”
and the headboard overlooks a picture of Regina’s young husband, who died fighting in Vietnam
for a cause famous for its lack of morals, ethics, and logic. However, the chapter ends with Gabo
being comforted by Regina. She is not an idol; she is aunt, protector, generala, and Queen of
Heaven. Gabo’s plea to Padre Pío is then answered but, again, only within the scope of Castillo’s
merged version of heaven, homeland, and hell. As Regina puts it, “…I need serious help, with
this side and the other side. By that I mean here and across the border in Mexico and I mean this
life and whatever’s on the other side.” 25 It is in these blurred spaces and places that the
Archangels, such as Regina, work to stave off the demons of the border, but they do not rely on
prayers to the Virgin, Jesus, or God; in the heat of the battle, they place their faith in their own
hearts, bodies, and souls. 26
Still, Castillo’s narrative (much like her use of angelic lore) transcends traditional
Western ideas of rhetoric, argument, and ideology—i.e. while this is not a text that squarely
condemns either external or internal factors for the state of borderland peoples, Castillo’s text
suggests that a solution to their difficulties is equally as complex to address and remedy. She
seems to replicate notions of “communitism,” to steal a term from Yale scholar Jace Weaver,
throughout her text with great effect. 27 In his book, That the People Might Live, Weaver “fuses”
the terms ‘community’ and ‘activism’” in a manner that focuses on the survival and well-being of
marginalized populations. 28 While his contentions are specific to Native American literature(s),
his ideas fit nicely here, since the composition of a “Mexican” is literally the mixture of both
Spanish and indigenous peoples. Furthermore, as a professor of both American and Religious
Studies, Weaver “explores the tensions of between [Native] traditions and Christianity.” 29
Castillo’s amalgamation of these conflicting but oddly unified worlds addresses much of the
same issues within the context of the borderlands and the lives of those who reside there. The
novel is then couched in concern and advocacy for those who have been oppressed, subjected,
and disenfranchised by the creation of the border, no matter their ethnicity, race, or nationality
(or lack thereof) and, as a corollary, seems to successfully argue that humanity (in all forms) is
worth consideration, care, and respect.
In the vein of Jonathan Swift’s contempt for the social and economic plight of his own
countrymen, Castillo’s Regina crusades for such solutions without any statements at all. 30 She
simply poses the questions that she believes need to be answered in an altruistic way:
What if there had been no war and what if no money could be made on killing
undocumented people for their organs? What if this country accepted outright that
it needed the cheap labor from the south and opened up the border? And people
didn’t like drugs so much that trying to sell them would be pointless? What if
Castillo, 27.
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being a brown woman, even one with red hair, didn’t set off the antennas of all the
authorities around here, signaling that you were born poor and ignorant and would
probably die poor and ignorant? That you were as ordinary as a rock, so who
cared what you thought or what you felt? 31
Regina qualifies this list of questions, which are actually profound statements, by declaring that
one would “just have to keep taking those what—ifs to infinity.”32 However, she is not
conceding her position on the issues or dismissing the ideas as impossible. She is literally
challenging her readers to “keep taking those what—ifs to infinity,” to ask the tough questions
about both our government and legal policies and laws and, most importantly, about how and
why our social and cultural notions of the world vilify or discount select portions of the
population. While none of Castillo’s readers might have answers or solutions to Regina’s
questions, the reader is able to gain perspective on the plight of those who reside in the
borderlands and are asked to participate in the betterment of humankind based on the notion that
it is of the highest moral virtue in the universe. In fact, this call to action is so significant that the
Archangels, themselves, have appeared in human form to tackle the inequities and terrors that
plague the region. Thus, Regina’s inner monologue seems to bring the novel’s preoccupation
with heavenly intervention in conjunction with human agency full circle by reiterating Benjamin
Franklin’s contentions that “…the most acceptable service of God is doing good to men. That the
soul is immortal. And that God will certainly reward virtue and punish vice, either here or
hereafter.” 33 That is to say, the elements of humanism and faith are not contradictory, separate, or
hierarchal. They are as complimentary as Castillo’s use of the Christian cross in chapter headings
and her characters’ adherence to real world problems, and as significant as the egalitarian ideals
contained in The Communist Manifesto, the Teachings of Mao Ze-Dong, the Bible, Das Kapital,
and the philosophy of Subcomandante Marcos. Fittingly, young Gabo can access these specific
works from the shelves of his father, aunt, teacher, and local priest.
Here is where Castillo’s The Guardian’s excels: It successfully merges notions of
religion, humanism, community, and activism into a new hope for the future of the borderlands
and humanity in general. However, Castillo neither creates a utopia or dystopia nor does she
imply that the former will be the end result of such an amalgamation of ideals and entities.
Instead, she constructs a space and place that is ripe with the opportunity for the known world
and unknown universe to work in tandem to emancipate its people from the horrors that radiate
from simplistic, racist, classist, and fictitious values that are defined by borders and the social
contracts that make them a reality.34 Thus, Castillo’s novel, although steeped in religious
reference and angel lore, remains fully self-aware: It is realistic, logical, and requires faith in
oneself and those around them to enact change. It is not a promise of a brighter future in any
Castillo, 29.
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sense. It is a challenge to her audience and, on a larger scale, the global citizens from all walks of
life to create such a future.
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Reckoning with My Dad’s Hands
by Alyssa N. Ortiz
My dad’s hands are calloused, rough and cracked
But when I was little they were smooth
I can still smell the lotion he used to lather on his hands to preserve them
I can still smell the scents he used to put on before we left the house
Now, I only recognize the scent of his work
The deep smell of soil and the rich smell of gas from huge work trucks
They are my favorite scents in the world
My dad’s hands are what gave me life
His hands are the transition from a teenage boy, taking care of only himself
To the hands of a man taking great care of his family
His hands iron my clothes so I can dress well
His hands build during the day
His hands cook while listening to oldies in the kitchen on a Saturday morning
His hands toil in the sun
His hands pray over me in the morning while forgetting himself during the day at work
His body weeps with work but his hands smile while doing it, manos llenas
My dad’s hands are for my family
My dad’s hands are mine
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Saving Private Me
by Mónica Valeria Sánchez
CAST OF CHARACTERS

DANTE DEL VALLE: Latino. Mid to late 20’s.
ARTEMIA: Latina. Late teens/early 20’s.

PLACE:
The Pecos River Valley. Northern New Mexico. After the war, take your pick.
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A clearing in the high desert llano. A fire pit; a
rugged campsite. No R.E.I. gear here.
Dante Del Valle, in a military uniform holds a
large, military-issue duffel bag. He’s been walking
awhile.
Artemia, her rifle aimed at Dante. She is beautiful
in a way that belongs to this environment.
The two are frozen, their haunted eyes locked.
Loud! A twig cracks. Artemia deftly changes aim
and fires.
Dante is rattled. Artemia exits and returns with a
limp rabbit.
ARTEMIA:
Staying for dinner? Make yourself useful.
She drops the game at his feet and proceeds to make
a fire.
Dante doesn’t move.
Artemia proceeds to dress the rabbit.
She takes an enamel pot and offers Dante the
skinned and gutted animal.
ARTEMIA:
Stream’s thru there.
Artemia exits. Dante removes his soldier’s jacket
and lowers himself with reverence to the dead
animal.
DANTE: (to himself)
Rabbit…
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He puts the rabbit in the pot.
A passage of time.
Artemia has returned to the fire, the cooked rabbit
on the spit. She motions for Dante to join her.
They eat.
ARTEMIA:
How did you get here?
DANTE:
I walked. From the train.
ARTEMIA:
That’s a day’s walk.
Why didn’t you ride with the others? I saw them, hanging off the truck this morning, heading
east.
DANTE: (to himself, lost in memory)
… swerving… metal monster invades my ancestral panorama…the truck... or was it a
tank? no…soldiers…like me… soldiers returning to their villages…loud…tossing empty beer
bottles... I see grenades...
ARTEMIA:
Hey—
DANTE: (still lost in memory, eyes closed)
…the drone of aircraft.
DANTE:
A fly.
A fucking fly.

He opens his eyes and sees:
He catches it in a loose fist.
He releases it.

ARTEMIA:
Hey, you okay?
DANTE:
Huh? Yeah. I wanted to walk.
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ARTEMIA:
You’re Martina’s boy, yes?
Dante nods.
Beat.
ARTEMIA:
How is it... to be a hero?
DANTE:
I wish I knew.
ARTEMIA:
Well you better find out, soon.
DANTE:
…
ARTEMIA:
Never mind.
DANTE:
What? Tell me.
ARTEMIA:
…
DANTE:
What?
ARTEMIA:
Nothing.
A parade.
DANTE:
Parade?
No!
Why?
ARTEMIA:
I don’t know. I guess cuz you’re alive and so are a bunch more cuz of you?
DANTE:
...and a bunch more, dead...’cuz of me.
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ARTEMIA:
I could say the same (re: the rabbit) but guess what? We have dinner. We get to eat.
DANTE:
Do I know you?
ARTEMIA:
Not yet.
DANTE:
You look like... I know you... Trini... you’re Trini’s girl…
ARTEMIA:
He’s my grampa, Eliseo. He was my dad.
DANTE:
Was?
ARTEMIA:
He drowned. You could say the acequia or you could say the bottle; you’d be right both times.
DANTE:
Shit.
ARTEMIA:
I hope you don’t talk like tomorrow.
DANTE:
Tomorrow?
ARTEMIA:
The parade. Your parade.
DANTE:
Shit.
Artemia moves her hand for him to be quiet. Beat.
We hear a snap! And a whimper in the distance.
Dante recoils.
ARTEMIA:
I set those traps yesterday.
Sometimes good things come to those who wait.
Oh here, sorry. I forget my manners out here—take this, the hero deserves a special treat; the
liver... for the live-er.
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DANTE:
Stop saying that, I’m not a hero.
ARTEMIA:
Okay. You can still have the liver.
He takes it.
DANTE:
Where do you stay?
ARTEMIA:
What do mean?
DANTE:
Are you in lower-town, with Trini’s clan?
ARTEMIA:
I’m here.
DANTE:
Here? You live out here?
Wait, I remember you now. You’re Lita’s girl, Artemisia—
ARTEMIA:
Artemia—
DANTE:
The hunter.
You still haven’t come inside?
ARTEMIA:
I did. Didn’t stay there.
DANTE:
You don’t get scared?

ARTEMIA:
Were you scared?
They see each other. Beat.

DANTE:
You were just a kid, I remember you, in your overalls, your bow and arrow. Always barefoot.
He sees a ring on her ring finger, takes her hand.
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Now, you’re grown...who—
She yanks her hand away and shields the ring on
her finger.
Beat.
ARTEMIA:
What did you do… over there? Was it bad?
DANTE:
When I was boy, me and my brother. We played, like boys do, wrestling, pretending to kill,
pretending to die. One day we were all worked up, we had sticks in our hands, but for us they
were guns. My dad came to bring us in from the field. We ran to him, old enough to realize he’d
been in the war.
“Dad! Dad! Tell us, tell us about the war! How many people did you kill? How many men did
you shoot? How many—“
And my father, he fell on his knees and he grabbed us. He held us tight to him. I could taste the
salt from his eyes. “My boys” he said, “my boys, I pray you never to go to war”.
Beat.
She pulls a chain with dog tags from around her
neck, hands it to Dante.
ARTEMIA:
He didn’t come back.
Dante examines the dog tags, goes to his duffel bag
and pulls out a locket. He opens it, looks to the
photo inside then to Artemia before he hands it to
her.
DANTE:
You look different in a dress.
Artemia’s pointed the rifle at him in one swift move.
ARTEMIA:
How did you get this?
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DANTE: (surrenders)
I told you, I’m not a hero.
ARTEMIA:
How did you get this!?
DANTE:
He asked me to find you… but he called you ‘Diana’.
Artemia lowers the rifle.
Dante returns the dog tags.
ARTEMIA:
Was he scared?
DANTE:
He was a boy.
Beat.
ARTEMIA:
And you’re a hero. And you have to go to a parade.
DANTE:
And you? You going to this parade?
ARTEMIA:
What for? I already saw the hero up close.
DANTE:
There are no heroes. There’s only blood.
ARTEMIA:
You made it back. Maybe that’s all a hero has to do.
Artemia produces a bedroll. She divides the
blankets and offers half to Dante.
ARTEMIA:
You got a big day tomorrow. You’re going to be there right?
DANTE:
Yes, I’ll be there.
I’ll be there… good as new.
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They each lay their bedrolls and lie on opposite
sides of the fire.
Dante appears to be asleep.
He watches as Artemia rises slowly, quietly.
She finds his soldier’s jacket, and takes it back to
her bed. She wraps the sleeves around her.
Morning.
Dante gets up. Artemia is sound asleep wrapped in
his soldier’s jacket: an angel in the arms of her
invisible lover.
Dante drops his dog tags into the embers and
ceremoniously begins stripping his clothing off
piece by piece in a trail behind him as he walks,
towards his village, to his parade.
Completely naked… and new.

END OF PLAY
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Dear Grief
by Tanaya Winder
It's been a while since you held me
rocked me back n’ forth like
I was a newborn struggling to sleep.
Remember those summers
where coyotes cried
in grandpa’s alfalfa fields?
I stared out the window screen
into the darkness,
afraid of their blood screams.
They say grief comes in waves
but I say it’s a pack of animals
calling out in the night.
They search for you like automatic bullets
never surrendering their target.
Oh how I tried to outrun
your sharpshooter gun,
unyielding in your dedication.
Dear grief, remember
when you first held me tight?
My beloved fell into barbed thorns
I want to rewrite as flowers
my beloved embraced. Instead,
my beloved disappeared into darkness,
the black hole of unexpected and too soon.
I’ve never stopped looking into the eye of that storm.
Grief, you’ve held my voice hostage,
choking back memories of the last time
I felt my beloved’s lungs breathing.
I miss the good old days when I sang
along to the pickup’s radio:
some hearts get all the breaks.
But now, my tongue is locked to mouth’s roof,
Blocking the waves of your steady ache.
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The Contributions of Three Women to Curanderismo Traditional Medicine
by Mario Del Angel Guevara and Eliseo “Cheo” Torres
The female doctor knows well the properties of herbs, roots, trees, and
rocks. She has a great deal of experience with them and likewise knows
many medical secrets. She who is a good doctor knows how to cure the sick
and, for the good she does them, practically brings the dead back to life,
making them get better or recover with the cures she uses. She knows, how
to bleed, to give purges, administer medicine, and apply ointments to the
body, to soften lumps in the body by massage, to set bones, lance, and cure
wounds and the gout, cut away bad ﬂesh and cure the evil eye. (Florentine
Codex, Book 10, Ch. XIV, 1989 [1577], p. 606)1

Introduction
The subject of curanderismo, or healing traditions that emerged as a mixture of Indigenous, African,
and European influences in Latin America, is gaining interest in institutions of higher education. In
existing colonial and modern texts, Latin American and Mexican descent women have emerged as
significant healers. Three well-known women have provided traditional health services to many
families and trained a number of people throughout New Mexico, the Southwest, and Mexico. They
are Teresa Urrea, known as Teresita, who died at the age of thirty-three in 1907; Rita Navarrete, who
has been a Mexican healer for more than twenty years; and Antoinette Gonzáles, known as Tonita,
who is New Mexican, from the Gonzáles Ranch located fifty-five miles southeast of Santa Fe, and
who established a clinic in the North Valley of Albuquerque. This article explores the influences and
the contributions of these three women healers. Because of its multicultural influences, a basic
historical description of curanderismo is provided. The purpose of the essay is to inform general
audiences of the evolving role of women in curanderismo, particularly for audiences interested in
these healing traditions in the U.S. Southwest.
Brief History of Curanderismo
Curanderismo, as we know it today, has its origins among the Indigenous peoples of the Americas.
The diversity of Indigenous populations in Mexico and the Southwest is expressed in a rich and
heterogenous constellation of healing practices. Indigenous women were healers in the earliest
documented societies in the Americas.2 In what is present-day Mexico, Aztec, Maya, Zapotec, and
Mixtec women were engaged in the practice of traditional medicine, especially, the cultivating and
usage of medicinal plants for healing.3
European colonization complicated the observances and practices of Indigenous peoples but
did not obliterate the survival of Indigenous healing remedies and ceremonies. However, colonization
and the practices of the Holy Office of the Inquisition did impact the preservation of some healing
customs. Yet, the European intervention also added to the panorama of healing traditions that included
contributions from people of the Iberian Peninsula, Moors from northern Africa, and other African
societies, who all excelled in the knowledge and practices of traditional medicine.4 In regard to
Mexico, Sylvia Marcos writes, “The indigenous elements retain an underground yet impressively vital
existence, nourishing, especially, healing practices and religious forms. However, without blending
into a homogeneous ‘syncretism,’ the perceptions, images, and ideas that make up the conceptual
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framework in which the people of Mesoamerica face life and death are never purely Mesoamerican
nor purely Spanish.” 5
Healing practices were documented in colonial records and women were recognized as healers
and midwives who held medicinal knowledge. By 1552, only a few decades after the conquest of
Mexico, Martín de la Cruz, a practicing Nahua doctor and professor from the College of Santa Cruz,
authored the first Mexican herbal text in the Americas called the Codex de la Cruz-Badiano. The
College of Santa Cruz located in Tlaltelolco was originally built to educate the Nahua children of the
nobility. Although the original manuscript may have been written in Nahuatl, the Latin translation,
titled, Libellus de medicinalibus indorum herbis, translated by Badiano from Nahuatl is the surviving
document. The codex is made up of 63 folios of text and drawings organized into 13 chapters. 6 Over
the years, this codex has been translated to Spanish, which now can be found at the Library of the
National Museum of Anthropology and History in Mexico City, along with an annotated facsimile
published in 1991. The Codex de la Cruz-Badiano lists 251 plants used to cure illnesses. This codex
was lost for four centuries and in 1990 was returned to Mexico by the late Pope John Paul II during
his visit. In a later text from1629, titled, “Treatise on the Heathen Superstitions That Today Live
Among the Indians Native to This New Spain,” the author, Hernando Ruíz de Alarcón, an ecclesiastic
judge and priest, documented in his work that numerous women assumed medical or curative functions
in central Mexico. 7
This knowledge was passed down across generations and these healing practices continued
throughout the colonial period into the nineteenth- and twentieth centuries. Contemporary vestiges of
the significance of healing practices and the usage of medicinal plants in Mexico and among Mexicans
in the U.S. is evident in the many herb stores, or yerberías, located in many communities on both sides
of the border. One can only experience the variety of these medicinal plants when visiting the famous
Mercado Sonora in Mexico City, a place that is visited by healer, curandera Rita Navarrete, usually
at six o’clock in the morning to purchase aromatic and potent medicinal plants from herbalists, or
yerberas, who harvest these plants from the nearby mountains and valleys of Mexico City. Many of
these plants at the Mercado Sonora are included among the 251 plants listed in the Codex de la CruzBadiano. Another basic carryover from Pre-Hispanic societies is the recognition of the four directions
of energies, widely recognized as a Pre-Columbian practice and observed as existing among various
Native American societies. 8
Indigenous and Mexican descent people continue to play an influential role in healing practices
in Mexico and the U.S. Southwest. 9 Carlos Zolla in The Digital Library of Mexican Traditional
Medicine (2015) describes women as constituting 65 percent of healers in Mexico. [Clarification
needed. The Global Atlas of Traditional Medicine, I can’t find any reference to another Atlas of
Traditional Medicine, is not associated with Carlos Zolla. A search of his name brings up this digital
library I note instead. Explain. Also, add to bibliography since it’s referenced in the text] Although
healing practices change and evolve over time and region, women’s historic and modern roles in
family and community medicine are gaining more attention. This essay seeks to highlight three wellknown women healers of the U.S. Southwest.
Introduction to Three Notable Healers
I have selected three women healers to highlight their contributions to and roles in the history of
traditional healing in Mexico and the Southwest, especially in New Mexico. We begin with the first
healer who lived and worked in the late 1800s and died in 1906, Teresita Urrea. Teresita was one of
the most colorful leaders of her time and she touched the lives of thousands of people in Mexico and
the U.S. with her healings and political activism. Her contributions to society during the late 1800s
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and early 1900s in the form of political critiques and medicinal knowledge to serve the health needs
of the marginalized Latinx community of the Southwest have been documented. 10 Teresita impacted
the Mexican states of Sonora and Chihuahua, and U.S. cities and communities like El Paso, Texas;
Las Cruces, New Mexico; Clifton, Arizona; San Francisco, California; and New York City.
Rita Navarrete, a resident of Mexico City, continues impacting individuals from Mexico, as
well as the U.S., especially New Mexico. She has been serving the sick and needy of both countries
for almost thirty years. She is a faculty member at the school of traditional medicine, Centro de
Desarrollo Humano Hacia la Comunidad, School of Human Development located in Cuernavaca,
Morelos, Mexico. She operates three clinics and sees hundreds of people a year. She is part of the
faculty in the summer class on traditional medicine at the University of New Mexico. Rita is one of
the most creative presenters in her many educational sessions on traditional medicine. Some of her
specialties are fire-cupping, i.e. ventosas, constructing and leading a Mexican sweat lodge, or
temazcal, identifying and preparing medicinal plants, i.e. herbolaria medicinal mexicana, laughtherapy, Risaterapia, and motivational speaking, oradora motivacional.
Antoinette Gonzáles, known as Tonita [Is it Tonita or Toñita?] is one of the most
knowledgeable traditional healers in the U.S. She is a bilingual and bicultural American who spent
almost two years learning the skills of a traditional healer. Tonita was a mentee of Rita’s and also
graduated from the Centro de Desarrollo Humano Hacia la Comunidad in Cuernavaca. She has a
diploma from the school that describes her areas of specialization in traditional medicine, including,
herbology, acupuncture, traditional massage, Mexican sweat lodges, shawl alignments, and other
forms of traditional medicine. She constructed a Mexican sweat lodge in her clinic that has been used
by hundreds of community members, as well as students from throughout the state of New Mexico
and beyond. Tonita is a local ambassador for traditional medicine and has a passion for serving the
community of New Mexico.
Contributions of Three Great Women Healers
Teresita Urrea
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Fig. 1. Unidentified Photographer, “Teresita Urrea,” ca. 1900, Silver Gelatin Print

The curandera, Teresita Urrea, has been compared to Jesus Christ because she died at the age of 33,
performed miracles, healed the sick, and became a folk saint while she was still alive. Buried in
Clifton, Arizona, she is referred to as Santa Teresita; however, she is not a canonized saint nor is she
recognized by the Catholic Church. Teresita had an impact on the population of Mexico and
the Southwest in the late 1800s and early 1900s. She was the illegitimate daughter of a poor native
woman and a wealthy rancher who did not admit being her father until later on in life.
Teresita was so powerful in her leadership style with the natives of the Sonoran region of
Mexico that she was exiled by the President of Mexico at that time, Porfirio Díaz, who described her
as an agitator, sent armed men to capture her, and then exiled her from Mexico. Teresita left for
Nogales, Arizona and then moved to El Paso, Texas, practicing her healings on hundreds of locals
from Arizona and New Mexico to Texas and some from Mexico. Teresita, as one of the early
feminists and defenders of Indigenous rights, had an impact in, both, Mexico and the U.S. During
her life, she toured through Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, and New York. spending time
in those states and performing many healings. Two of her gifts included hypnosis and prophecy,
abilities that amazed many of her followers and believers. In comparing her life to that of Jesus
Christ’s, people made Teresita a folk saint without the canonization of the Catholic Church. She
exemplified a bicultural person who was comfortable in two countries and contributed her
knowledge and skills to the United States and Mexico. Stories about Teresita and her contributions
to communities in Mexico and the Southwest can be found in books, such as, Teresita by
William Holden and The Hummingbird’s Daughter by Luis Alberto Urrea.
Rita Navarrete

Fig. 2. Dorene DiNaro, “Rita Navarette," 2011. Digital Photograph.

Rita Navarrete is a curandera/healer who has impressed hundreds of people in Mexico and throughout
the United States. She lives in Mexico City and has practices in other communities outside of the city.
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She also teaches classes in the Centro de Desarrollo Hacia la Comunidad (CEDEHC), a famous
school in Cuernavaca, Mexico that offers traditional medicine classes to hundreds of healers from
Mexico and Central and South America. Rita possesses the qualities of Teresita Urrea in her gentleness
and willingness to serve those in need.
Rita came to the University of New Mexico in the mid 1990s to participate in an international
conference on traditional medicine. She and about 30 other healers representing CEDEHC traveled by
bus from Cuernavaca to Albuquerque, New Mexico. Since that time, Rita has been coming to New
Mexico every year to offer her many workshops to the students in the summer traditional medicine
course. One of the topics she has taught to University of New Mexico students is laugh therapy, a
method that produces endorphins, the natural body’s pain killers, and suppresses epinephrine, the
stress hormone. Laughing also exercises the lungs and helps with anxiety and stress. She also teaches
Mexican fire cupping called ventosas, similar to Chinese cupping but different in the use of fire to
manipulate the cups and alleviate pain in the body caused by such conditions as sciatica. Ventosas are
also used to treat dislocated wrists, stomach inflammation, and pain after childbirth. Rita shares a
number of cases of how her patients have felt relieved after receiving fire cupping treatment for pain,
anxiety, and stress.
Rita has spent time with local healers in New Mexico and has helped design and build Mexican
sweat lodges called temazcales. One of the first temazcales was built in the North Valley of
Albuquerque and was sponsored by Rita’s protégé, Tonita Gonzáles. Two additional temazcales were
built at the HOY Recovery Center in Alcalde, New Mexico. One temazcal was built for women and
the second was built for men, who were recovering from alcoholism or substance abuse. The
experience inside the temazcal with Rita and others who have been trained by her serve as an effective
therapy that has helped many address problems related to addiction.
Rita is well known, not only in New Mexico but also in Minnesota, Missouri, California, and
Texas. She has been invited to participate in the Smithsonian Institute’s Folklife Festival in
Washington, D.C. with travel support provided by Tonita Gonzáles. At the Folklife Festival, Rita
impressed hundreds of participants when she performed her laughing therapy exercise in an open
auditorium. In addition to being invited to the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, Rita was invited to visit
the island of Hilo in Hawaii, where she joined local healers next to the active volcano, Mauna Loa in
a number of ceremonies performed along the volcano rim. The multi-talented healer teaches courses
in Cuernavaca and other parts of Mexico, as well as in New Mexico, especially in the University of
New Mexico’s summer course, “Traditional Medicine without Borders: Curanderismo in the
Southwest and Mexico.” There have been several videos of her demonstrations featured in the
university’s online course, as well as on the Coursera platform that offers free classes worldwide.
There are many testimonials by people who have received her treatments. She is described as having
the same qualities as the famous healers in Mexico and the U.S., such as Don Pedrito Jaramillo,
Teresita Urrea, and El Niño Fidencio.
Antoinette (Tonita) Gonzáles
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Fig. 3. Imanol Miranda, “Antoinette ’Toñita’ Gonzáles,” 2021, Digital Photograph

Tonita Gonzáles, a native of Albuquerque, New Mexico, is originally from the Gonzáles Ranch located
several miles southeast of Santa Fe. She graduated from American University in Washington, D.C.
and spent time in the Mayor’s office in the City of Albuquerque. She was suffering from an
illness when she met Rita Navarrete at the National Hispanic Cultural Center in Albuquerque. At
the time, Rita was part of the annual two-week summer Curanderismo class at the University of
New Mexico that organized traditional health fairs in several parts of the city, one being at the
National Hispanic Cultural Center. As part of the health fair, Rita was conducting a laugh-therapy
Risaterapia session for approximately a hundred people. Tonita attended the session and listened to
and enjoyed the laugh therapy exercise. During the session, Rita asked Tonita to join her on stage.
It could have been that Rita noticed Tonita was suffering from an illness and thus asked her to join
her. At the conclusion of the presentation, Tonita and Rita had a conversation, at which time, an
invitation was extended to Tonita to relocate to Mexico for a lengthy treatment by Rita. After
discussions with her family and thoughtful consideration, Tonita left New Mexico for Mexico
City with Rita. The experience in Mexico changed her life. After treatment, not only did she stop
taking 40 medications, she became a healthier well-balanced individual and a graduate of the
Centro de Desarrollo Humano Hacia la Comunidad, School of Human Development in
Cuernavaca. Her training and apprenticeship with Rita Navarrete for almost two years resulted in
Tonita becoming one of the top traditional healers in the United States after returning home. She
is now a nationally renowned healer and has presented throughout the U.S and Europe.
Tonita and Rita have taught many sessions together throughout the country. She and Rita have
attended the Smithsonian Folklife Festival and both taught a number of workshops in New Mexico,
Minnesota, Texas, California, and other states. Tonita is now part of the faculty in the University of
New Mexico’s summer traditional medicine course, as well as two online classes. Her practice
includes work in Mexico, but also treatments at her health clinic in Albuquerque where she serves
diverse clients, including students. Her vision in serving the community includes the establishment
of an organization called RAICES (Remembering Ancestors, Inspiring Community, and
Empowering
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Self). This organization has been chartered by the University of New Mexico and involves a number
of medical students and others from the Health Sciences Center at the University of New Mexico.
Conclusion
This entry discusses the contributions of three women healers: Teresita Urrea, Rita Navarrete, and
Tonita Gonzáles. Teresita was one of the first Mexican feminists who was exiled from Mexico by
President Porfirio Díaz for her political activism; she was also an important curandera. Rita Navarrete
from Mexico and Tonita Gonzáles from New Mexico carry on this tradition by providing traditional
healing today to marginalized communities, where their treatments touch the lives of the sick and
needy in Mexico and the U.S.
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Photographs
by Esther M. García

Fig. 1. Esther M. García, “Cansada,” N.D., Photograph.
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Fig. 2. Esther M. García, “Mujerota,” N.D., Photograph.
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Fig. 3. Esther M. García, “Llorona Roams in Fashion,” N.D., Photograph.
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Fig. 4. Esther M. García, “Drowning in Faith,” N.D., Photograph.
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Fig. 5. Esther M. García, “Las Mañanitas in October,” N.D., Photograph
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Fig. 6. Esther M. García, “Gone,” N.D., Multimedia.
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La Partera
by Gabino Noriega
I made my way from the desert of my homeland to the world of the Norteños, only with a vessel
of water and a child on my back.
Here I grew in knowledge shared through the passage of the sacred and built with the fire of mis
antepasados.
When I stepped onto this land, they asked me “what can you do?” to which I replied, “I’m a
healer.” They laughed and handed me a broom.
At that moment I felt my heart drop and could sense the darkness I was warned about by mi
familia.
But I pushed on and fought with each sweep and scrub until I made my way into the home of
another healer.
This healer did not use our precious yerbas or ceremonies but worked hard to help his
comunidad, which I related to.
He saw my work and witnessed me healing a pregnant woman. Whose pain was cured by my
hands with the guidance of my Maestra, who lived only in mi corazón.
El Doctor was what they called him and he was the first person to see me not as a burden, but as
a source of knowledge.
He invited me along on many of his journeys, which took me into the homes of families awaiting
the arrival of una nueva vida.
Here is where I shined as I took the reins from El Doctor and used my precious knowledge to
welcome estos niños into the world.
El Doctor would drive me to these homes and then crawl into a bottle of his favorite tomar, to
which he loved more than anything.
Soon enough, I would take the wheel with El Doctor passed out in the passenger seat while I
drove through the backroads and highways of southern Nuevo Mexico.
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I made potions and tinctures for the mothers and soon-to-be mothers to use, as a remedio
connecting them to the sacred plan and mother earth.
More times than I can count, I made my way into their homes and helped them bring hundreds of
niños into this world.
They called me La Partera and I take pride in that name as it fills mi familia and antepasados
con orgullo.
Now mi familia continues to practice my teachings and this fills my heart with alegría
for my name lives on as La Partera, the healer who was almost lost.
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Las Colcheras, The Colcha Embroiderers
by Dabida García and Brenda Romero

Para empezar a cantar con
todo el corazón
a Santa Clara de Asís
le pido su bendición.

In order to begin singing
with all of my heart
I ask Saint Clare of Assisi
for her blessing.

Quiero cantar de veras
porque merecen el honor
todititas las colcheras
de la larga tradición.

I truly want to sing
because they deserve the honor
all the Colcheras
of NM’s long tradition.

Colcheras y bordadoras yo
las gracias quiero dar por
todo su gran arte
que es herencia cultural.

Quilters and embroiderers
I want to give thanks
for all of your grand art
that is cultural heritage.

Pastorean el ganado
de ese borreguito churro.
Después van al
trasquilado; eso es un
trabajo duro.

They shepherd the sheep
known as the Churro.
Then they go to be sheared;
that is a tough job.

Cardan, peinan, y hilan;
por eso merecen la fama.
Con su técnica especial
y así transforman la llana.
Como araña venerable así
en lo alto mora,
así en lo alto teje,
esa sabia tejedora.
Con la aguja en la mano,
sobre una sabanilla,
el tejer y el coser produce
una maravilla.
Cada puntada revela
un pensamiento adornado.
La magia sobre la tela
hace surgir el colchado.
De los hilos nacen flores y
bonitos animals.

They card, comb, and spin;
that is why they deserve fame.
With their special technique
they transform the wool.
Just like the venerable spider
who dwells up high,
weaves up above,
that wise weaver.
With her needle in hand,
on a home woven fabric,
the weaving and sewing
produce a marvel.
Every stitch manifests
a creative idea.
The magic on the fabric
makes the art unfold.
From the threads are born flowers
and beautiful animals.
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Relumbran los colores en
las fibras naturales.

The colors sparkle
in the natural fibers.

He una colcha tan fina; he
hecho una obra de arte.
He una bella estandarte de
nuestra Divina Madre

Behold such a fine colcha;
behold it is a work of art.
It is a beautiful banner
of our Divine Mother.

Los cosmos hechos en tela,
con cada cual una
historia, brotan de las
conciencias con mil siglos
de memoria

The cosmos depicted in fabric,
each one with its own story,
spring from consciences
with millennial memories.

Ya con esta me despido.
Las gracias les quiero dar
a toditas las colcheras por
su gran obra sin par.

With this I bid farewell.
I give thanks
to all of the colcheras
for their grand art beyond compare.

For a recording of this song, please see the following link and QR code:
https://soundcloud.com/dabidagarcia/las-colcheras-the-colcha-embroiderers
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Colcha Embroidery

Fig. 1. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Naturally Dyed Yarn, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish Market,
Gallup,” Julia R. Gómez (bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 2. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Prayers for Ukraine – Our Lady of Peace, New Mexico Sacred
Heart Spanish Market, Gallup, Julia R. Gómez (bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 3. Leila Flores Dueñas,, “Cuervos, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish Market, Gallup, Julia
R. Gómez (bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 4. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Dragonflies, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish Market, Gallup,
Julia R. Gómez (bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 5. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Embroidery Demonstration, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish
Market, Gallup, Annette Gutiérrez-Turk (bordadora), 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 6. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Untitled, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish Market, Gallup,
Annette Gutiérrez-Turk (bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Fig. 7. Leila Flores Dueñas, “Colibríes, New Mexico Sacred Heart Spanish Market, Gallup,
Annette Gutiérrez-Turk (Bordadora),” 2022, Digital Photograph.
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Audio Recording link:
https://soundcloud.com/dabidagarcia/las-colcheras-the-colcha-embroiderers
Description:
Colcha is a local form of traditional Indo-Hispano embroidery done in Southern Colorado and in
New Mexico. The fiber artists known as Colcheras also go by the more general name bordadoras.
Colcha is labor intensive fiber art that requires the process of raising the wool, procuring and
processing, dyeing the fibers with natural pigments, weaving the fine sabanilla material and
finally hand stitching traditional designs. Testimonio or last wills and testament show how fine
colchas were often passed on from women generation to generation as they still are today. While
some colcha embroidery is used on curtains, stoles, and to decorate churches as well as private
homes. The images may include local flora and fauna. The practice has been widely developed in
religious imagery and other devotional items. There are many pieces such as estandartes, banners
of various Catholic confraternities and lay orders, that have religious/devotional importance as
these banners are usually taken out in procession when the various saint days are celebrated. Saint
Clare of Assísi is invoked in the opening lines as she is known as the patron saint of embroiderers.
This new composition was written for and sung at the opening of the 2018 5th Biennial
Northern New Mexico Spanish Colonial Colcha Embroidery Show in Alcalde, New Mexico. The
Versos, by Dabida García, were inspired by the New Mexico fiber artists and embroiderers
Loretta Atencio from Dixon, New Mexico and Glenna Dean from Abiquiú, New Mexico in
conjunction with the Española Fiber Arts Center. This song is being released by Brenda and
Dabida on a full-length audio recording in Spring of 2022
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A Disclaimer of Myself and Yo Misma
by Magda V. Rodríguez
This is simply my story, my perspective. I have lived a privileged life and I know it. Most of that
privilege has come from growing up in the Valley in South Texas. Growing up, I developed a
worldview that depended on the connectivity between the south and el norte. Being surrounded
by Mexicans and Mexican-Americans with few natural blondes and blue-eyed creatures
sprinkled here and there gave me a very different experience. El Valle parecía tan mexicano
como Reynosa en mi vida. We spoke in Spanish in our home and watched movies in English with
Spanish subtitles when not dubbed with my Mexican parents. As a result, our household wasn’t
any different from those on the other side of the Río Bravo. Life under the palm trees of the Río
Grande Valley has its perks: the taquerías in Reynosa, the beach in South Padre, only two real
seasons, fresh grown citrus, and so on and so forth. What college students have decided is
worthy of their migration pattern during spring break has been home my entire life. It is a whole
different planet in comparison to the northern United States, which begins as far south as Texas
outside of just a few hours from the border. What is a political line to others has simply been a
river with a bridge for us. All one had to do was pay five dollars to cross into Mexico or veinte
pesos to cross into the United States.
As a family, we had not cut our umbilical cord from Mexico. We couldn’t. Papi had studied long
and hard in Monterey and la Ciudad de México to be an ophthalmologist. Why study his degree
all over again only to practice on the same side of the river, especially when his patients crossed
to visit him? But he and Mami had been born in Texas. With a Mexican degree and an American
passport in hand, you can only move to the borderlands where you can do both. Papi worked
internationally, which in our world meant that he drove ten minutes to get from our home in
Mission to his office in Reynosa. What’s international about a ten minute drive?
Honestly, nothing until you add politics to the mix. At least that great distinction between both
sides of the river from the D.C’s perspective does make us sound like we were living a much
more sophisticated life. Well, that’s until you have to take into account that the money coming in
was colorful and luminous and even changed in size, but we had to pay for our living in
uniformed green sheets.
Spanish and its Mexican culture was never foreign in this area of mine since the time of Spanish
colonialism. You walk into the Plaza mall in McAllen and most of the conversations surrounding
you are in Spanish. A mamá being called out by a child who has wandered away. Another
mother quitely scolding a child for misbehaving, which you don’t have to hear to know que vas a
ver cuando lleguemos a la casa. Cashiers telling the customers, “Va a hacer $43.67. ¿Va a
pagar en efectivo o con tarjeta?” Maybe these Spanish speaking people are from Reynosa and
other Mexican border towns. Regardless, you could get by with just knowing Spanish—Mami
sure had until I learned inglès and could interpret for her. The Río Grande Valley that I grew up
in isn’t what the rest of the United States looks like. You see, I wasn’t a minority here. How can
one be a minority in a place first settled by my confirmed Spanish and potential indigenous
ancestors, before the estadounidense freedom from the British had even occurred yet and
wouldn’t for another approximate decade?
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I cannot deny the privilege given to me, handed on the silver platter that was my immigrant
parents and our Spanish looks. I could speak Spanish without sounding American and English
without sounding Mexican. I never had the displeasure of feeling ashamed of talking in Spanish
to my siblings or my parents. To hear a mix of both languages would mean that new money was
coming to the area, as many came to financially provide for those working on the other side of
the Río Grande. This isn’t to say that the shame of speaking Spanish isn’t a part of the Valley. It
most certainly is; however, the likes of me are to blame as I spoke Mexican Spanish around those
speaking Spanglish. I am now paying for my sins and teaching Spanish to encourage many
English-accented speakers to wander Texas.
Of course, the Valley isn’t a perfect place for me, or others, either. Racism still lurked in the
corners. Unavoidable. It was passive and didn’t just come from those whose ancestors had stars
in their flag. The subtleties of it presented as people who fell into the more Mexican typecast
than I did sometimes refused to speak Spanish, the inferior language. It happens an
uncomfortable amount. But even with this, I never experienced what other Hispanics have
experienced in other parts of the United States and even here. I somehow missed the harshness
others might have faced. Maybe it was our perceived social class or our white-passing selves.
Maybe it is being close to Mexico that helped us seem like mere passerby. Maybe I am somehow
the luckiest person on this earth. Who knows?
What am I to do with this? Should I feel guilt? Put myself in situations where I can experience
what others have? How shall I serve my penance? Should I? At times, I have doubted whether to
speak on Mexican-American, or whatever other term can be applied to me, matters. I do not fit a
single stereotype of women like myself. But this, my life, is my penance. I have always
introduced myself as Mexican, as I have been deliberately trying to break stereotypes one
introduction at a time. This is my introduction to myself: una mexicana morena con rizos with
tanned skin and a background that differs from Hollywood’s limited stories.
The only thing I know is that my story doesn’t deny any other story nor should it. It is simply
what it is. My life.
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Poems
by Esther M. Garcia
Victor
Would you please not brand my daughter a tattletale
Teacher conference woes and after school memos documenting predictable behavior.
Please don’t make her fear speaking up
she will grow in strength if she can speak freely.
My daughter can do without your first-grade label looming over her messages of help.
Would you mind not silencing age six concerns?
So that you can be peaceful, unbothered in schoolyard shenanigans.
Fabricated ideas that snitching is wrong from a young age.
Bullying, gun violence, and inappropriate harassment triggers
from a world where hush is no longer suitable.
But where does it take our vulnerable children,
who become intimidated by social constructs on their cries?
To shallow graves along the desert in open spaces in sacred spaces
by manipulators who exploited their quiet.
They become voiceless victims.
I care to know her tattles
who she fears,
through her words.
Her eyes cannot hide those troubles,
or her experiences
when she finally stands, unhindered.
Suppressed by the constant negativity placed on her voice
her words are vital.
Validate her!
Her verbalized vision is a superpower.
A child transforms into a young lady who will not reveal her bruised heart
Your persuasion to silence her will ultimately damage
her.
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Wild West Woman
To the lady that ignored my daughters:
See my children?
one two, and three.
Despite what you pretend not to
see they exist
with beauty and heart.
Basic brown brunettes, brown skin, with brilliant brown
eyes that shatter your world views.
To the lady that pretended they didn’t
exist they are loved
they are clean and
combed they have
accomplished they are
God-fearing
in the same world, just like you.
Mujer, that is a woman for your simple language
they are breathing the same air and paying the same price.
They are mom’s boiling blood and dad’s bravery.
They are grandma’s language and Grandpas Apache ancestors.
You and the world attempt to
disregard their importance
but they will remember and as they grow, they will not need your
validation. To the lady that omitted their rightful acknowledgment
My daughters saw you
they saw you notice and befriend
the blonde-haired girl
they heard you greet and cheer for that blue-eyed child as if she was your
own. A stranger but similar in your likeness, therefore she became golden
You should know that your polished distaste for my kid and for my kind
became visible
crystal clear.
A wild west woman who reminded me
that my daughters could not be
voiceless they will learn to shout
I want them to speak
up to annoy you
to speak their language out of
place in any place.
Morenitas, I see you
Beyond the pale world that forgets your power
despite those pictures, portraits, and portrayals that attempt to paint you in the
background, you will be the totality of everything unforgotten.
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Take Me Instead

“Roberta, clean your room!”
That phrase was burned into my mind at a young age.
In the distinct sound of the voice of my best friend’s mother.
I remember the sound of her mysterious accent just like my childhood was yesterday.
We often rehearsed, teased and repeated the tone, as we all knew when Roberta went too far.
“Roberta, come home now!”
I hear it repeatedly, and I smile.
“Roberta, ya cálmate!”
We learned early about good daughters and bad daughters.
After grammar school, I remember sitting in their home, through hot barrio summers and onto
character-building middle school.
Eating, bugging, roaming, and feeling at home in the Romero’s.
Mrs. Romero’s tortillas tasted just like my mom’s; it brought comfort to an 8-year-old who was
an anducia on the streets in all seasons.
Peanut butter and jelly, most often butter.
Her mother collectively cared for a group of us, and it was genuine.
So, I will never forget the recent call from Roberta when she said her mom passed
through the night.
We are now 46,
nearly forty years into a friendship Roberta’s mother
being gone weighed on me.
34w
I saw my mom’s future fate, her mom and her effortlessly round tortillas, then my mom’s fate
again. We spoke of how both mothers were the “help” they cleaned houses on the circuit in an
affluent part of the city para la gringas;
they were nameless.
In domestic jobs, underpaid and often unseen
bleached hands and painful joints came with the hustle and blackened knees It was
unacknowledged work that left many with arthritis and ailments.
Their wish?
For their daughters to sit in college classrooms and escape becoming maids.
It was the sixth death of mothers amongst my close friends
Six calls, announcements, and obituaries.
And one grandma who would make seven missing matriarchs.
Two of which came like a thief in the night, stealing a proper goodbye.
Some moms were closer than others, and one I never met. Yet, I felt that friend’s pain.
Her long-term illness struggle was over, the fight was complete, and a daughter released a
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mother.
At her bedside with the last breathe in peace.
The first of these calls left me silent,
When my friend of 25 years slowly watched her mom become unresponsive I felt my
friends emptiness
As if it was my own Her pain,
as if it was my own.
Her own ability to respond, as if it were my own.
And then as I sit in the doghouse drive-in, in some odd clairvoyant experience on what
would have been the anniversary my mind wanders to the memories of your mom’s smile
and her high cheekbones, toasted shots on a balloon-filled morning.
The condolences and sorrys ravaging through our mother’s memories.
It tainted whatever polaroid’s we could find in shoeboxes carefully placed under their bed,
unraveling what poquito we have left of home.
A trajectory of death
dead comals, dead childhood houses, and exhaustive bargaining with father time for more life.
Moms of clean beans,
of clean houses,
and clean daughters came with virgin hope.
Women who deserved coffee in bed and flowers without warning or reason.
“ya paqué after I am dead.”
Madres whose
Struggles we did not know until we sifted through their personal documents passed their
perishment.
The pain of loss, and discarding their sacred worthless objects scattered about.
The anger when moms are taken without warning by the forces they prayed to.
An out-of-body explanation of how rigor had already set in, her detached death discovery
came in like a delivered death notification that no one wants.
The dread in me as my mom has stood the oldest of the living
my fear that she no longer stands but falls nearly blind and immobile
Biting my nails and heart-sinking check-ins and baked goods just so she knows.
Realizing and regretting.
I hear Mass Intentions for missed mothers, and I look for their empty pews behind me
empty pews near the front,
empty pews next to me.
Take me instead!
And though I have struggled
been slapped
and trapped in this world, I know that the worst part of my life has yet to come.
Like the friends I witnessed, I know the cruelest day of my life burying my mom will
come and crush me; forecasted, and ill-prepared I grovel,
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Take me instead!
Burnt dinners, failing grades from a wayward teen, and trauma filled relationships that
predicted we were “gonna be just like our mothers”
they come and go
but the worst of days are still to come when you can no longer say sorry or ask if she is
hungry like a good daughter should or would
Take me instead!
At that point, prayers sound silly
when my friend can no longer tolerate the pities from the world
as the mind constantly travels to missing mommas.
Living with the hope of one more day,
one more time,
and remember when.
Protective mothers and the truth of their advanced condition was held in secret, and the
reminder of what we do for our daughters.
A mom that built hoop dreams
in the heart of dusty valley seams,
alone!
And the night St. Michael or a mysterious angel spared her from the home ablaze.
Late-night shifts for a latch key kid to live a lifestyle on the college court.
Food left on the stove made for one but divided into two for anducia.
Fried potatoes and how the taste was just like my mom’s as if it required some serious
culinary training.
For hijas de tu madres to inherit the hustle and not so much the poetic puzzle of the Spanglish
riddles, moms invented.
The sereño slang and accents disappearing,
except in the memory of daughters that mourn.
Time came
and went and we knew
As we all do
The mysteries of illness
The sound of her voice
and her essence and flame are gone.
But subtle messages felt
And her lost moments somehow triumph within us.
And our imperfect mothers who eventually became canonized and understood by disobedient
daughters take center stage on altars.
Role reversals and
Firm in faith, we lift them up to the lord.
The guilt of good daughter vs. bad daughter
Slipped away
Faded away
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after the dust of vergüenza has settled.
In Covid and cancer, in heart pains and heart skips,
The plague is leaving daughters who weren’t ready,
Never ready,
even in the ripeness of their matured lives.
And the echo of her voice and her shielding gaze tattooed in the darkness of swollen eyelids.
Images of women who became strong just like their mothers
And rightfully so!
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Hood Haikus
Ditches and beer cans
Red spray-painted Graffiti
Guided the way home
Mom made tortillas
Cramped and arthritic hands coil
No más tortillas
Chili seeds grow hope
with beer and the summer fire
green to red in fall
I’ve had a dad
Yes, morena chicana
Was not abandoned
My southern rich soil
Intombs my flesh eternal
Barrio Vida
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Lifeblood of a Nation: Haibun
by Sylvia Ramos Cruz
Historic New Mexico Women road marker for Dulcelina Salce Curtis (1904—1995)
Sandoval County, NM road 448, mile post 12
Corrales—Spanish, plural of corral, pen for livestock. Fertile, farm-quilted valley shaped by
the flow of arroyos, acequias, zanjas. Arteries pumping agua, transubstantiated blood, into
riparian lands stalked by parched desert. Agua sagrada that turns red earth green. And,
sometimes, turns into raging, man-eating floods. Like the one in 1868 that swept away the mud
and timbers of the early San Isidro Church. Or the one in 1904 that unearthed caskets in the
camposanto.
in the desert
water
becomes sacrament
our dead
always with us
rain or shine
While Europe was awash in wars 1,500 years ago, humans inhabited this valley, sheltering
beneath cottonwoods and cloud-embroidered skies. Its loamy soil groaned under the weight of
barefoot indigenous people, armored conquistadores from Méjico, leather-booted European
immigrants—all searching for sustenance, opportunity, destiny.
if we look
human history unfolds
panorama
Corrales, quietly tending its horses, apples, and grapes; inching along, unmindful of fast-paced
cities jostling its north, west, and southern borders; birthing generations of artisans who capture
its bristly beauty on clay, canvas, glass, paper, metal.
Joanna and I drive up its single main street under a sun that would combust parchment were we
to fold it into a fan and wave it out the window. We haven’t seen each other for about 10 years;
talked on the phone perhaps 25 times during that interim. Rummaging through eclectic treasures
and vintage bric-a-brac along Corrales Road, we take stock of how long we’ve been friends.
About 45 years. We met in The Bronx. Jacobi Municipal Hospital. She, a social worker. I, a
surgery intern. Longevity may help explain how we fall into step at first sight, as if we’ve been
walking arm in arm daily. But really, I think it’s friendship. One always falls in step with family
—over rice-and-beans, beer, café-con-leche, tostones—no matter how long it’s been or how
contentious expressing political or religious views may be.
friends—
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the family we get
to choose
We are here on a pilgrimage to the Historic New Mexico Women road marker for Dulcelina
(Dorothy) Salce Curtis. Teacher, farmer, conservationist who led efforts to control flooding in
Corrales. The first woman appointed to a board of the U.S. Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation District.
The marker rises on an arid patch in an area of new residential developments near the junction of
Bernalillo and Sandoval counties. (A place that must look much different from the pastoral lands
of Dorothy’s childhood.) Only strangely beautiful spiny, purple-flowered weeds grow here, come
rain or drought, far from the river.
It’s hard to stand in the noontime sun to read the plaque or take pictures. But we, reverent
pilgrims, pay our respects properly to this woman, civic activist, and leader—lifeblood of this
town. Of any town, anywhere in the U.S. And, by extension, lifeblood of the nation.
where we plant our feet
defines where we walk
Having thus fortified the spirit, we go in search of nourishment for the flesh.
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Chief Co-Editors
Leila Flores-Dueñas received her Ph.D. from the University of Texas at Austin in Curriculum
and Instruction with an emphasis in Multilingual Studies: Bilingual Education, Teaching English
as a Second Language, and Literacy Education. She is an associate professor at the University of
New Mexico in the College of Education and Human Sciences, where she teaches courses in
culturally responsive teacher preparation, social justice and education, community engaged
research, bilingual education, and literacy education. Her research interests address topics related
to social justice and education, the role of culture and literacy learning, Latinx family literacy, and
creative expression/arts-based learning for emergent Spanish/English bilinguals. Her most recent
works include understanding the role that multiliteracies/arts-based/creative teaching can have on
bilingual Latinx student learning. Additionally, Leila is a local entertainer/musician, who has also
created bilingual children’s choirs in Albuquerque’s International District, and provided musical
direction and choreography for La Compañia de Teatro de Albuquerque and UNM’s production
of La Posada Mágica.
Ray Hernández Durán was born and raised in San Antonio, Texas. He completed his Ph.D. in
Pre-Hispanic and Colonial Latin American Art History at the University of Chicago and is
currently Professor of Spanish Colonial Art History in the Department of Art at the University of
New Mexico. His courses cover Spanish Colonial Art, Arts of Nineteenth-Century Mexico,
Baroque Art, Arts of Spain, Arts of Africa and the African Diaspora, U.S. Latinx Art, and Museum
Studies. His research interests concentrate, geographically, on New Spain/Mexico/U.S. Southwest
and historically, on the eighteenth- and nineteenth centuries with newer work focused on Chicano
and Latinx Art. He is currently working with Irene Vásquez on an exhibition titled, “Voces del
Pueblo: Eight Artists of the Levantamiento Chicano en Nuevo México, ca. 1970–1980.” His book,
The Academy of San Carlos and Mexican Art History: Politics, History, and Art in NineteenthCentury Mexico (Routledge, 2017) will be followed by two publications, A Routledge Companion
to U.S. Latinx Art, for which he will serve as co-editor with Carmen Ramos, Ph.D. (National
Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.) and Rocío Aranda-Alvarado, Ph.D. (Ford Foundation, NYC)
and A Historiography of Colonial Art in Mexico, ca. 1855–1934 (University of New Mexico Press,
forthcoming).
Irene Vásquez received her Ph.D. from the History Department at the University of California,
Los Angeles. She holds the position of Chair of the Chicana and Chicano Studies Department at
the University of New Mexico. Under her leadership, from 2013–2015, UNM established a
Department of Chicana and Chicano Studies and a bachelor's degree in Chicana and Chicano
Studies. In 2019, Chicana and Chicano Studies launched the M.A. and Ph.D. programs. Irene
Vásquez specializes in the intersectional histories and politics of Mexican-descent populations in
the Americas. Her research and teaching interests include U.S. and transnational social and
political movements. She co-authored a book on the Chicana and Chicano Movement titled,
Making Aztlan: Ideology and Culture of the Chicana and Chicano Movement: Ideology, 1966–
1977, published by the University of New Mexico Press. She has written several essays in English
and Spanish on the historic and contemporary relations between African Americans and Latin
American descent peoples in the Americas. Irene Vásquez co-edited The Borders in All of Us:
New Approaches to Global Diasporic Societies, published by New World African Press. In
addition, she has published essays on Indigenous peoples and Afro-Mexican communities in
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Mexico and on and Mexican feminist organizers in the U.S. borderlands. Her current project is a
history survey of Chicana women in the U.S. In the area of K–12 Education service, Irene Vásquez
serves as President of Semillas Sociedad Civil, a nonprofit organization that founded the first K–
12 International Baccalaureate World Schools in Los Angeles, including Xinaxcalmecac:
Academia Semillas del Pueblo and Anahuacalmecac: International University Preparatory High
School of North America.
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Contributors
Melissa Auh Krukar (pronounced “oh crew-car”) was born and raised in Albuquerque, New
Mexico to a nuevomexicana mom and a South Korean dad. They call their family’s blend of
cultures “Hispasian” for Hispanic + Asian. In her early twenties, she had the blessing of living on
one square acre with both of her grandmas. Her maternal grandma, Gaga, born and raised in
Albuquerque, is a central part of their community. Between her siblings, nieces and nephews,
cousins, and many, many friends, it’s hard to go anywhere in town without her running into
someone she knows. Her paternal grandma, Halmoni, spent her last years in Albuquerque after
having lived in California, Iowa, Uganda, and South Korea. Living in their separate houses on
shared land let her see through both of their perspectives. The Southwest meant different things to
them. For one, the place she’d always lived; for the other, the place she came to die. What Gaga
called a downpour, Halmoni called a sprinkle. But they both agreed on one thing: the kitchen is
what makes a home a home. Their lessons and recipes are what she will teach her children.
Rachael M. Buffett is an undergraduate student pursuing her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Art
at the University of New Mexico. She aims to become an art educator and currently resides in the
beautiful desert metropolis of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Focused primarily on depicting the
female figure, she uses satirical humor, repetition, and bold colors to convey messages tuned into
the essence of the 21st century feminist movement. You can find more of her work at:
todoublecheckart.com. Buffett’s photographic series, “I’m sick of being told I’m ‘pretty’ when I
cry” is an exploration of beauty expectations as they relate to social dynamics and prejudices. The
ability to emote while remaining aesthetically pleasing to others is something that fascinates and
angers her. This emotional expectation, and the shaming of those who fail to adhere to said
expectation, is often placed upon women without their consent. As a whole, she would like this
series to speak towards the absurdity of society’s placement of emotional fulfillment and
conventional beauty standards on women and other femme-presenting individuals. As a woman
raised by women who were raised in the Southwest, this series is poignant of the experience of
existing in a place of incredible allure and tradition alongside the forces engrained in the adherence
to and rejection of beauty standards.
Carmen Carillo – (bio not provided)
Doris Careaga Coleman is an assistant professor of Chicana/Chicano Studies at the University
of New Mexico. Her research includes Son Jarocho, Afro-Mexican foodways, Mexican cinema,
the legacy of Caribbean dance in Mexican culture, and Afro-Caribbean, Mexican, and AfroMexican literature. Following her co-authored book, La Cocina Afromestiza en Veracruz (1995),
by El Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, republished in 2000 and 2006, Dr. Careaga
Coleman published, La Cuenca del Papaloapan (Calendario-Recetario) (1996), El Exótico Sabor
de Veracruz (2000), La Cocina Tradicional de Jalcomulco (2000, republished in 2017), and
Culinaria Afrodescendiente en Tamiahua: Un Discurso Para Iluminar a los Afrodescendientes
Mexicanos (2018). She is founder and lead advisor of Colectivo Afro-Tamiahua, a civil association
benefitting Afrodescendientes in Veracruz and other states in Mexico and Co-Founder
of Conexiones Africanas, a nonprofit organization that provides support and guidance for Civil
Associations addressing healthcare and educational disparities in communities of African descent.
Dr. Careaga Coleman continues to work on a feature length documentary about the myths and
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folkways of the people of her native village Tamiahua–an Afro-Mexican community in Northern
Veracruz. In 2022, the Mellon Foundation recognized Dr. Careaga-Coleman’s work with a
Research Cluster Award through the University of Chicago at Illinois Crossing Latinidades
project. The Mellon funded project, AfroChicanx Digital Humanities Project: Memories,
Narratives, and Oppositional Consciousness of Black Diasporas is a collaborative digital
humanities project that includes the University of Arizona, the University of California Santa
Barbara, and the University of New Mexico. Dr. Careaga Coleman’s next book project is titled,
Imaginings: The Politics and Constructs of Exclusionary Mexican Identities.
–Natalia Toscano was raised in Oakland, California and attended Santa Monica College
and transferred to the University of California, Los Angeles, where she received her
Bachelors in Chicana/o Studies and American Indian Studies. Having received her
Master’s in American Studies at University of New Mexico (UNM), Natalia is now a Ph.D.
student in the inaugural graduate cohort in Chicana/o Studies at UNM. Natalia is currently
a Crossing Latinidades Pre-Doctoral Mellon Fellow and is co-author and research assistant
for the Crossing Latinidades consortium project, AfroChicanx Digital Humanities Project:
Memories, Narratives, and Oppositional Consciousness of Black Diasporas, led by
Chicana/o Studies professor, Dr. Doris Careaga Coleman. As a transfer advocate, Natalia
has supported initiatives on campus to increase transfer student visibility and support,
including working with the CNM-UNM Mellon New Mexico Humanities Now! Transfer
Initiative. She also co-created the Chicanx Studies Transfer Research Program. Beyond the
academy, Natalia is a member of the Chicanx World Making and Futurities Project, a
rasquache multimedia hub of Chicanx pensamiento.
–Gustavo García was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. His family migrated
from a Zapotec community in the Valles Centrales de Oaxaca. As the first in his family to
continue in higher education, he began his journey at Santa Monica College (SMC) where
he received an Associates of Arts degree in Social and Behavioral Sciences. He transferred
to the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) and double majored in Chicana/o
Studies and American Indian Studies. After receiving an M.A. in American Studies at the
University of New Mexico (UNM), he joined the inaugural cohort of Chicana/o Studies
where he is currently pursuing a Ph.D. Gustavo has taught in the Chicana/o Studies
department, mentored community college transfer students through the New Mexico
Humanities Now! Mellon Transfer Program and has worked with undergraduate students
conducting research in the El Puente Research Fellowship. He is a member of the Chicanx
World Making and Futurities collective, a multimedia project that uses blogs, podcasts,
and zines to disseminate stories of dissent and worldmaking!
–Loida Maritza Pérez is a native of the Dominican Republic. Pérez is an independent
scholar, cultural activist, and author of, Geographies of Home, a novel published in the
United States and abroad. Her upcoming book, Beyond the Pale, won a PEN America 2019
Jean Stein Grant for Literary Oral History award. Her work has appeared in the Michigan
Quarterly Review, Latina, MaComere, Meridians, Edinburgh Review, Bomb, Callaloo, and
Best of Callaloo. She is also the recipient of numerous awards and fellowships, including
the New York Foundation for the Arts, National Endowment for the Arts in collaboration
with University of New Mexico and Rutgers University, IC3-Institute for Communities,
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Creativity and Consciousness, Djerassi’s Henry Louis Gates Fellowship, Ragdale
Foundation for the Arts U.S.–Africa Writer’s Project, MacDowell Arts Colony, Yaddo
Foundation, Hedgebrook, Millay Arts Colony, Ucross Foundation, and Villa Montalvo. A
University of New Mexico Visiting Scholar, she has taught creative writing at the National
Hispanic Cultural Center, Taos Writers’ Workshop, Bread Loaf’s Summer Institute at St.
John’s College, and elsewhere. A former Board Member for the Albuquerque nonprofit
Casa Barelas, she mentors high school students and edited Reflections on Water, an
anthology of poetry, prose, and art resulting from collaborations with elementary through
high school students, and established artists to foster conservation and an awareness of
water issues in New Mexico.
–Anelé Careaga Coleman has been involved in the arts since she was a young child. She
began her career as a dancer at age five and spent more than ten years training and dancing
at the National Institute of Flamenco. Anelé is a third-generation performer
–her grandfather was a Blues singer and her father has fronted blues, alternative rock, and
funk groups. Anelé has performed in musical theater and in plays since middle school; she
has appeared in productions of Chicago, Into the Woods, the 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee, The Little Prince, Macbeth, and She Kills Monsters. Anelé has also worked
backstage as a technician on numerous productions and wrote and co-directed her own oneact play while still in high school, including short stories and poems since elementary
school. Anelé spent two years with the Young Voices Program of the Santa Fe Opera under
the direction of Kathleen Clawson and Paul Roth. She is currently a scholarship student at
the University of Miami’s Frost School of Music, where she is studying Music and Music
Therapy.
Kris R. Davidson is a photographic artist working on a long-term project titled, Beneath a Paper
Moon about storytelling in the United States across the past, present, and future. View her work at
www.krisdavidson.com
Sunny Dooley is Nihókáá Diiyiin Diné/Earth Surface Divine Person residing in
Ní’dishchíí’biłyildiz Dédeez’á’ Bigháá - Pinetree Glen on the High Ridge of the Navajo
Nation. She has been a Diné Hozhojii Hané Teller, poet, and organizer of positive possibilities for
true change to root.
Leila Flores-Dueñas is an associate professor of education at the University of New Mexico and
also a performer/entertainer of Spanish music. She was raised in a large singing family from South
Texas. She and Carol Y. Vigil (a retired UNM substance abuse and mental health counselor) form
the women’s dueto, Las Flores del Valle. Together, they aim to preserve the nuances of the many
musical genres that are native to the Borderlands and to their own family histories. Las Flores Del
Valle perform regularly for civic events, cultural centers, and national art projects that are focused
on issues of social justice, women’s history, and improving education. They have been invited to
sing for Nuestra Música at Santa Fe’s Lensic Theatre, the National Hispanic Cultural Center
(NHCC), as well as the Gene Autry Theatre in Los Angeles, California, as corridistas and scholars
of western song. In this issue of Chamisa, Las Flores del Valle sing, “El Corrido de Sara Dueñas.”
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Dábida García (They/Elle) is from the northern New Mexican community of El Guache and holds
a Ph.D. in Anthropology from the University of Texas, Austin. As an anthropologist of agriculture,
foodways, and acequia water management in northern New Mexico, García relates how ways of
speaking and conviviality are vital for the cultural survival of Chicanx, Mexican-American
communities. Aside from their academic work, García uses music as an instrument of praxis for
memory and advocacy, as well as to, "dar segunda voz" behind those doing the important work in
our communities. Their musical repertoire includes songs drawn from local participation in
familial celebrations and funerals to nationwide tours with the late Al Hurricane and El Gringo.
García writes and sings corridos, coplas y canciones, and décimas inspired by local movements
for social justice. As the violinist for the Alcalde Matachines, García has served for twenty-three
years as an integral and essential part of the community danza. In addition, Dábida has played with
many local groups, including, Los de Río Arriba – a music collective led by Arturo Delgado, a
composer who has given voice to the experience of Mexican immigrants in New Mexico for the
past fifteen years. García has taken music as a practice of sanación into diverse spaces, such as
nursing homes, pre-schools, as well as ICE detention centers.
–Brenda M. Romero, professor emerita, founding coordinator of Ethnomusicology,
University of Colorado, Boulder, holds a Ph.D. in Ethnomusicology (University of
California, Los Angeles) and B.Mus. and M.Mus. in Music Theory and Composition
(University of New Mexico). A long-standing member of the College Music Society, she
currently serves as Board Member for Ethnomusicology (2020–2022). She has worked
extensively on Indita ballads in New Mexico and Matachines ceremonial danza traditions.
She performed as Matachines violinist for the Pueblo of Jemez between 1989–1998 and
received the 2005 Society for American Music’s “Sight and Sound” subvention toward her
2008 CD, “Canciones de mis patrias: Songs of My Homelands, Early New Mexican Folk
Songs.” She conducted Matachines fieldwork in Mexico as Fulbright García-Robles
Scholar (2000–2001) and as Fulbright Colombia Scholar (Spring 2011), when she also
taught the first musicology course at the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá. She
was program chair for the College Music Society (CMS) International Meeting in Costa
Rica (2003), the CMS Annual Meeting in Santa Fe, New Mexico (2016), and the Society
for Ethnomusicology Annual Meeting in Mexico City (2009). She has authored numerous
publications, coedited Dancing across Borders: Danzas y bailes mexicanos (University of
Illinois Press, 2009), and is currently co-editor of the anthology, At the Crossroads of Music
and Social Justice (Indiana Press, forthcoming). She has collaborated for the past nine
years with ethnochoreologists at the Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, México
and is completing a monograph, Matachines Transfronterizos, Warriors for Peace at the
Borderlands (University of Illinois Press, forthcoming).
Esther M. Garcia is a proud daughter of New Mexico and is strong in tradition. She values the
reflections and the treasures found in her South Valley community and the greater Southwest. She
is a Ph.D. student at the University of New Mexico in the Department of Anthropology. Writing
poetry reminds her that she is a strong and empowered woman, una mujer sin vergüenza, and how
formidable women have inspired her life journey. Her poetry comes from her corazón, her life
experiences, her representations of home, and the place where she feels nurtured and safe. She
aspires to be more like our hardworking mothers and our courageous grandmothers, while
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respectfully sharing the stories of the powerful matriarchs in her community. She revels in
collecting stories and poetry, and documenting the unique rural area and its influential residents
through photography. She feels obligated to tell her personal stories and invites others to share
their own experiences. She feels blessed to belong to a unique community that motivates her to
grow and develop daily.
Mario Esteban Del Ángel Guevara is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of New Mexico in
Hispanic Linguistics in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese, where he has taught courses in
Spanish as a Second Language, Heritage language, Medical Spanish, and currently teaches
bilingual courses on “Curanderismo: Traditional Medicine of Mexico and the Southwest.” He has
received his certification in Mexican traditional medicine from CEDEHC, the School of
Community Human Development in Cuernavaca, Morelos, México and has translated a number
of books on traditional medicine from English to Spanish. He also serves as an interpreter for
Mexican healers who participate in the curanderismo courses at the University of New Mexico.
He has apprenticed with Rita Navarrete in Mexico City and has researched the contributions and
lives of other curanderas, such as Teresita Urrea from Sonora, México and Toñita Gonzales who
practices traditional medicine in Albuquerque.
Jessica Helen López is City of Albuquerque Poet Laureate, Emeritus and the host of arts-based
PBS, “¡COLORES!” She has also been a featured writer for 30 Poets in their 30’s by MUZZLE
and named one of the 10 Up and Coming Latinx Poets You Need to Know by international digital
publisher and agency, Remezcla. López is a nationally recognized award-winning slam poet and
holds the title of 2012 and 2014 “Women of the World City of ABQ” champion. She is a member
of the Macondo Foundation, which was founded by writer Sandra Cisneros, and is an association
of socially engaged writers united to advance creativity, foster generosity, and honor community.
Her first collection of poetry, Always Messing with Them Boys (West End Press, 2011) made the
Southwest Book of the Year reading list and was also awarded the Zia Book Award presented by
New Mexico Women Press. Her second collection of radical feminist poetry, Cunt. Bomb. is
published by Swimming with Elephants Publication (2014). Her third collection, The Language of
Bleeding: Poems for the International Poetry Festival, Nicaragua (SWEP) is a limited release in
honor of her ambassadorial visit to Granada, Nicaragua.
Roberta Márquez states that, “the lives of people of my ancestral communities and the land upon
which we live influence my motivation to paint.” She was born and raised in a small town on the
llanos of the eastern plains of New Mexico, called Tucumcari, the land of the Comanches and
Apaches. Her ancestral roots are in the north and the east, from El Rito, to Las Tusas, to Anton
Chico, and Norton. Her art experiences at New Mexico Highlands University in Las Vegas, New
Mexico lit a fire in her to make art, to paint. Her professors and other student artists inspired her
greatly. The four images included in the 2nd issue of the Chamisa Journal represent people of this
rugged landscape we call home, from the llanos to the high mountains. She adds, “We are the
Indo-Hispanos, the mezcla, the mestizaje, chicanos of this Nuevo México.” In this issue, the
painting titled, “Devotion” is an image of a woman praying at the altar [her mom], who was a very
devout person and humorous. The artist notes that, “someone said that the image was sacrilegious
but I think one can be devoted to God and to consumerism…my mother was good at both.” Another
painting titled, “Senaida” depicts a woman of the llanos, who rose above tragic circumstances and
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succeeded. The third painting of New Mexican artist Juanita Lavadie, titled, “Juanita” represents
a norteña, who is the master of her environment and her craft –a learned person of the arts, books,
culture, and her community. The final painting, titled, “Man with the Umbrella” represents a man
[Rudy] from Tucumcari who is standing with respect at his friend’s burial or el entierro. For me,
these images are honor paintings. Each one has a strong connection to land and story. My intent is
to paint images of my community and to share who we are with each other and the greater world.
Adelita Michelle Medina is a mixed-media artist, social justice and peace activist, and a freelance writer. She grew up in northern New Mexico in the Española Valley. After living and
working in New York City for 25 years, she returned to her hometown of Ranchitos in 2004. She
now resides in Las Vegas, New Mexico. As a free-lance journalist, Adelita Michelle has published
numerous articles on topics ranging from immigrant, veteran, and women’s rights to arts and
culture. She has also written several short stories. After retiring from a career in the non-profit
world, in 2014, she returned to her artwork. In November 2017, Adelita Michelle curated her first
art show titled, “We the People/El Pueblo Unido for Peace, Justice and Mother Earth,” which
included several of her works. From March to May 2018, she had a one-person art show in New
York City at the Luisa Capetillo Gallery. Her paintings hang in private collections in Maryland,
New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Puerto Rico, and Texas. Adelita Michelle holds an M.S.
degree in Journalism from Columbia University and a B.A. in Art and English from New Mexico
Highlands University. She has a son, a grandson, and a granddaughter. Her writings and artwork
are influenced by her humble upbringing in an extended family in northern New Mexico, the rich
Indo-Hispano heritage of her family and state, and her activism in the Chicano Movement in the
1970s, which transformed her into a proud and outspoken Chicana with a feminist outlook.
Gabino Noriega III is an Albuquerque son, Ph.D. candidate, educator, artist, poet, and musician.
Gabino has a passion to support the unique needs of students of color in education. His focus of
study is on educational opportunities for students of color, socioeconomic desegregation, student
voice, curanderismo, ethnic studies, and Chicano indigeneity. In addition to his doctoral studies,
Gabino has a passion for Chicano arts, music, film, and sustaining the cultural traditions of New
Mexico. He has performed his poetry and music both nationally and internationally. He is also a
family man focused on connecting his family to the earth and the traditions of our ancestors.
María-Luisa Ornelas-June states that after a life lived raising a family overseas, she considers
herself a GenMeX documenting life on the Texas-Mexico border as it changes. Born in Laredo,
Texas, she is a ninth generation Tejana raised along the banks of the Río Grande. She attended the
University of Texas at Austin before getting a law degree from Hastings College of the Law in
San Francisco, California. After a short practice, she followed her spouse to postings in the
Netherlands, Singapore, and India. In Singapore, she taught legal research and writing to first year
law students at the National University of Singapore. She now resides in Houston, Texas as an
independent scholar studying the culture and history of South Texas while writing a new book.
With her writing, she hopes to honor the women of South Texas that came before her.
Alyssa N. Ortiz grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico. She is a recent graduate from the
University of New Mexico, specializing in political science, Spanish, and Chicanx studies. Her
piece in the 2nd issue of Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance, and Visual Arts of the
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Greater Southwest focuses on her father and how his hands have correlated with his labor and
growth over the course of her life. His work ethic was instilled in her and provided her with the
capabilities and access to higher education since he constantly emphasized the importance of
education and independence. A lot of Hispanic youth in the Southwest have a story similar to
Alyssa’s, where their father’s labor changes the course of their lives and the opportunities they
have. She feels fortunate that her father has played such a valuable role in showing her the value
of hard work and perseverance, especially as a young woman in academia. Alyssa is extremely
grateful for her heritage and even more so for the opportunity to present her work as a part of this
publication.
Sylvia Ramos Cruz, M.D. is inspired to write by art, women’s lives, and everyday injustices. Her
award-winning photographs, prose, and poetry appear in local and national publications, including,
Journal of Latina Critical Feminism, Southwestern American Literature Journal, PoetryBay
online magazine, Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance, and Visual Arts of the Greater
Southwest (2021), and Artemis (2021 and 2022). Her essay, “May 29, 2020: In the Year of Our
Peril,” was named “Best” non-fiction work in the 2020 SOMOS contest. Her poem, “In a Time of
Corona: Dispatches from the Field,” won 1st prize in the 2021 National Federation of Press
Women Communication Contest. Her multimedia collage work titled, “Railyards Trilogy: Poems
and Photographs” is in the City of Albuquerque’s Public Art collection. She has researched and
lectured widely on the history of Woman Suffrage in New Mexico. Her findings have been
published in the Online Biographical Dictionary of the Woman Suffrage Movement in the US, In
Her Own Right: A Century of Women’s Activism 1820–1920, and La Crónica de Nuevo México,
among others. She is a retired breast surgeon, world traveler, and women’s rights activist still
working to get the Equal Rights Amendment into the Constitution.
Cielo Rodríguez is a writer, student, and editor for The Round Up at New Mexico State University
(NMSU). She is entering her final year studying at NMSU for her undergraduate degree in
Journalism and Mass Communications, and Political Science. She was born and raised in Clovis,
New Mexico and is an only child. She has been writing since she was about ten years old. Cielo
enjoys writing creatively and enjoys covering tough news stories and pursuing the truth in
everything she writes, including her journalism and poetry. She has written several articles as an
intern with the Las Cruces Sun-News and works towards curating the student's voice at The Round
Up. Her passion for governmental work and activism was also found at a young age –influenced
by her mother and her own Hispanic roots. These roots inspired the works published in the
collection titled, “A Reservoir of Life and Death.” Living all her life in the Southwest as a Hispanic
woman, she has learned to embrace her culture and integrate new and old spiritual practices into
her everyday life and her poetry.
Magda V. Rodríguez Sawyer is a doctoral student and graduate teaching assistant in the
Department of Hispanic Studies at Texas A&M University. She was born in Mexico and was raised
in the Río Grande Valley in Texas. Her life on the border helped her recognize the Río Grande as
a river, rather than as a national divide since it was crossed routinely. Her background has garnered
an interest in Latina/o/x studies, which is her primary field of focus as a scholar.
The following piece is a reflection on herself and her identity as a Mexican-American/Chicana/
Latina from the Río Grande Valley. As an ethnically ambiguous woman, she has struggled with
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what markers of identity to use in labeling herself. Over time she has realized that the marker she
uses does not matter as long as she is faithful to herself.
Mónica Valeria Sánchez is an actor, playwright, and educator. She is a native Nuevo Mexicana
born to parents from Anton Chico, New Mexico (father) and Dawson, New Mexico (mother). She
cut her teatro teeth with La Compañia de Teatro de Alburquerque before picking up stakes for
California. She spent one year in residence with El Teatro Campesino and subsequently relocated
to San Francisco, and then to Los Angeles where she continued to work professionally in theatre,
film, and television for 20+ years. Mónica holds an M.F.A. in Dramatic Writing from the
University of New Mexico. She is currently posted at Colorado College as assistant professor of
playwriting and performance.
Eliseo Torres, Ed.D., M.A, B.A. is a retired administrator/professor from the University of New
Mexico. Eliseo “Cheo” Torres teaches three classes on traditional medicine, and regularly lectures
and gives presentations on the history and lore of curanderismo to audiences ranging from scholars
and students of Latin American culture to people hoping to become knowledgeable about
alternative and traditional medicine, including lay people and medical professionals. He
emphasizes in his writings and talks the contributions of women in curanderismo, such as Teresita
Urrea, who impacted traditional medicine in two countries, Mexico and the United States; Rita
Navarrete, who lives in Mexico City and is part of the summer traditional medicine course at the
University of New Mexico, and Toñita Gonzales who lives in the North Valley of Albuquerque
and received her diploma in traditional medicine in Mexico. Dr. Torres has published four books
through the University of New Mexico Press and Kendall Hunt Publishing Company on traditional
medicine emphasizing medicinal plants and rituals.
Mía I. Uribe is a Chicana who grew up in San Antonio, Texas and was raised by an ever-growing
network of women who facilitated a multitude of artistic expressions, whether they be visual,
literary, or musical. After years of making and studying art, she graduated with a master’s degree
in art history from Tulane University with a focus on modern and contemporary Latinx visual
culture. Her article in the 2nd issue of Chamisa: A Journal of Literary, Performance, and Visual
Arts of the Greater Southwest, “Las Muchachas: Xicana Punk Feminism Deployed in Muchacha
Fanzine” arose out of the second chapter of her thesis, “e(femme)era: Materialized IdentityMaking in South Texas-Based Feminist Zines.” Through case studies of three collectively authored
Latinx zines, the thesis contributes to the shifting of not only how art history discusses visual
works, but which visual works art history discusses. The article, “Las Muchachas” centers on a
case study of the South Texas-based Muchacha Fanzine, founded by Daisy Salinas, but
collectively authored by the ever-expanding network of women and femmes. She was introduced
to Salinas’ work through her network of queer Latinas in San Antonio. Though she and Salinas
have both lived outside of Texas for lengths of time, they are grounded in a sort of Latinx diaspora.
As an art historian, she aims to feature collaborative visual and material works by Latinx artists.
The work of Salinas and the contributors have not yet received the critical engagement the zine
warrants. Powered by a Xicana feminist philosophy, Salinas has created a zine that celebrates,
criticizes, and documents her femme network through punk and rasquache expression.
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Jonathan Wilson is a native New Mexican from Artesia. He holds a Ph.D. in English Studies
from the University of Texas at Arlington (UT-A) and M.A. and B.A. degrees in English from
Eastern New Mexico University (ENMU). He specializes in Native American literature(s) with
emphases in 19th and 20th century U.S. American fiction, and teaches American studies, minority
studies, literary/critical/philosophical theory, and U.S. American, transatlantic, LatinX, and
women's literature. He has previously published in Studies in American Indian Literature and with
the University of New Mexico Press. He has also given numerous academic presentations, ranging
in subject matter from traditional U.S. American literature, rhetorical theory, and environmental
and social injustice. His article, “Angels, Demons, and Borders: Cosmic Concern with the
Borderlands and Social Injustice in Ana Castillo’s The Guardians” focuses on women in the
Southwest. Ana Castillo lived in New Mexico for a period of time and her book is dedicated to
shedding light on human trafficking in the borderland of the United States and Mexico.
Tanaya Winder is an author, singer/songwriter, and motivational speaker who comes from an
intertribal lineage of Southern Ute, Pyramid Lake Paiute, and Duckwater Shoshone Nations, where
she is an enrolled citizen. She is a 2016 “National Center for American Indian Enterprise
Development ‘40 Under 40’” emerging American Indian leader. Winder co-founded As/Us: A
Space for Women of the World, a literary magazine publishing works by BIPOC women. She
holds a B.A. in English from Stanford University and an M.F.A in creative writing from the
University of New Mexico. Winder’s poetry collections include, Words Like Love and Why Storms
are Named After People and Bullets Remain Nameless (2017). Her specialties include youth and
women’s empowerment, healing trauma through art, creative writing workshops, and mental
wellness advocacy. Winder’s performances and talks blend storytelling, singing, and spoken word
to teach about different expressions of love and “heartwork.”
Claudia E. Zapata (them/they) is a Texas–based artist known for their DIY toy designs and zines.
Most of their artwork is in connection to the Puro Chingón Collective, which they co-founded in
2012 with Claudia Aparicio-Gamundi and James Huizar. The Puro Chingón Collective is a big
part of their artistic identity and is the first place in which they felt comfortable to call themselves
an artist. Zapata's artwork, both in and outside of the collective, has represented and discussed
topics involving the LGBTIQ+ community and the Chicanx community. Although a lot of their
art has been produced in connection to the Puro Chingón Collective, Zapata also works as an
independent artist. The topics of otherness and queerness are important to Zapata and are often the
center of their artwork, published articles, and activism. They use their platform to voice concerns
and issues pressing the communities they are involved with.
Panelists:
–Isabel Ann Castro (she/her) is a visual artist from San Antonio, Texas. She received a
B.F.A. in Communication Design from Texas State University. Isabel is a co-founder of
and art director for St. Sucia, a DIY, international Latina/x feminist magazine. St.
Sucia focuses on collecting, curating, and publishing contemporary Latina/x writing and
art. Isabel is an organizer of the San Anto Zine Fest and a zine librarian. She is a 2018
National Association of Latino Arts and Cultures Leadership Institute fellow.
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–Maribel Falcón is a Tejana creatrix currently based in Austin, Texas. In 2013, she
received her B.A. from the University of Texas at Austin in sociology and Latin American
studies. She is co-founder and collective member of Colectiva Cósmica – an art collective
made of mujeres who teach workshops, make zines, and curate art shows featuring
emerging artists. Her artwork tends to convey political messaging and Indigenous–based
spirituality and has been featured in Remezcla and Bitch Magazine.
–Suzy González is an artist, curator, zinester, educator, and community organizer living
and working in San Antonio, Texas. Giving attention to the origins of both food and art
materials, she analyzes what it means to decolonize art and art history. She copublishes, Yes, Ma’am zine, co-organizes the San Anto Zine Fest, and is half of the
collective, Dos Mestizxs. She is currently co-curating a contemporary Xicanx art exhibit
that will travel from New York to San Antonio in late 2019 and early 2020. She’s an alumna
of the National Association of Latino Arts and Culture (NALAC) Leadership Institute and
is now serving as a mentor with the New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA) Immigrant
Artist Mentoring Program. Suzy holds an M.F.A. from the Rhode Island School of Design
and a B.F.A. from Texas State University (TSU).
–Daisy Salinas is a San Antonio-based Xicana feminist zinester, punk musician, festival
curator, activist, and poet. She obtained her B.A. in English from Middle Tennessee State
University and a M.A. in Multicultural Women’s Studies from Texas Woman’s University
(TWU). Through her independent publication, Muchacha Fanzine, Daisy uses zines to
amplify the voices of marginalized artists of color. Along with zine-making, Daisy also
founded the decolonial feminist punk collective, Xingonas in the Pit, sings/plays bass with
the punk band Frijolera Riot, and performs poetry with the bilingual poetry collective
WAKE-UP (Womxn Artistically Kollecting Experiencias– Unidx Prosperando).
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